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We believe the IPM -200
represents a new standard of
accuracy in loudspeakers. Its

dynamic range, transparency and
overall lifelike impact are without
precedent.
Ask your Pioneer dealer to
play the super amplifier of your
choice through speakers similar
to the ones you're now using.
Then ask him to play it through
HPM-200s.
We assure you, you'll hear
things you've never heard before.
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U.S. Pioneer Electronics Corp.,
75 Oxford Drive, Moonachie, New Jersey 07074.
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IN THE LAST 24 MONTHS
COMPANIES
HAVE INTRODUCED
11

"SUPER AMPLIFIERS"
THAT YOU CAN'T FULLY
APPRECIATE UNTIL YOU
HEAR THEM THROUGH
THESE SPEAKERS.
AmericanRadioHistory.Com
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About the cover: Two big construction
projects this month, a 10 -watt class -a
amplifier and a wide bandwidth
preamp. The prototypes, shown on the
cover, were built by the authors and
"sound great," says the editor.
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Two sources
of perfection in

stereo sound.

Match one to your equipment
"The right Pickering Cartridge for your equipment is the best Cartridge money can buy."
We've been saying that for years; and tens of thousands of consumers have profited by applying this
principle in assembling their playback systems.
If you have a fine manual turntable, the XSV/3000
is a perfect choice.
If you have a high quality automatic turntable,
then installing an XV -15/625E in its tone arm is a
perfect choice.
The summary advice of Stereo's Lab Test, in an
unusual dual product review, we think brilliantly
states our position: "The XV -15/625E offers performance per dollar; the XSV/3000, the higher absolute performance level." That makes both of these
cartridges best buys!

STEREO
LAB TESTS
n

Pickering's new XSV/3000 is a remarkable development. It possesses our trademarked Stereohedron Stylus Tip, designed to assure the least
record wear and the longest stylus life achievable
in these times with a stereo cartridge. Its frequency
response is extraordinarily smooth and flat; its
channel separation is exceptional; its transient response affords superb definition. It represents a
whole new concept of excellence in stereo

cartridges.

FREE!

Check No. 28 on Reader Service Card
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Read the whole evaluation report. Send for your
free copy of the Stereo "Lab Test" reprint; write to
Pickering & Co., Inc.,
101 Sunnyside Blvd.,
Plainview, N.Y. 11803.
"for those who can hear the difference"
Department A

PICKERING

i

PICKERING

&

CO., INC., COPYRIGHT 1977

Empire's
Blueprint For
Better Listening
No matter what system
you own, a new Empire
phono cartridge is certain
to improve its performance.
The advantages of
Empire are threefold.
One, your records will
last longer. Unlike other
magnetic cartridges,
Empire's moving iron
design allows our diamond
stylus to float free of its
magnets and coils.This
imposes much less weight
on the record surface and
insures longer record life.
Two, you get better
separation.The small,
hollow iron armature we
use allows for a tighter fit
in its positioning among
the poles. So, even the
most minute movement is
accurately reproduced to
give you the space and
depth of the original
recording.
Three, Empire uses
4 poles, 4 coils, and 3
magnets (more than any

other cartridge) for better
balance and hum rejection.
The end result is great
listening. Audition one for
yourself or write for our
free brochure,"How To
Get The Most Out Of Your
Records:' After you compare our performance
specifications we think
you'll agree that, for the
money, you can't do
better than
Empire.

EIVPIFE

Already your system sounds better.
Empire Scientific Corp.
Garden City, New York 11530
Check No.

12 on

Reader Service Card

Audioclinic
Joseph Giovanelli
Patch Panel
Q. My stereo system sits inside a
cabinet for protection against dust
and other disturbances. However,
when making connection changes in
the rear of the components, it is difficult to remove the units and hold

them while making those cononce read about a control
board or control panel, that can be
easily constructed, enabling one to
make the various connections and
hook-ups quickly. I cannot find the
article, but, perhaps, you can shed
some light on this subject.-John R.
Garne, West Franklin, N.H.
A. You can make up a "patch panel" which will enable you to make all
the necessary connections to your
equipment without having to remove
it from the cabinet. There are commercial devices which do at least
some of this, and if your needs aren't
too complex, they might solve your
problems with a minimum of effort.
The unit is a metal panel mounted
to the front of an equipment cabinet.
It contains rows of quarter -inch
phono jacks, which are more durable
than the little phono jacks used on the
rear of some high fidelity equipment.
Their use permits you to connect and
disconnect equipment without worrying about the connectors becoming
nections.

I

intermittent and loose.
The exact number of jacks will depend on your present and future
needs, and each input and output is
connected to its own jack. Interconnections between the pieces of
equipment are made through cables
with phono plugs at each end. These
cables should be made of shielded
wire with the shield wired to the
ground, and the "hot" or center conductor wired to the "tip" side of the
plug. The shields from the various cables are connected at the end which
faces the input only, which means that
the shield is used as a means to prevent hum from stray fields, rather than
as a means of signal return.
Because all the jacks are mounted
on a common metal panel, it is sometimes possible to have ground loops
which could give rise to hum, although this usually doesn't happen.
However, if it does, it is often cured

by having one ground brought from
the offending equipment to the panel. Be sure to label each jack on the
panel with a label suitable for quick
identification. Any logical system will
suffice.

Wake Up to Records
Q. Is there harm in leaving either a
belt -driven or a direct -drive turntable
in the play position, with stylus on the
record but no power applied, for several hours at a time? This is an attempt
to wake up to the sound of a record
rather than FM. realize that this practice would flatten idler pucks on models with such a drive system, but I
haven't encountered any warnings
with the other drive types.-Gary
Sunada, Honolulu, Hawaii.
A.
see no problem in terms of
damaging either your turntable or
1

I

stylus by using the setup you just described. The only reservation I have in
mind is in terms of the dust which will
collect on the surface of the record,
so be sure to close the dust cover of
your turntable once the stylus has
been placed on the record and the
timer set. The discs should also be
cleaned before they are put away
which may be inconvenient when you
are preparing to go to work.

Back Cueing Wear
Q. For precise cueing on record
cuts when I am taping them, I have
been backtracking my phono cartridge by rotating the turntable backwards. Can this cause damage to the
stylus?-Larry M. Bauer, Dayton, O.
A. I do not believe that back cueing
your turntable will cause any damage
to the stylus, but it may cause excessive record wear if any cut is cued
very often in this way.
Turntables of the belt -driven or direct -drive variety can be back cued

very nicely. However, turntables
which employ an intermediate idler
assembly will be difficult to cue when
the idler is engaged. Furthermore, this
could ultimately damage these idler
pucks.
If you have a problem or question on audio, write to Mr.
Joseph Giovanelli, at AUDIO, 401 North Broad Street,
Philadelphia, Pa. 19108. All letters are answered. Please
enclose a stamped, self-addressed envelope.
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Power Plus.
The Scott 8336 Receiver.

Power is important.
But power alone is not
enough. That's why the popular
Scott R336 gives you all the power
you need. Plus the performance features
you expect.
The Scott R336 provides 42 watts minimum continuous RMS power output per channel. More than enough
for most listeners. And both channels are driven into 8 ohms
from 20 Hz to 20 kHz with no more than 0.3% total harmonic distortion.
Power? Sure. But check these important performance features many other
receivers in this medium price range have sacrificed.
IM distortion (lower than 0.15%). Far below the

average. Provides cleaner sound and eliminates
listening fatigue.
Signal strength and center channel tuning
meters. Provide simultaneous visual indication
of correct tuning and o timum signal strength.
Phase locked loop multiplex section. Maintains
superior stereo separation. Remains in alignment for the life of the receiver.
FET RF stage. Assures higher sensitivity and
overload immunity.
Log -linear taper volume control with detents.
Spreads out volume levels. Provides finer control
at low -to-moderate levels.
Clutched bass and treble controls with detents.
Allow altering the frequency response of one
channel without affecting the other. Systems
can be "custom balanced" to compensate for
room acoustics, decor or speaker placement.
Separate high -frequency noise filter. Permits
cleaning up of noisy tapes, discs or broadcasts.

Three position FM de -emphasis switch. Permits
proper reception of domestic, Dolbyized or
European broadcasts.
Two completely independent tape monitors.
Allow two tape recorders to be used simultaneously for direct tape -to-tape copying without passing through the receiver's electronics.
FM Muting. Silences interstation hiss while the
tuner scans the frequency spectrum.
Pretuned LC notch filters in the multiplex.
Reduce interference to a minimum.
Signal strength meter circuit. Employs two point
sampling for wider dynamic range.
Over 120 db IF gain. Assures better limiting
and better AM rejection.
Instantaneous electronic protection circuit in
the output stage. Employs voltage/current sensing to prevent output transistor failure and
speaker damage.
AM section designed around a tuned RF amplifier using J-FET.Inproves signal-to-noise ratio.

And the Scott R336 is backed by a three-year, parts and labor limited warranty.
Another very important plus.
For specifications on our complete line of audio components, write or call
H.H. Scott, Inc. Corporate Headquarters: 20 Commerce Way, Woburn, MA 01801,
(617) 933-8800. In Canada: Paco Electronics, Ltd., 45 Stinson Street, Montreal,
H4N2E1, Canada. In Europe: Syma International S.A., 419 avenue Louise,
Brussels, Belgium.

SCOTT
The Name to listen to.
s

Receivers / Tuners / Amplifiers / Turntables / Speakers
Check No. 35 on Reader Service Card
AmericanRadioHistory.Com
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Clutched bass and treble controls with detents.

Signal strength and center channel tuning meters.

Two completely independent tape monitors.
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Cartridge-Cassette Quandry
Q. I am considering the purchase of
a tape player for my car as well as a
tape deck for home use. Many of the
dealers I have spoken to have recommended cassettes, while others have

recommended cartridges.
don't
know what direction to take... cassette or cartridge, and I don't want to
sacrifice fidelity for convenience. In
1

THE BGW 2506

DOESN'T HAVEFuses

Knobs
Meters

Current limiting
Hum
Noise
Thumps
High price
6
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BUT, IT DOES

HAVE-

Enough muscle to drive 2 -ohm loads
(340 -watts*)
Absolute speaker protection
(exclusive BGW SCR crowbar)
Virtually unmeasurable distortion*
Modular construction
12 rugged 150-watt output transistors
High speed magnetic circuit breaker
True op -amp front end
Heavy %tip thick rack panel
Totally enclosed heat sinks
660-square inches of efficient heat
radiating surfaces
Rugged steel chassis
Mono -stereo switch
*Guaranteed specifications:
Stereo mode: 90-watts/channel into
8 -ohms, 20 -Hz -20-kHz with less than
.1% total harmonic distortion (THD).
100-watts/channel into 4-ohms, 5 -Hz 15 -kHz with less than .15% THD.
Mono mode: 180 -watts into 16 -ohms,
20 -Hz -20 -kHz with less than .1% THD.
200 -watts into 8 -ohms, 5 -Hz -15-kHz
with less than .15% THD.
The perfect mate is our new model 202
stereo preamplifier featuring the industry's most accurate phono system
82 -dB S/N, .01% THD, active 18 -dB/
OCT. Hi -Lo filters, studio type graphic
controls. See all 6 BGW power amps
and our new preamplifier at your local
dealer.

-

BGW Systems
P.O. Box 3742

Beverly Hills

SYSTEMS
Check No.

the past I have been exposed to inexpensive cassette players and have
been unimpressed with their performance.-Thomas Mantini, Havertown, Pa.
A. If fidelity is uppermost in your
mind, then suggest cassette, as things
now appear, since the performance
of the better cassette machines outdistances that of most all cartridge
machines and rivals that of many good
open -reel tape decks. To get a good
home cassette machine, you will
probably have to pay upwards of
$200.00, and perhaps double that, particularly if the machine incorporates
the Dolby B noise reduction in order
to achieve a really good signal-tonoise ratio.

7

CA 90212
(213) 973-8090

Tension Choice
Q. In shopping for

a tape deck,
which pressure mechanism is best,
pressure pads or tape tension?-Gary
Thoburn, Lexington, Mass.
A. For the best combination of minimum head wear, minimum flutter,
and good treble response-tape tension rather than pressure pads is generally the preferred means of obtaining good contact between the tape
and the heads.

Fidelity Quandry
Q. Some time ago you stated that
FM stereo is capable of higher fidelity
than discs. However, FM frequency
response is limited to 15 kHz and discs
can easily surpass this. Hence your
statement is confusing.-Peter Neuhaus, Los Angeles, Cal.
A. Requirements for high fidelity
include not only frequency response
but also low noise and low distortion.

on Reader Service Card

With good transmitting and receiving
equipment, FM noise and distortion
can be kept lower than on discs. On
FM a dynamic range of 60 dB is possible, whereas the typical range on a
disc is usually more nearly around 45
or 50 dB, also distortion can be kept
under 1 per cent on FM, but not very
easily on a disc. With respect to frequency response, very few of us can
discern between flat response to 15
kHz and to a higher frequency. Most
adults hear little if anything above 13
kHz or so, while many have difficulty
distinguishing between an audio system flat to 10 kHz and one flat to a
higher frequency.

Selection Specs
Q.

I

am undecided between which

of two tape decks to buy. Both are
priced at $200.00, but one has 0.1 per
cent wow and flutter while the other
has 0.09.-L.D. Crow, Jackson, Miss.
A. A difference this small in wow
and flutter is trivial and not a basis for
choosing one machine over another.
More important are the differences in
frequency response, signal-to-noise
ratio, and distortion.

Bulk Eraser Effectiveness
Q. I would like to know if a bulk
tape demagnetizer is capable of erasing tape to below erase head levels.
Are there any disadvantages to using a
bulk demagnetizer?-Joel Jevotovsky,
Brooklyn, N.Y.
A. Ordinarily a bulk eraser does a
superior job when compared to an erase head. However, there are some
tapes which if recorded at a high level
may require extra runs past the erase
head in order to permanently remove
all recorded material. don't know of
any disadvantages to using a bulk eraser, except that it erases the entire
tape instead of permitting one to selectively erase the desired tracks.
I

If you have a problem or question on tape recording,
write to Mr. Herman Burstein at AUDIO, 401 North Broad
Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 19108. All letters are answered.
Please enclose a stamped, self-addressed envelope.

AUDIO
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If you're surprised to learn

that tubes solve some amplifier problems best,
you have something to learn about amplifiers.
And about LLTX.

It may seem courageously retrogressive for a company
to introduce a tube amplifier-even a highly advanced
type-to the semiconductor audio world of 1976. Especially
for a company only recently established in the U.S. market
with a comprehensive line of solid-state amplifiers and tuners.
But for LUX, it is simply consistent with our philosophy:
whatever path may lead to improvement in the accuracy of
music reproduction will be explored by our audiophile/
engineers. Whether it leads to transistors or tubes.
Certainly, transistors are not about to be obsoleted
by tubes. However, there are some amplifier problems that
tubes still handle better than transistors. Overloading

conventional tubes. The only tube previously capable of
high -power amplification-the pentode-has inherently higher
levels of distortion than the triode. Existing lower -distortion
triode tubes cannot deliver sufficiently high power as a
simple push-pull pair. But LUX, together with NEC engineers,
has developed the first of a new breed of triode tube, the
8045G, which with other related technological advances.
makes possible a high -power, low -distortion triode
amplifier-the Luxman MB -3045. Among the differences in
this new triode: the plate -electrode uses a special bonded
metal with high heat -radiation characteristics. Also, the
fin structure further aids heat dissipation.
LUX also developed a low -distortion high -voltage driver
tube. the 6240G, capable of delivering over 200 volts of
audio signal to the output triodes. Also, a new output
transformer (LUX's,long-time special area of expertise) has
been designed to take optimal advantage of the triode
configuration feeding it. The quadrafilar winding and core
technology of this transformer represents another breakthrough. Overall, from input to output, the use of advanced
design direct -coupled and self -balancing differential amplifier
stages ensures stability and minimum phase shift.
The MB -3045 produces a minimum of 50 watts
continuous power into 4, 8. or 16 ohms, at any frequency
from 20 to 20,000 Hz, with total harmonic distortion no more
than 0.3%. As the MB -3045 is monophonic, a pair of them
connected to a stereophonic preamplifier will not be
subject to stereo power -supply interaction.
Now, we don't expect the MB -3045 to become the
world's best-selling amplifier, any more than our highest power solid state power amplifier, the M-6000 priced
at nearly $3000.
You'll find both at our carefully selected LUX dealers
who will be pleased to demonstrate them for you. And any
of the other dozen or so LUX models. It's why they're
LUX dealers in the first place.

is one

such problem.
When a solid-state amplifier is driven beyond its rated
power, it clips abruptly. Engineers call it"hard clipping. The
term is apt, as the sound from the spurious high -order odd
harmonics is raspy and irritating. Further, if the overall
circuitry is not stable, and the protective circuits not very
well -designed, the distortion is extended in time beyond the
moment of overload. Drive a tube amplifier beyond its rated
power and it too clips the waveform, but gently and
smoothly. This "soft"clipping introduces much smaller
amounts of odd harmonics. The distortion is far less irritating,
hence less noticeable.
Notch (or crossover) distortion, present in many
transistor amplifiers, is another source of spurious high -order
odd harmonics. It occurs when the transistor output
circuits are not able to follow the musical waveform accurately
at the points where it changes from positive to negative
and back again. Since notch distortion, unlike clipping, is at a
constant level regardless of the power the amplifier is
delivering, the ratio of this distortion to signal is worse at lower
power. The gritty quality heard from many transistor amplifiers,
particularly when they are playing at low levels, is usually
due to crossover distortion.
Of course, tubes also have their limitations. Especially

\
When a typical
transistorized
amplifier tries to
deliver more
power than it can
the top and
bottom edges of
the waveform
clip sharply
and abruptly_. and
not always symmetrically. Result
high -order harmonic distortion...
raspy and irritating.
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When a tube

amplifier such
as the Luxman
MB -3045. is
driven into overload. the- clipping is softer.
with more

rounded edges
to the waveform
The resulting
distortion is
much less audibly bothersome

Luxman MB -3045 monophonic tube power amplifier
50 watts minimum continuous power into 4. 8. or 16
ohms, 20-20 kHz. total harmonic distortion no more
than 0.3%. Frequency response. 10 to 40 kHz, ± dB.
Signal to noise ratio. 95 dB. Variable sensitivity control
for matching gain to any preamplifier. $445 00 each
Luxman CL -35 Itt stereo tube preamplifier. Total
harmonic distortion 0.06% at 2.0 V. 20-20 kHz, all
1

l

output signals. Frequency response. 2-80 kHz. +0
-0 5 dB RIAA equalization. '--0 3 dB Features
include tape monitoring and dubbing. 6 selectable
turnover frequencies. twin high and low noise filters.
switchable phono -input impedance (30, 50. 100
kohms). variable input sensitivities. $745.00

LUX Audio of America, Ltd.
200 Aerial way, Syosset, New York 11791
In Canada: AMX Sound Corp. Ltd., British Columbia: Gentronic Ltd.. Quebec
AmericanRadioHistory.Com

Audio

etc.

Edward Tatnall Canby

Socko, one after another, a whole
batch of new audio gadgets has hit my
ears these past few months. Every last
one of them, I note with interest, is
somehow intended to increase our
active control over the sounds we
hear in the home listening space, or
the very shape of the sound itself. I've
sensed a lot of excitement here, more
than usual, and I think the- reason is
easy to spot. Surround sound plus digital audio. Digital is the spark! It's everywhere, it can do astonishing
things, and when the price comes
down, which it will,
they tell me, once
we get away from
expensive analogdigital -analog into
more direct and
cheaper approaches
-bucket brigades
of them will be mass

long ago, in early quadraphonic
and all its synthesized predecessors,
back channels derived from stereo information as in the Dyna loudspeaker
circuits which some of us still use. You
may think what you like about the
present state of commercial quadraphonic, but without the stimulus of
surround sound, the very idea of it,
not much of the present ferment of
activity could exist. There is simply no
stopping this new control of our listening space, on all sides, all around,
not merely up front.
so

crophone systems for loudspeaker-intended sound from JVC, and no contradiction, either. There's a version for
stereo, and another, closely related,
for quadraphonic. Like the Ghent microphone, both of these JVC microphone arrays pick up sound from a
single location in the recording space,
in the honored fashion of Mercury's
Living Presence recordings of years
ago, as with a number of later stereo
systems, including the M -S (middleside) and crossed mike techniques.
Both CBS and JVC also aim to capture
a more accurate and
specific wraparound
of sound, filling in
the side areas where

both

JVC

produced.
Digital plus sound
I
in the round!
talked myself hoarse
and wore out my
ears at the AES convention
last
autumn, one of the
best ever.

We

those
and

are

back,
must

rang-

admit
from the sublime to
the barely amusing.
these
Some
of
stick to stereo, two
good channels and
a batch of new tricks.
Some have to do
with the other end of the audio chain,
new ways to pick up the distributed
sounds in the recording space. Some
are exploring my favorite long-time
hobby, which knew would have its
day-binaural sound in headphones.
(How about phones with ears in
them-built-in mikes? JVC has them
and have a pair.) Yet the majority of
the new ideas inevitably the straight
into surround sound in anywhere
from 2-to -16 channels, building upon
that fruitful idea which first appeared,
ing

I

I

I

and

really grabs
side sounds

reproduces

them in both stereo
and quadraphonic.
You can hear them,
straight out to left
and right, many feet
from the nearest visible
loudspeaker,
coming out ofnothing. There's spatial control for you.
As for the Ghent, its

leaping
positively
into new things,
unimaginable a few
years

stereo

requadraphonic
production tends to
be ill defined.

four

Digital Osmosis
Aside from digital, new ideas are
coming out in sympathy, even in old
areas. Take single -point microphoning, ancient, from way back, but wow
is it back again, if analogish. Two simultaneous developments here from
two major organizations, opposite
in technology but remarkably similar in intent. One of them is the

"Ghent" compound four-way microphone, from CBS Technology Center,
the other a pair of binaural -head mi-

microphone

transducers, facing
the points of the
audio compass, deliver an instant SQ
in two
encoding
channels, ready to
be decoded into a
surround quadraphonic array. Indeed, as heard for myself, the product is not only a full four -channel
sound but does show distinctly improved side rendering.
The JVC system, both stereo and
I

quadraphonic, is an extraordinarily
ingenious binaural "simulation"-a
computer -developed tailoring of binaural signals, from microphones set
in dummy heads, so that the usual
overlap of sound heard from pairs of
speakers (both ears hearing both
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BAD ON YOUR H R SYSTEM
YOU NEED A BETTE HI Fl SYSTEM.

IF OUR TAPE SOUNDS

Maxell tapes are the best
way to see just how good or bad
your hi fi system is. Because
Maxell tapes are made to stricter
standards than many hi fi systems.
To begin with, only the highest
quality materials go into Maxell
tapes. The finest polyester, screws,
hubs and pressure pads.
Every batch of magnetic
oxide we use gets run through an
electron microscope. If every
particle isn't perfect the sound
you hear won't be either.
Since even a little speck of
dust can make a difference in

what you hear, no one gets into
our plant until they've been
washed,dressed in a special dust free uniform, even vacuumed.
The fact that we're such
fanatics about making Maxell
tapes pays off for you in the
enjoyment of superior sound. And
in the Maxell guarantee.
Which says if you ever have a
problem with any Maxell tape,
send it back and we'll send you
a new one. No questions asked.

more than many inexpensive

tape recorders.

So if you don't have a good
hi fi system, save yourself some

money and buy cheaper tapes.

maxdtwE.35-90
Sand

Naturally, a product this good

doesn't come cheap. In fact, a
single ree of our best tape costs

Maxell.The tape that's too good for most equipment.
Check No. 22 on Reader Service Card
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speakers) is partially compensated for
and eliminated and the ears are actually fooled into thinking the speakers
are headphones, more or less. If I am
right, it's done by cancellations, rubbing out selectively unwanted phasings. Hard to believe, but the thing actually works. For stereo there is one
dummy head, and for quadraphonic a
pair of heads, one right behind the
other, the rear head's nose jammed
into a sound baffle between the two
so he hears only what's behind him,
and vice versa. A black box arrangement doctors up the resulting binaural signals before they are fed to loudspeakers. And lo! we do indeed get

side information as we listen, East and
West, and even some more radical di-

rectionalities too.
broke the JVC
track record: With two stereo speakers in front of me, I distinctly heard a
recorded telephone ring behind me.
How's that for control!
Get it straight, in case you are confused. Inside head phones, binaural
sound is weak in the front and back
but very strong at the sides. Speakers
are the opposite, both in stereo and
quadraphonic, plenty strong in front
(and in back) but vague as to side information. So, thought JVC, if you
could make speakers sound even a
little bit like headphones, you would
I

have your side info. And so you did.
In the Ghent, the four microphone
elements are followed by a matrix system which, if I am right, functions virtually as an SQ encoder, right in the
microphone assembly, to provide the

two -channel SQ output. Considering
the size and complexity of the professional SQ encoders have seen, this is
some accomplishment! In any case,
there is no doubt about the cc mplete
quadraphonic sound array which is
the result, all from this single mike
unit. Potentially very useful, especially
in broadcasting-a single microphone
and a signal that can be fed straight
into a two -channel stereo transmitter.
Lovely for live broadcasts.
I

Single -Point Limitations
will have to add that both these
microphone systems, JVC and CBS,
will have the same problems that traditionally go with any single -point microphone pickup, whether mono,
stereo or quadraphonic. Very limited
flexibility, if the right balance between ambient and direct sound is to
I

be maintained. Hit the perfect spot,

the exact right location, and the
sound is gorgeous, as Mercury proved
so well. But with the many varied
sound sources in modern recording,
that ideal spot isn't easy to achieve
and because there is a clumsiness in
balancing different ins`ruments, near
and far, that can only be solved by
moving them around, which is the
reason we have turned towards the
more versatile multi -mike techniques,
in spite of their inherent distortions
and cancellations.
The first Ghent recording, made
live last fall at a concert in England,
turned out to be so close that the solo

Many hi-fi enthusiasts bought a
Crown DC -300A power amplifier
because they were impressed
by its performance specs, and
by the quality of its "listening"
performance. It was, for them, the

"ultimate" amplifier.
Why not do what they did? Compare the specs for the Crown
DC -300A with those of any other
amplifier. Compare the clean,

pure DC -300A sound that comes
from low-distortion circuitry and
plenty of headroom. And especially compare the DC -300A with
its smaller relatives, the Crown
D -150A and D-60. Same clean,
pure sound, less power, but maybe just what you need.
Use your own judgment. You
could find your ultimate listening
standard in Crown.

Stereo Amp

DC -300A Stereo Amp

D -150A

155 watts per channel min.

80 watts per channel min.
RMS into 8 ohms

RMS into 8 ohms
(1-20,000 Hz), no more

D-60 Stereo Amp
watts per channel min.
RMS into 8 ohms
(20-20,000 Hz), no more
than .05% total
harmonic distortion.

32

(1-20,000 Hz), no more
than .05% total

than .05% total
harmonic distortion.

harmonic distortion.

Fast playback coupon

Send directly to Crown for fast info on amps.
Name

When listening becomes an art,

crown

Address

Box 1000, Elkhart IN 46514
Check No.

9

City
Zip

State

A-11

on Reader Service Card
AmericanRadioHistory.Com

piano in a concerto was overwhelmingly near at hand, drowning out the
hall reverb in the final big chord.
Just a matter of trial and error, an unfamiliar microphone and no chance
for adjustments during the recording. It should have been farther back.
Yet
felt this was good. It's always
easy to pull back a bit, but devilishly hard to move forward without
getting into balance problems if your
sound is too distant. I'd say the Ghent
gives a good liveness ratio of direct to
reflected sound, and probably a lot
better than a standard omni microphone placed at the same spot.
A curious double effect was observable with the JVC dummy -head system as used in loudspeaker reproduction. First, in spite of those binaurally
tailored signals, the perceived liveness
appeared to be essentially of the
loudspeaker type, and not that of the
I
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The overhead. When timing is perfect, when power is synchronized with skill ... Smash! When timirgIs off, when power is
misdirected ... clunk.
In music. When sound is out of phase, jarrir the ear with fractured
time sequences, when the speaker is incapable of handling today's
high power amplifiers ... clunk.
Conventional speaker systems combine sound from several positions on the cabinet's mounting baffle. When the lows and highs
reach the ear at different times, however slight the difference, music is
diffuse. It is out of phase.
The high and low frequency drivers of the Tannoy loudspeaker system are combined within a single massive magnetic core assembly.
Sound from both is reproduced from a common transducer matrix,
phase coherent throughout the total audio range.
Tannoy systems have earned a world wide reputation for power
handling capacity. (The Tannoy warning system at Dungeness lighthouse handles 7 kilowatts and can be heard a distance of 6 miles!)
The Tannoy incorporates a horn loaded high frequency driver and
a unique, heat resistant voice coil assembly. The low frequency cone
is reinforced by rigid structural ribs. The heavy magnet structure
and frame function as an effective heat sink drawing off distortionproducing heat.
The prestigious British audiophile journal, ' Gramophone", wrote:
"There can be no doubt that ... the new range of Tannoy loudspeakers
will be received with enthusiasm not only for excellent and effortless
reproduction but also for pleasing new design.'
Music, anyone?
If you write to us, we'll forward a list of the selected dealers of established reputation who will be pleased to provide a listening demonstration. We'll include a brochure with the details of each model in the
Tannoy array of integrated loudspeaker systems. Tannoy, 122 Dupont
Street, Plainview, N.Y 1I1803. Check No. 46 on Reader Service Card
0
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The

phono cartridge
that doesn't compromise
any
modern record.

AT15Sa
UINIII\V/CI

S/\L

BEST FOR 1,'2 4 CHANNEL

binaural sound of phones. The recorded voices did come from astonishing directions but they were often
"off -mike" and over-live, too distant,
as would be the case with normal
mikes set up in the one fixed central
location. In headphone binaural
sound, there is no such thing as "off mike." Sounds are always heard as in
nature, at any distance, though perhaps not from the true direction. Not
so with loudspeakers and that is why
we invented microphone technique
in the first place. Move in close, to
balance room sound against direct
sound.

Binaural Simulation
But there was something else. JVC
wasn't giving us regular loudspeaker
sound. What heard from their tailored binaural simulations was as weird
as it was unexpected-two spaces,
one hovering within the other! There
was the normal loudspeaker sound,
within the listening room. And at the
same time there was another space, a
ghost space, pulsing inside the other
space; the loudspeakers were trying
to create a literal binaural effect, a
space independent of the listening
room, exactly as in phones. Interesting, but
must say that the phenomenon was unsettling. One space
at a time, thank you, and no double
exposures.
This was, of course, the direct if unintended result of JVC's success in delivering real binaural sound out of
loudspeakers, but rather suspect that
in other types of recording, such as a
normal musical job in the usual reverI

14

Choosing an AT15Sa
can add more listen ing pleasure per dollar
than almost anything else
in your hi-fi system. First, because
it is one of our UNIVERSAL phono
cartridges. Ideally suited for every
record of today: mono, stereo, matrix or discrete 4 -channel. And look
at what you get.
Uniform response from 5 to 45,000
Hz. Proof of audible performance is
on an individually -run curve, packed
with every cartridge.
Stereo separation is outstanding. Not
only at 1 kHz (where everyone is pretty

good) but also at

any good tone arm or
player at reasonable
settings (1-2 grams),
yet sharply reduces record
wear. Even compared to ellipticals
tracking at a fraction of a gram. Your
records will last longer, sound better.

I

Stress analysis photos show concentrated high pressure with elliptical stylus (left), reduced pressure,
less groove distortion with Shibata stylus (right).

The AT15Sa even helps improve the
sound of old, worn records. Because
the Shibata stylus uses parts of the
groove wall probably untouched by
other elliptical or spherical styli. And
the AT15Sa Shibata stylus is mounted on a thin -wall tapered tube, using
a nude square -shank mounting. The
result is less mass and greater precision
than with common round -shank styli.
It all adds up to lower distortion and
smoother response. Differences you
can hear on every record you play.
Don't choose a cartridge by name or
price alone. Listen. With all kinds of
records. Then choose. The AT15Sa
UNIVERSAL Audio-Technica cartridge. Anything less is a compromise.

10

kHz and above (where
others fail). It's a result
of our exclusive Dual

Magnet* design that
uses an individual low -mass magnet
for each side of the record groove.
Logical, simple and very effective.
Now, add up the benefits of a genuine Shibata stylus. It's truly the stylus
of the future, and a major improvement over any elliptical stylus. The
AT15Sa can track the highest recorded frequencies with ease, works in
TM.

U.S. Patent Nos. 3,720,796 and 3,761,847.

audio-technica
INNOVATION
PRECISION
INTEGRITY
AUDIO-TECHNICA U.S., NC., Dept. 27A

I

33

Shlawassee Ave., Fairlawn, Ohio 44313
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berant surround, the two spaces
would blend together and go almost
unnoticed.

Still-did you ever see a double -exposed stereo photo, two 3-D pictures
interpenetrating each other? That's
what I heard.
In a sense, these CBS and JVC one point microphone systems are flying
in the face of most current audio development, for we are going more
and more into multi -microphone,
multi -track, multi -mixdown recording, plus synthetic additions in both
sound and space. We are even altering the final sound package, right in
the living room. Like Audio Pulse or
Sound Concepts. Add -a -concert hall!
There is no place for either a Ghent or
a JVC mike in one of those synthesized spaces. Even so, it is good to
have these new and elegant systems
on hand for surround -space recording, if only as useful anchors to windward and a balance against excess,
they'll be used.
A
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NOW ONE TAPE GIVES YOU
THE PEACE AND QUIET
OF THE CHROME POSITION.
WITHOUT THE HEADACHES.
with

Use TDK SA in the chrome position
and you'll hear a lot
less noise and a lot more sound.
Ordinarily, using the chrome position results in a decrease of anywhere
from 4 to 5 dBs of background and
tape noise. Of course, that's not a
problem. It's a blessing.
The problems, or

non -chrome tape compatible
chrome bias/equalization. Unlike
any ferric -oxide -based tape, it gives
you superior high -end performance.
Unlike chrome, it gives you
greater dynamic range at low- and
mid -range frequencies with far less
distortion.
In fact, SA used in the chrome
position will put you in a better
position to hear your system with
brilliance and clarity that you've been
missing with other tapes.
You won't get headaches from TDK's

Super Precision Cassette shells either.
In addition to making what is probably the world's finest cassette tape,
TDK makes one of the
world's most advanced casrather the headaches,
sette shells. It's precision begin with your choice
designed to prevent unof tape.
even winding, jamming,
If you used any
and tangling, to assure
normal range bias ferricperfect head touch, to elimioxide tape in the chrome
nate oxide shedding and
position, you'd sacrifice a
dropouts as well as wow and
significant amount of
The chrome position on the tape selector
flutter. That's why you hear
high -end signal.
is designated differently on different
SX,
machines:
Chrome,
Special,
Cr02,
your tape loud and clear.
If you used chrome
Position 1, High or 70 µs.
Try TDK SA in the chrome
tape in the chrome position,
position. You'll like the peace and quiet.
you'd sacrifice something else. What
you'd wind up hearing was weaker low and mid -range dynamic response and
more distortion.
Wait till you hear
But with TDK SA you don't have
what you've been missing.
to sacrifice a thing.
TDK Electronics Corp., 755 Eastgate Boulevard,
Garden City, N.Y. 11530. Also available in Canada.
You see, TDK SA is the first

TDK.

Check No. 43 on Reader Service Card
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Bert Whyte

the

The Audio Engineering Society held
its 55th convention as another
"Weekend at the Waldorf" from October 29 to November 1st. Such is the

growth of the dynamic audio industry
that this was the biggest East Coast
AES convention thus far, with a record
first-day crowd of registrants swarming into the exhibit booths in the ballroom and the sound demonstration
rooms on the 5th floor...and, of

course, listening to the papers
presented at the technical sessions. As
have pointed out before, no AES
convention is dull, but some generate
high excitement quotients through
significant advances or breakthroughs
in audio technology. The 55th AES
convention may well be remembered
as the beginning of the era of digital
audio recording.
Digital recording has always been a
"hot" topic among audio engineers. It
has been endlessly discussed and
treated as a "Holy Grail," a panacea
for all the multitudinous ills of analog
magnetic tape recording. For some
years now, the debut of digital
recording has always been "just
around the corner." At this convention, two papers were presented
and an actual demonstration of digital
audio recording was given, which may
indeed represent the first steps in the
conversion of audio recording from
analog to digital technology.
Mr. J. Stanley Kriz, of the Three Rivers Computer Corp., Pittsburgh, Pa.,
described his "Audio Analog -Digital Analog Conversion System," which is
basic to the technology of moving audio signals into and out of the digital
domain. Mr. Richard B. Warnock, of
Soundstream, Inc., Salt Lake City,
Utah, created quite a stir with his paper on "Longitudinal Digital Recording of Audio." Mr. Warnock's associate and president of Soundstream,
Inc., is Dr. Thomas G. Stockham Jr.,
whom you may recall is the gentleman responsible for the fascinating
digital reprocessing of old Caruso
acoustical recordings that removed
the honky megaphone sound from
I

ne

the recordings and revealed more of
the true nature of Caruso's voice.
During the run of the convention,
Dr. Stockham and Mr. Warnock held
forth in a 9th floor suite and gave private demonstrations of their' digital
recording system. Basically, the
Soundstream digital recorder consists
of a standard Honeywell computer
transport operating at 30 ips (which
gives 30 minutes recording from a
4600 -foot reel of tape), plus various
proprietary modules for analog-todigital and digital-to-ahalog converters, sample and hold units, encoders
and decoders for synch and data bits,
memory buffers, input and output
low pass filters, etc. The recorder
demonstrated was a 15 -bit system with
a sampling rate of 37,500 per second,
which gives sufficient resolution for a
d.c. to 15 kHz audio bandwidth. One inch, high quality instrumentation
tape is used, and this prototype machine has two channels for stereo
recording, although as many as 40
channels could be accommodated on
the one -inch tape. At this point,
think I had better put this discussion
on hold, as I'm sure distress flags are
flying from readers for whom digital
technology is terra incognito. What
say you, Dr. Tom...can we con you
into furnishing the readers of Audio
with a basic primer on digital recording?

The Why and Wherefore
In the meanwhile, there are no

doubt those people who

ask

a

very

basic question, why digital recording?
What is the big deal? Understandably
Mr. Warnock and Dr. Stockham have
an axe to grind, so when they enu-

merate the problems of analog tape
recording, this must be taken into
consideration. Thus, while ultra -sophisticated machines like the Ampex
ATR-100, have advanced the quality of
analog recording by at least an order
of magnitude, it is valid to discuss the
inherent limitations of the medium.
In his paper Mr. Warnock notes the
following problems with analog mag-

netic tape recording, inadequate dynamic range, i.e., low signal-to-noise
ratio; inherent phase distortion; inherent harmonic distortion; insufficient transient response; modulation
noise; cross talk; print through;,, multi -copy degradation; wow and flutter;
inherent limitations in noise reduction systems; storage degradation
with time, and limited low frequency
response. Of the 12 problems listed,
Mr. Warnock goes on to state that
digital recording completely elimi-

nates modulation noise; print through, wow and flutter, limitations

to the low frequency response, and
the need for noise reduction systems.
Phase distortion, harmonic distortion,
and cross -talk are reduced to inaudibility under worst -case conditions. Dynamic range (S/N ratio) is significantly improved...and at_a rated 90
dB below maximum signal level, that
is putting it mildly! Significant improvement in the problems of transient response, storage degradation
and multi -copy degradation is also
claimed.
All this is very impressive, to say the
least, and it is easy to understand why
such a glamorous aura surrounds digital recording. A glimpse of how digital
recording solves some of the analog
recording problems is contained in
this note on modulation excerpted
from Mr. Warnock's papér:
"Modulation noise is an audible
distortion in analog recording that increases and decreases with increasing
and decreasing amplitude of the
recorded waveform. It results from
the varying head -to-tape spacing
caused by dirt and dust particles and
uneven oxide coating of the tape,
among other things. This varying
tape -to -head spacing causes a slight
time -varying modulation of the originally recorded waveform. In digital
recording, the audio content is in the
encoded serial combination of ones
and zeros, and although the tape to
head spacing may change, that can affect only the amplitude of the ones
and zeros and not their encoded au -
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Celestion and Decca
A century of leadership bridging audio's two widest gaps

Decca MKV1 Gold Elliptical Cartridge

Celestion UL8

Widest gap number

1

:

Between the signal at your

amplifier's output and the sound you hear. The
loudspeaker must fill this gap via mechanical
translation. The vibrating element of every speaker
possesses mass and inertia-and will therefore by
definition be an imperfect reproducer. This is why
loudspeaker distortion, frequency and transient
response specifications are much poorer than those
of good amplifiers.
Celestion's 52 years of building nothing but
speakers has evolved an integrated design approach
which bridges this gap to an extent few other
companies can match. First, Celestion system
engineers design a complete speaker system,
juggling all variables including driver design. Next,
Celestion component engineers design the drivers
to fill system engineering's requirements. In most
speaker companies, designers must compromise
insofar as they must make do with commercially
available drive units. By designing and building
their own drivers to precisely meet the demands of
any particular application, Celestion engineers
dramatically reduce compromise other designers
must accept. The result is maximum possible
performance for given size and price ranges.
From Celestion's UL6 winning the 5th Japan
Stereo Components Grand Prix contest, to the
Celestion "Power -Range" models used by the
Beatles, to the Ditton 66 studio monitors of the
Olympic Radio and Television Organization,
Montreal /76, people who know how to best bridge
the speaker gap-insist on Celestion.

Widest gap number 2: Between vinyl record
grooves and the signal at your phono preamp's
input. Like the vibrating element of every speaker,
the phono cartridge, stylus and tonearm possess
mass, inertia and friction-and can thus approach
but not attain correct translation of what is really
recorded on the disk.
From Decca, the world's most experienced
producer of high quality phonograph records,
comes the world's highest fidelity means of playing
them the Decca System. Consisting of
1) Decca London MKV1 Gold Elliptical or Plum
Spherical Cartridges employing Decca's
legendary "Positive Scanning" system.
Featuring lower stylus mass, higher compliance,
lower tracking force than the Decca MKV series.
Decca MKV1 models offer the best transient
response of all cartridges-regardless of price.
2) New Decca Internattional Arm. Magnetic
antiskating and damped unipivot jewelled
bearing of original International Arm, plus
several modifications and improvements. As
close as you can get to zero friction and zero
groove pressure unbalance.
3) Decca Record Brush and Record cleaner, "dry
clean" devices utilizing Decca's unique
conductive micro-fiber to clean records and
drain static without the destructive properties
liquid cleaners exhibit on cartridges and
records. Designed especially for Decca's state:

:

of-the-art MKV1 cartridges.
Bridge the phono gap and hear what is really on your

records-insist on

Decca.

Sole North American Distributors.

ROCELCO INC., 160 Ronald Dr., Montreal, Canada H4X 1M8 Phone (514) 489-6842
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ALLISON: THREE

dio content. Thus, modulation distortion is totally eliminated as a problem in the reproduced audio waveform, simply because the audio is encoded digitally."
The Soundstream digital recorder
has actually been used to make professional recordings. Jerry Bruck, an
engineer highly regarded for his
recordings of classical music, recorded Virgil Thompson's opera "The
Mother of us All" on a 16 -channel analog recorder and fed a 2 -channel
mixdown from his console to the digital recorder. For whatever reason, the
recording venue was New Mexico in a
hall with difficult acoustics, and it
must be noted that many people do
not find this particular piece the most
accessible of music. At the demonstration heard, Soundstream had a
tough audience with John Eargle,
John Woram, John Curl and editors
I

$2601'
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The ALLISON:THREE is a corner
speaker system with performance
characteristics identical to those of the
ALLISON:ONE. Its price is $100 less.
Extremely wide dispersion at all audible frequencies makes it useful in a
wide variety of applications. A pair can
be used as main speakers in corners at
opposite ends of a wall, with spacing
considerably greater than is common
for stereo speakers. Integrity of the
stereo image will be maintained even
when the angle from a listener to the
two speaker systems is very wide.
Alternatively, one ALLISON:THREE
can be used as a main stereo speaker
system with an ALLISON:ONE or an
ALLISON:TWO as the other main
speaker. This is an excellent combination for cases in which there is inadequate free wall space available for a
pair of ONE or TWO systems, or in
which the main listening area is displaced to one side of a room
Finally, ALLISON:THREE systems have
unique advantages as back speakers in
four -channel and ambience -synthesis
systems of all kinds. Back corners are
the best locations for such speakers
because they are the farthest possible
distance from the listening area.
ALLISON:THREE systems have flat
bass power output in a corner location,
a capability shared only by corner horn
systems.
Descriptive literature on all ALLISON
speaker systems, which contains technical specifications and a statement of
warranty, is available on request.

ALLISON ACOUSTICS INC.
7

Tech Cirde. Natick. Massachusetts 01760
Check No.

3

Gene Pitts, Ed Canby, Barney Pisha,
and yours truly on hand. On listening
to excerpts from the opera, we were
impressed the most with the totally silent background afforded by the 90 dB S/N ratio. Perhaps the particular
kind of amplifier and speakers that
were used in the demonstration colored our opinions, for while we
thought the sound was very clean,
with crisp transients and fine articulation on the voices, we felt that a topquality analog recorder could have
done as well. Another recording, this
time of some people in a studio simply noodling on various instruments,
was a more impressive demonstration
of the digital machine's capabilities.
What probably influenced our judgments more than anything else was
the fact that the top end rolled off
above 7 or 8 kHz. This was explained
as a function of the particular 15 -kHz
low-pass filters in the reproduce chain
and of the sampling rate. Extension of
the bandwidth to full 20 kHz can be
accomplished by increasing the sampling rate and using appropriate filters. It all really comes down to the
ability of being able to A/B between
an analog and a digital recorder under

controlled conditions with the same
program material...and after all, the
digital recorder was a prototype unit.
Like anything else, there are problems
in digital recording that have not
been fully resolved. For example,
even with the very best instrumentation tape, dropouts can be devastating
to the reconstruction process in playback. However, there are error correction procedures that can reduce
audible errors due to dropouts to as
few as one or two in five minutes of
playback. Dr. Stockham and Mr.

Warnock are to be congratulated for
bringing digital recording out of the
laboratory and for the advances they
have embodied in their prototype
recorder. Both men are confident that
they will have full audio bandwidth
digital recorders in production in the
not too distant future. More power to
them! Now that we have accorded
digital recording the importance it
deserves, lets get on with the rest of
the 55th AES convention.

And Elsewhere...
have become nothing but redundant in reporting that every AES convention has a plethora of mixers and
consoles. Why should this one be different? They were everywhere in the
ballroom, intimidating in their multi slider, multi -switch, multi -knobbed,
and multi -metered complexity, but
for all that, the object of many covetous glances. This year a new element was on display, this being quite
I

number of specialized mixer/
turntable setups for the burgeona

ing disco market. Even old line hi-fi
firms like Bozark are in the act, with
their disco mixer garnering quite a
number of sales. Shure Bros. surprised people with a low-cost spectrum analyzer and equalization system with easy -to -use LED read-outs.
Hard by the entrance to the ballroom,
Ampex had their big display and was
showing their 16- and 24 -channel
recorders, as well as the super ATR100, which is now available with "ear
and cue" facilities. (Patience men, my
report on the ATR-100 is upcoming
soon.) Totally unexpected from Ampex was their new ATR-700 tape
recorder, which you could call "semipro" although it has features not usually found on that kind of unit. The
machine takes up to 10'/ -in. reels, has
a three -motor, servo -lock capstan
transport, sel -sync recording, equalization and bias adjustments on the
front panel, a "dump edit" mode, and
very fine specs on wow and flutter,
distortion, and S/N ratio. The big
news is its $1695 price, which means it

should attract the interest of high -end
audiophiles as well as industrial and
governmental users.
Every year, the 5th floor demonstration rooms grow in number, and this
year it looked like a mini hi-fi show.
There are, in fact, many hi-fi items on
display. Pioneer had quite a line up,
showing their new PLC -590 quartz
phase -locked loop turntable, with direct reading meter to indicate precise
turntable speed. Then there was the
U-24 program selector, with a multitude of inputs for tape decks, phono
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Ever since the invention of the recorded disc annoying "clicks" and "pops" caused by scratches, static
and imperfections have consistently disturbed the
listening pleasure of music lovers.
Now, SAE introduces the unique model 5000, an

Impulse Noise Reduction System which eliminates
those unwanted sounds with no adverse effect on
the quality of the recorded material.

.

turntable combination, to the most
audiophile components.
SAE is proud to add the 5000 to their
Components for the Connoisseur.

1
1

This breakthrough in electronic circuitry is so demonstrably effective that the SAE 5000 is destined to
become an essential part of any sound system.
The SAE 5000 is compact and sleek, built to SAE's
exacting standards, and ready to enhance the performance of any system, from the standard receiver/

1
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SCIENTIFIC AUDIO ELECTRONICS, INC.
P.O. Box 60271, Terminal Annex
Los Angeles, Cal. 90060
Please send more information on the 5000.
Name_

1

line of

1

State_

Zip

1
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SHOULD
OUAM

GO.
PUBLIC?

inputs, power amp outputs, etc. The
D-23 electronic crossover network
permits up to a four-way multi -amplifier system. A new "slim -line" pre amp, the C-21, is simple in facilities
but quite sophisticated in high performance electronics. Last, but not
least, was the M-22 Class -A power
amplifier. Rated at 30 watts per channel with a THD of 0.01',, it has a separate power supply for each channel
and generous heat -sinking. This kind
of amplifier is a distinct departure for
Pioneer.
used a prototype of this
amp at home and found it a very
clean, exceptionally smooth performer, although a bit lacking in bass power at the dynamic levels favor. I'll bet
this amp will be used in many bi- and
tri -amplified speaker systems.
Dick Sequerra (of tuner fame) was
demonstrating a mid -sized pyramidal shaped speaker system which was
quite interesting. The room he was in
was awful with standing waves, with
the obviously extended bass of the
speaker exciting them. Mid -range and
high end were clean and very smooth,
and stereo imaging seemed quite
stable. Eli Passen of Gotham Audio
was flipping people with the EMT 250
digital reverb system. With controls
looking like the throttles on a 747, you
can dial in the delay you desire, then
the amount of reverb period, and you
get a fabulous enhancement of acoustic pespective with no paucity of echo
density. For the man who has everything, it's a mere 15Gs. Speaking of
delay systems, Bob Berkovitz of
Acoustic Research was once again
demonstrating his great 16 -channel
system, this time using somewhat larger speakers than he had in Los Angeles. Oddly enough, preferred the
small units...perhaps because they
were less obtrusive to the eye, which
always helps in this kind of enhancement. Bob tells me the consumer version of the delay system draws
ever nearer!
The Technics room was loaded with
tape machines...a new open -reel
unit, the RS -150005, was quite remarkable. It features "isolated loop"
tape :)rive, with a huge capstan driven
by a quartz controlled, phase -locked,
servo -controlled direct -drive motor,
and affords a wow and flutter spec of
an astonishing 0.018 per cent W rms
(ä 15 ips. Supply and take-up reels
have separate d.c. motors. The unit
accepts up to 10!^2 -in. reels. Tape motion is controlled by full IC logic. The
RS -1500 has many other conveniences
and features, one handy item being a
real-time tape counter for the 15 ips
speed. Price is $1500.00. Next unit in
I

I

The chances are good that you've
already invested in Quam loudspeakers, without even knowing it.
You'd be surprised how many of
the famous manufacturers of hi-fi
speaker systems have Quam drivers lurking anonymously behind

their fancy grille cloth'
For over forty years we've cherished our anonymity at the consumer level while enhancing our
reputation with the audio professionals who buy speakers in quantity. They açpreciate the return on
investment they derive from our
attention to materials, our quality
control, and our performance
specifications. The experts know
that Quam Speakers are the brand
to buy whei you're buying more
than one!'
If Quam speakers can pass the
rigorous tests of the prestige
speaker sys:em manufacturers for
incorporation in their high-priced
original equipment, can they pass
your listen rg test for replacement
or extension use in your stereo
system? Only if we "go public"
and tell yoJ about them' Ask your
audio distriibutor about Quam, the
not -quite -so anonymous loudspeaker.

Quam:
The
Sound Decision
QUAMNICHOLS COMPANY
234 East Marquette Road
Chicago, Illinois 60637
(312) 488-5800

I
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the Technics room was an "all-out"
cassette recorder, the RS -990005. This
machine has separate transport and
electronics sections. The transport is a
closed -loop, double capstan system
with three direct -drive motors and a
wow and flutter spec of 0.04 per cent
W rms. The transport has full IC logic,
three heads for true monitoring, and
even adjustable azimuth. On the electronics section, Dolby controls and
bias and equalization calibration controls are all accessible on the front
panel, and there are all sorts of conveniences too numerous to mention
here. At $1500, this recorder is obviously meant to compete with the
top decks in the field. Finally, Technics put their best foot forward with
two Elcaset tape decks, the RS 75000S, a three -head unit with servo controlled d.c. motor, and the
RS790US which features four heads
(one for pilot tone), four direct -drive
motors in closed -loop double -capstan
configuration for a wow and flutter of
0.03 per cent W rms. Would you believe a frequency response with Type
2 tape of 25-23,000 Hz ±3 dB or a S/N
ratio with Type 2 tape without Dolby
of 63 dB? Of course, it has Dolby NR,
so you can add the usual 8-10 dB to
the S/N. Here again, there are far too
many features to list, but it is something to look forward to when Elcaset
gets moving.
On the quadraphonic front, JVC
was showing its new noise -gate CD 450 demodulator, but attracted most
attention with their new two- and
four -channel recording techniques.
Two artificial heads are used in the latter technique, but in spite of this, with
special equalizing and time delay, signals are provided for loudspeaker listening, in the four -channel configuration. The two -channel set-up
uses the same idea, but is for normal
stereo listening. After the AES, as
guests of JVC, we went quite deeply
into these new techniques. We were
also given a unique headphone/binaural mike affair and a dummy head,
which does some remarkable things.
We'll bring you details of all this at an
early date...it is utterly fascinating!
Sansui kept its four -channel flags
flying with the introduction of their
9001 receiver, with 60 watts/channel
and the latest QS vario -matrix decoder/synthesizer. Also available as a
separate unit is the QSD2 decoder/synthesizer.
As usual, there is just too much to
cover at these conventions. If your
goody has been passed over, cuss me
when you next see me!
Lil

The Sensuous Speaker:
Vsmaha's new two-way beryllium dome
tiS-500.
o
A very responsive speaker with a rich,
Iscious sound. A deeply involving sound
3ighly defined, finely detailed.
The NS -500 is created from the same

advanced beryllium technology that's
-rade Yrmaha's revolutionary NS -1000
Series speakers, in tie eyes and_ears of
raay audio experts, the_ highest standard
of sounc accuracy. (Specific benef_ts of
Vsmaha's beryllium technology have been
1-icumerted in a parer presented to the
5?nd Convention of :he Audio Engineering Society.)
the NS -50C, youget all of beryllium's
advantages (transparency, detail, and lack
)c distortion that go beyond the bes: elec_rostatic speakers), but at a price roughly--Alf that of the NS -1000. Only $500 the
pair, suggested retail price.
The joy of aeryllium.
The ideal dome material for a high fre.;uency driver must respond instan:ly to
changes in amplitude and frequency of
:he input signal. So the ideal dome matei
mus: be vir_ually weightless as well
3s extremely rig:d.
3eryllium is the lightest and most rigid
-etal known. Its density is less than two:birds that of commonly used aluminum,
and its rigidity is «most four times as
g-eat -thus preventing dome deforn- ation
and consequent distortion. What's more,
3erylliun's sound propagation velocity is
:vice that of aluminum.
the beryllium dome found on the NS 530's high frequency driver is the world's
ightest about half the weight o: one
)etal of a small sweetheart rose. Which
s one of the reasons for this speaker's
exceptional sensitivity and response. And
for its sensuous sound.
A. closer look.

-

to Yarraàa s state -of -tie -art low di_oz-tion
electrc nics.

Under-eath

he sleet

monolitiic _Ming

of its solidly crafted enclosures, hie NS 500 is full cI many exclusive ' maha
features auj jisti is ive Yamaha tcches
of craf=smaustip.
But to. fully appreciate the beauty
NS-5CO3 }or- really should -isi=

4the

Yamaha Audio Specialty Deal
Which hringsus to something e se.

your

Something mere than just
anotFer speaker pamphlet-

Yamaha s Lie},i:'n e Handbook jf eaker
Systenei is a re_y through gu_de encompassing all _sperts of speaker )esign,

perfonrarce and evaluation_ Sm-ting
with a de:ai:ec exp:anation of sneaker

design pr-nc pies, tie discussion then
turns a so:d base of objective :r teria,
written in easily understood language, to
.help you properly evaluate' a-y speaker
in any lister =n envirombent. Already a
much >t_ugEt-af_e- reference work among
audio profes icnals_ Yamaha's Re'ence

HandMk gt Speaker- Systems

is

a«iable

at your Yamaha Aucio Specialty haler.
At $5 OJ a copy, -it's well worth t=e cost.
However, if y- u cip an the coupon in the
bottom cones cf this page, take it sr your
Yamaha Aud- -) Specialty Dealer and hear
a demr_strat ur cf the exciting NS 5)0 or
any o -her i'anial-a speaker, t'e l .jk is
yours 'or half the )ric .
And if you' -e nut familiar with the name
of you: loca_'fa naha Audio Specialty
Dealer. drop ris a line. In turn. well also
send A['u c ireè preprint of -he Audio
Engir eri:rt; S )áety paper o i ' nraha
beryl! um:eóc.obgymentioned above.

r

In be able to offer the sophistication of
aerylliun at a mare aá'fordable price without sacrificing quality of performance,
Yamaha designed the NS -500 as a two..ay bass reflex system.
This gives the NS -500 a trace more erna:Lin at the low end than the resolutely
eijective NS -1000. Eut it also gives the
N; S-500 more efficiency (91dB SPL at one
-eer w th one watt RMS input). Which
-ream. you don't have to invest in the
ghest lowered amplifiers or receivers
order to drive the NS -500 to its full
rated output.
_--3-ar an optimum match with the beryllium
tweeter, Yamaha developed a very light;
very rig:d "shell" w.xifer. And a special
hermetically -sealed air core LC crossover
with a carefully selec-ed 1.8kHz crossover

3)int.
As a result of- these design parameters,
.be NS -E00 boasts ar insignificant C.03%
IHD below 50 dB SPL, from 40 3z to
2) KHz, making it the perfect complement

This cnrpon is worth K .5( off
the $510 suggested retail prize of
Yamaha s Rejereace Han?book of
SprakerS-seems, when presenbc to
an' part_riivating Yamaha an)io
dealer, ait-r a denonstratictn of any
Yamaha sneaker system.
Offer

P.

exi re
Bc>

%larch 1,1977.

eCU Buena Park, CA
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After eoe learn
done,
no one will heckle
our speakers.
We're as close to the impossible
as possible.
Our new speakers color sound.
Anybody's speakers do.
Should someone tell you otherwise, they speak with forked frequency response.
We at Sony approached the development of the SSU-2000 with this
grim reality in mind.
Thus our goal was to create a line
of speakers with a minimum of coloration. With a frequency response
flat and wide. With low distortion.
And with repeatability. Which iscritical. Which means that each speaker
we turn out will sound like the one
before and the one after.
Searching and researching.
Our basic dilemma was that
speaker specs don't specify much.
You can build two speakers with
identical specs, and find they'll
sound non -identical.
That's because your sophisticated
ear can pick up differences our
clumsy measurements can't.
Some examples:
You can hear how pure water is.
The purity of the water in which the
pulp for the speaker cone is pressed
will influence the sound. (Spring
water is the best.)
But water purity would hardly
change the frequency response-or
any other measureable characteristic.
Nor would the dye used to color
the cone-or the glue used in gluing
the cabinet.
But you'd hear the dye and the
glue.
And there are dozens and dozens
of elements that interact this way.
So our job was mammoth. To correlate these factors in order to

reach the goal we outlined earlier.
Changing one changes the other
and almost changed our minds
about going into the speaker business.

But we stuck it out. And found the
answer to the juggling of these variables thanks to a major technological innovation.
Trial and error.
That's why we labored

for three
years to bring you our speakers.
While other manufacturers rushed
frantically to market with theirs.
We keep the whole world
in our hands.
Once we understood how to control the sound of our speakers, we
realized we had to control what
went into our speakers.
So we did the only logical thing.
We built a plant.
And pursuing that logic, we built
it at a place called Cofu. Which is at
the base of Mt. Fuji. Where we can
get all the spring water we want.

This factory does nothing but

produce-under outrageously close
control -the components for our
speakers.
Whatever we do buy, we specify
so carefully that our vendors
have nightmares about us. (It's
unfortunate that we can't make
everything ourselves, but only
God can make a tree, and only wood
can make a fine cabinet.)
Few companies make this effort.
So it's safe to say that when it
comes to exercising this kind of
control, our speakers are a voice in
the dark.

Don't judge a bookshelf speaker
by its cover.
As you can see, there's a lot that
goes into producing

a

Suggested retai prices: SSU-2000 $150 each; SSU-1250 $100 each; SSU-1050 $130
I

speaker that's
a

pair.
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not easily seen. (One beautiful
exception -- the handsome finish
on our cabinets.)
That includes the carbon fiber
that we mix into the speaker cone
paper.

Carbon fiber is light and strong.
(Why they don't use it in girdles we'll
never know.)
Light, so our speaker is more
efficient. Meaning you need less
power to operate it. Meaning you
are closer to the ideal of converting electrical energy to mechanical energy without a loss of
power.
Strong, to prevent the cone from
bending out of shape in the high frequency range.
Moreover, carbon fiber doesn't
resonate much. It has what's called
a low Q, and it took someone with a
high IQ to realize it would absorb
the unwanted vibration rather than
transmit it down the cone.
We also cut down on unwanted vibration (as opposed to the wanted
vibration, which is music), by using
a cast aluminum basket rather than
a stamped, shoddy cheap metal
one.
We could go on, but at this point
the best thing would be for you to
move on to your nearest Sony
dealer. And listen.
Because the results of our three
years of labor will be clear after

three minutes of listening.
At which point, far from heckling
our speakers, you'll be tempted to
give them a standing ovation.

© 1976 Sony Corp. of Arnenca. Sony, 9 W. 57 St. NY,
SONY ,s a trade.nrk of Sony Corp.
,
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Contented Mac Owner
Dear Sir:
I
was pleasantly surprised to find
yoU reviewing the McIntosh C-28 Preamplifier. I've had the joy of owning
one for almost four years now, and it
looks and works like the day I brought
it home. And your note that it weighs

pounds really brought a point
home to me, ruggedness of construction is something value just as much
as performance. I would never think
of trading my "28" for anything else
on the market because of its quietness
and incredible versatility.
How about reviewing one of their
new super cool -running amps, like
the MC -2205? You'll be amazed at the
clarity of sound and the incredible
metering/overload system. Or how
about a unique product like the MPI4 Maximum Performance Indicator?
I've really raised my awareness about
power levels with the dual vertical
line readout that indicates power output in real time, averages or displays
the last highest peak. And the huge
multipath display (fed from their MR 78 tuner, of course) is the first I've
seen that's truly easier to use than meters and much more informative.
have one question to ask your
manufacturer/advertisers: When, oh
when, will someone please make a
CD-4/SQ/QS Super -Deluxe Demodulator combination for us poor, frus25

I

trated top -of -the-line component
owners? I'm gonna sit tight with my
$8,000 two -channel until somebody
sees the light. Come on, let's get go-

ing!
J.H.

Detroit, Mich.
Editor's note: There are several
good demodulator/decoders which
have recently come onto the market.
While they may not be on a par with
your equipment, they are nonetheless
a step in the right direction.

AM Fidelity
Dear Sir:
As chief engineer of an AM/FM station I read with interest Eric Norberg's
letter in the November 1976 issue of
Audio relating his experiences with

high grade AM broadcasting and requesting the inclusion of AM tuner
data in your Equipment Profiles.
Here's my two -cents worth on the
"low fidelity" AM band.
AM broadcasters have been using
studio equipment that delivers at least
50 Hz -15 kHz response with low distortion for quite a few years. Usually
they are monaural versions of audio
equipment used for FM broadcasting.
In some cases, the same studio is used
for both AM and FM origination, with
the monaural AM feed developed
through a simple summing of the left
and right channels through a bridging

amplifier.
It has been routine to find 50 Hz -15
kHz response with reasonable distortion in even 10- to 15 -year -old
transmitters. Current AM transmitters
are starting to use various forms of
pulse code modulation to improve
their phase linearity. With these transmitters, it is not unusual to find frequency response, transient response,
THD and IM distortion quite close to
the FM transmitters available five

years ago.
The major limiting factor in transmitting a high quality AM signal has

been the bandwidth of the transmitting antenna. Recently broadcasters have realized that any response limitation in the antenna system has a direct effect on the amount
of audio power reaching the air.
When you add this to the realization
that many broadcasters are becoming
more audio conscious in order to
have a competitive edge in a tight
marketplace, it is easy to see why
many AM broadcasters are broad banding their antennas to give good
audio response up to 15 kHz and even
beyond.
An AM station with a reasonably
broadband antenna can actually
broadcast a better top end than an FM
station, since AM is not saddled with
the 754S pre -emphasis curve used in
FM broadcasting. This means that
properly received broadband AM can
sound like Dolby encoded-decoded
FM broadcasts.
While there are some operators, on
both AM and FM, who use signal pro-

cessing as an end in itself, most responsible broadcasters want to put
out the best signal they can. Most of
the "sins" committed by the average
AM broadcaster in the area of signal

processing are attempts to compensate for the extremely poor performance of current AM tuners. It is
not unusual for a so-called "high fidelity" AM tuner to have a high frequency roll -off that starts around 3-4
kHz while "boasting" a distortion figure of 5-10 per cent at 85 per cent
modulation. Since the AM band is
crowded in many areas, it should also
have switchable 5-8 kHz low-pass and
10 -kHz notch filters for use when
needed. Good sensitivity would be
around 0.5-1 mV for a 20 -dB signal-tonoise ratio. To date, the only receiver
I
have found that approaches these
figures is a vintage tube -type McIntosh MR -55, which use for home
AM listening.
You will notice that used 85 per
cent modulation as the reference
point for my distortion figures. Since
the FCC specifies this as the minimum
peak modulation level, it does not
make sense to use 30 per cent modulation as a reference. Even if there was
not this FCC requirement,
don't
know of any station that would consistently modulate at this low level.
When you consider the advances
made within the past decade in FM
tuner performance, it is sad and frustrating to me to realize that the current AM tuners are solid-state versions of the receivers used during
WW II. would like to second Mr.
Norberg's request for the inclusion of
AM tuner data in your Equipment
Profiles, if for no other reason than to
shame manufacturers into making a
high quality AM section available, if
only as an option.
Lou Schneider
Chief Engineer KTIM/KTIM-FM
I

I

I

I

San Rafael, Cal.

Jailhouse Musicians
am writing with the hopes that Audio Magazine will print this letter.
am a member of an organization
known as the C.C.I. Music Association
which is composed of both profesI
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Introducing

the Avid lOL

A rational solution to the problems of
2 -way speaker design.
Designing a reasonably
priced 2 -way speaker system has
always had its problems. One of the
most perplexing of which has been
engineering a speaker system with
both well -dispersed midrange and
really extended bass.

The bass vs.
midrange dilemma.
In one respect, a 6 or 8 inch
woofer is preferable for a 2 -way
speaker system because its small
diameter
affords better dispersion in the

critical midCon tk
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afford., sherirn-midra? gedispcvsion.

range area
up to the
crossover point
where the high
frequency driver
takes over.
But, a
small diameter
woofer just isn't

dilemma through an unusual combination of a large vented enclosure and
a specially engineered 8 inch woofer.
Unlike conventional vented
designs, the Avid 101's vented
enclosure is used to extend the bass
response of the system, rather than
to increase the efficiency. This
unique design (essentially a 4th
order Chebychev filter alignment)
achieves really extended bass
down 3 dB at30 Hz-while the use
of an 8 inch woofer insures a smooth,
well dispersed midrange up to its
2500 Hz crossover point.
Of course, no ordinary 8"
woofer could do the job. It took us
over a year to perfect the woofer
design and it's quite unique. For
example, it utilizes an unusually
large magnetic structure and a
specially developed rubber -edged

-

capable of handling the power

required for really extended bass
(say to 30 Hz) in traditional designs
without the use of costly electronic
equalizers.
A real dilemma. The best
solution to which we feel lies in a
unique new 2 -way speaker systemthe Avid Model 101.

cone of almost twice the weight and
stiffness ..ypicallv used.
But you have to actually
listen to the Model 101 to really
appreciate just how well it solves
the traditional problems of the
2 -way speaker.

A high end

to match.
Things just wouldn't be
complex if we didn't give the 101
a high -end performance that was
every bit as good.
Which is

why the 101 has

three tweeters
instead of just one.
A primary, frontfacing tweeter that

comes in at 25(X) Hz
and two side -firing
units that kick it around 3500 Hz.
The result is full 180° dispersion in the high end all the way up to
15 kHz for a sense of imagery and
openness which, until row, was
unavailable in al but the highest
priced speakers.

The right choice
for most listeners.
We believe that the Avid
Model 101 truly represents an
advancement in two-way loudspeaker
design and is the completely right
choice for the vast majority of

A rational

serious listeners.
Find out for yourself at your
nearest Avid dealer. Be an Avid
listener.

solution.
The Avid 101 overcomes the
traditional bass versus midrange
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sional and amateur musicians. There
are four different types of music
groups: Jazz, Rock/Blues, Soul, and
Country & Western. The difference
between this and other musical organizations in the music field is that
members of the C.C.I. Music Association are serving time at the Chilli-

cothe Correctional Institute.
We would like to expand our membership to include outside people,
whether they are professional or amateur musicians, or people who just
like to listen to good music. You don't
have to play an instrument, or even
know how to read or write music to
become a member. As a group, we
can get a lot done if we have an outside membership.
If any of the Audio readers are in-

IDEAL FOR
SHURE
oath dges

terested, please write to either
One size FN
al Shure

this stylus
tits any Shure

phono
cartridges

Replacement
stylus for
Shure
V-15

cartridge

rep aces
Shure
Pr195E

U

stylus

George Williams, President, or to me,
Steve Griffith. We will see to it that
you receive a copy of our constitution
and by-laws, plus a fact sheet explaining what we are trying to accomplish.
If you don't wish to join, but know of
someone who would like to donate
musical instruments to our organization, please put them in contact with
us. hope that there are people interested in joining our organization.
Thank you.
I

Steve Griffith #144-539
P.O. Box 5500

Chillicothe, OH

Needle in the hi-fi haystack.
documented test results we've
compiled for you in data
booklet #ÁL548. Insist on a
other-brand replacement
stylus for a Shure cartridge.
genuine Shure stylus so that
your cartridge will retain its
We recently purchased 241
original performance capability
random styli that were not
-and at the same time protect
manufactured by Shure, but
were being sold as replacements your records.
for our cartridges. Only ONE of
these 241 styli could pass the
Shure Brothers Inc.
same basic production line
222 Hartrey Ave., Evanston, IL 60204
performance tests that ALL
In Canada: A. C. Simmonds & Sons
genuine Shure styli must pass.
Limited
But don't simply accept what
we say here. Send for the
Even we were astounded at how
difficult it is to find an adequate

H

Reissue Suggestion
Every month the hi-fi and record
magazines carry reviews of the reissues of old records.
May I make a suggestion for consideration by those responsible for selecting these records of historical or
artistic value: reissue those famous
early electrical recordings by the Associated Glee Clubs of America.
L.K. Crabtree
Vineland, Ont.
Canada
Editor's Comment: Are there any
other suggestions for reissue? E.P.

Prof. Lirpa Exposed
Dear Sir:
I am new to this country and

AmericanRadioHistory.Com

I

was

recently thumbing through some
back issues of Audio Magazine,
among them the April 1976 issue.
Who are you trying to kid with your
zany accounts of Prof. I. Lirpa? don't
know if you've divulged this to your
readers, but I. Lirpa is Eaotin Shirdlu
backwards-you don't fool me.
Rishiyur Nikhil
I

Phila., Penna.

MANUFACTURERS OF HIGH FIDELITY COMPONENTS. MICROPHONES, SOUND SYSTEMS AND RELATED CIRCUITRY
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The new Dual C5721 is the ultimate exrression cf tie prircjIes -hat
determine the pe -fo -mance of tciecrms and dive systems. Its sira ght-Gne,
tubular tonearm , vois horizontclly end vertically w thin o -rue,. lour -point
g mbal, thus main -Dining dynamic balance ina planes.
Another Dual in17o' tion-Vertical Toneanm Control-contributes in yet
a lother way to fine tracking performance. A mernier height adjus-ment over

The new Dual CS721
p
represents
ts every thin g
Dual has learned
about turnrtabl es.

on 8mm range parallels the
-Diearm to the record with any

cartridge.Thiselim-

diales-hecd-ed mass
of cartridge spacers ctherwise needec to
achieve precise vertical tracking a xi e. In all,
-here are seder tonearm settings
f -cm stylus
:arid adjus-wants
tracking
serving
tc
all
optimize
overhang to cueing hheigi- and des enl speec
performance with any caartridge.
The direct -drive system of the CS721 is of comparable precision. The electrenically-controller_, DC. erushless motor is tie smoothest and quietest ever
Trade. A major corir-ibu-ion to this ene result is an exclus ve Dual featjre: two
stacked coil layers, eac-t consisting of eight co-eless bif lar-wounc coils, -hat
overlap to achieve a g"ip ess rota-ing magne -i: Meld. This eliminates the successive magnetic pulses typical of all cther motor designs.
Although the CS721 is Dual's most expe-rsive. model t is hard y -he most
expensive turntab e aa lable today. When you make compirisorl:_, as we
believe you shoulc. you ray well censicer the S721 cons ce-acly uncerpriced.
-

United Audio Products

Dual

120 So.

Co _irbcs ave., Mt. Ve -nor

N.Y. l0_`.`

Cr_..
Straight-line tubular-©ne.arrn provides maxim_ rt torsi D
rigidity anc lowest effective nass. With tae sane effective
taiearm length and tangen= a -racking error any Dther shape
must eiitf-er sacrifice rigidity or increase mos<_.

IFeDuai CS721. S ngle-pla
1r.ve turntable with fully
autarrcatic start and st
DluE continuous,.4.

epec-. Featur
nclude. 10% el
'Tor ;pitch contra..
Ilunnünated strobe, dynan'
cal
aolonced 12"" platter.
_ess than S400, including base
:

Co Jnrferba lance contains two

andc:+ver. Dual CS704. Similar except
semi -automatic. Mechanical sensor locciéa
lead -i i groove of 12" and 7- records; to-earrn Iris
ric r-otor shuts èff at end of play. Less t -ton S3i 0,
inducing base and cover.
Speci=ications (DIN B): CS72-,
Wow and flutter: < --t0.03%

a

> 72cB;

CS704,

`

mechanical filte-s, tuned to
absorb energy in resonance frequency ranges of
onearm/ccatri:fge system
and chassis to aoid feedback.

70c 3.

Other Dual turntables: Fully automatic, si igle -play, mrilti-play: 1225, essthan S140,1226 less than S170.
ic ,g4,11
ats 532, less than 5160:510 less t -rai 5200.
h
$200 244g,fat. than E2e, 13m,- t i
e.Cif ck No. 11 on Reader Service Car.
.
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Power:

Build a
Class A
Amplifier

Frequency Response:
Slew Rate:
Damping Factor:
Noise:

Harmonic Distortion:

Designer's Specifications
20 watts/ch. 8 ohm, 24 watts/ch. 6 ohm, and 28
watts/ch. 4 ohm.
-3 dB at 0.33 Hertz, -3 dB at 500,000 Hertz.
30 volts/microsecond, leading and trailing edges.
100 from d.c. to 50,000 Hertz.
0.8 millivolt at the output, primarily 120 Hertz.
Below clipping, harmonics are limited to second
and third;
all other harmonics were below our 90 -dB test

residual;
at 16 watts, 20,000 Hertz and 8 ohms, -73 dB second,
-74 dB third;
at 10 watts, 20,000 Hertz and 8 ohms, -75 dB second,
-75 dB third;
at 5 watts, 20,000 Hertz and 8 ohms, -76 dB second;
at lower frequency?s and power levels, the distortion becomes very difficult to measure accurately.

Nelson Pass*
linearities, but this works well only at
low frequencies. At high frequencies,
the feedback loop is unable to make
adequate corrections, and the distortion that occurs at the output is aggravated by overloaded front-end circuitry.
The usual total harmonic and inter modulation distortion figures do not
reveal the abrupt output stage distortions accurately because of the averaging factor involved in such measurements. A spike of crossover distortion may reach 2 per cent, but if it
occurs only over 5 per cent of the
waveform, it averages out to a respectable 0.1 per cent distortion figure. Considering this error factor, it is
easy to see why two amplifiers with
the same specifications can sound so
different. To properly evaluate the
distortion, peak distortion and harmonic distribution must be considered. Typical class A amplifiers will exhibit low order harmonics, and their
peak distortion is less than twice the
average distortion. In class AB amplifiers, very high orders of harmonics
occur, and the peak distortion can be
as much as thirty times the average

In spite of

their high cost
and low efficiency, class A power
amplifiers have recently been receiving
more attention from
audiophiles who demand uncompromising accuracy. Both
the price and quality of these
amplifiers result from the operation of
their output stages in class A mode,
where the amplifying devices are constantly operated in their near region,
above cutoff and below saturation.
Whether made from tubes or semiconductors, circuits operating in class
A mode yield the smoothest transfer

functions and widest bandwidths,
hence their near universal application
in preamplifiers and other low power

circuitry.
Most audio power amplifiers use
class A circuitry except in the drive
and output stages, where they use
class B or AB operating modes to
achieve high efficiency. In class B and
AB modes, the output stage operates
in a push-pull configuration, where
one set of output devices delivers
positive voltage and current and another set delivers negative voltage
and current. When one set is working,
the other set is turned off. This
scheme operates efficiently, but has
two serious flaws, the extremely nonlinear characteristic of the transistors
at the collector cutoff region and the
turn-on/turn-off times of the devices.
Designers of transistor amplifiers have
tended to use large amounts of negative feedback to correct for the non -

distortion.
Another problem common to class
B and AB output stages is due to the
unequal turn-on/turn-off times of the
transistors. Because the turn-off time
is greater, both transistor sets can conduct uncontrollably under high slew
conditions, making it dangerous to
operate the amplifier at high frequencies, a particularly bad problem
with some quasi -complementary designs.
In a class A output stage, however,
there are no abrupt nonlinearities and
no turn-on/turn-off delays. The

*President, Threshold Corp.
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smooth transfer characteristic yields
low order harmonic distortions, and
these harmonics can easily become
unmeasurable at low power levels.

Circuitry
In the course of our research, we
developed a small class A power amplifier which delivers 20 watts into 8
ohms. It offers excellent performance
over a wide bandwidth, and the design is simple and stable enough that
it can be built by the advanced constructor at low cost and with a minimum of test equipment. The parts
utilized are usually available off the
shelf from Motorola and RCA distributors, and the design will accomodate
the usual variations in components
without problems, so that it is unnecessary to select semiconductors for
particular characteristics. A stereo

OUT
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Fig.

1-Basic circuit configuration.

Fig.

2-Overall schematic.
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version of this amplifier can be built
for approximately $200.00.
The basic circuit configuration is
shown in Fig. 1, where an input differential transistor pair drives a current sourced transistor, forming the two
voltage -gain stages of the amplifier.
The output of the second voltage -gain
transistor drives a triple emitter -follower output stage, which provides a
current gain of somewhat less than a
million. The four current sources in
the circuit are used to simultaneously
increase the bandwidth and linearity,
accomplishing this by idling semiconductors at currents much larger
than the currents required to drive
the amplifier. With the exception of
the output stage, the gain transistors
operate with only small variations
about their operating points.
The compensation capacitor shown
in Fig. 1 is used to provide damping
for the circuit, eliminating overshoot
and ringing in the output. Its effect is
the reverse of the usual lag compensation employed in transistor amplifiers because it actually reduces
transient intermodulation effects by
creating an internal high frequency
feedback loop similar to the damping
circuits found in servo systems, where
the front end of the amplifier can satisfy its own loop requirements at high
frequencies, avoiding front-end overload.
The schematic of the actual amplifier is presented in Fig. 2. The transistors Q3,6,7,13,14,15,16 form the current sources of Fig. 1. Their current
value is governed by the active voltage source of Q8, where the circuit is
stabilized by taking feedback from
R22. This current sourcing system accurately tracks the current value once

Table II-Parts List for One Channel.
Q1,2,3 8 Motorola MPSLO1
Q4 RC'A 1A16
Q5,6,7 RCA 1A15
Q9-16 Motorola 2N5877
D1,2 1N914
D3 Any

germanium diode

D4 5 1N4004
C1,2 1,000 microfarad,

P

C

R3
R4
R5
R6
R7
R8
R9

10

kohm

470 ohm, 1%, metal film, 1/4 watt
4.7 kohm, 1%, metal film, 1/4 watt
680 ohm
680 ohm
100 ohm
100 ohm,5%, carbon comp., 1 watt
R10 47 ohm,5' 0, carbon comp.,1/2 watt

mount, electrolytic, 16 volt
C3,4 75 picofarad, 5% polystyrene,
mica, or mylar
C5,6 100 microfarad, 50 volt,
PC mount, electrolytic
C7 0.004 microfarad, 5%
C8 0.1 microfarad, 20%, 100 volt

R12
R13
R14
R15
R16

All resistors 5%, 1/4 watt, carbon
film unless otherwise specified.

R17 1.5
R18 1.5
R19_24

R1

1

R2

1

megohm
kohm

ohm
47 ohm
4.7 kohm
4.7 kohm
47 ohm
5 kohm trim potentiometer,

R11 68

from C.T.S.
ohm,5%,carbon comp.,1 watt
ohm,5%,carbon comp.,1 watt
0.22 ohm, 5%, wirewound,
1

watt from IRC (TRW)

R25 10

ohm,1/2 watt,carbon comp.,5%

Power Supply Parts for Two Channels
Ti Signal 56-12
Bi ,2 Diode bridges, 25 amp, 100 volt
C1,2 0.05 microfarad, 600 volt
C3_6 20,000 microfarad, 50 volt,

computer grade electrolytic
Fi 10 amp, fast blow fuse
F2,3 4 amp, fast blow fuse
F4,5 2 amp, fast blow fuse
Si Heavy duty SPST switch

Miscellaneous
A.C. line cord, five fuse holders,
chassis, heat sinks for output stage,
four TO -S heat sinks (Thermalloy
22286 or equivalent), input and output connectors, two 0.1 /IF capacitors
22% 10 volts.
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lntroducingthe BIC
Electronic rive 1000.
With two motors.
Electronic controls.

"Pause cueing."
Remote control.
And a waiting list
a

Sorry about the waiting list, but when you see it you'll understand. Here you have a purist's tone arm
and superb playback in a "bee eye cee" belt drive unit which we believe promises better long -run
performance than a direct drive unit. At about $279, we think it's irresistib e. See what you think at
your high-fidelity dealer's. You'll find our 5 turntables folder there. Or write to British Industries Co.,
Westbury, N.Y.11590.

Ti.rnitabl as
©1976 British Industries Co.,

A

Division of Avnet L.c.
Check No.

3

on Reader Service Card
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5-Schematic of power supply.

Fig.

it is properly adjusted. The one-toone circuit board pattern and an up sized parts location guide are given
in Figs. 3 and 4. The location of the
parts is self explanatory, except that
Q5 and Q7 must be fitted with heat
sinks. Reasonable care must be taken

to avoid overheating the semiconductors and other components
during soldering, and high -wattage

32

soldering guns must not be used. If
any substitute transistors are used, it
may be necessary to adjust the values
of C7 and C4 for stable operation using an 8-ohm non -inductive load and
driving the amplifier with 100 kHz
square waves. If the amplifier should
exhibit high frequency oscillation, increase the value of C4 or decrease the
value of C7.
For this amplifier, there is no such
thing as too much heat sinking for the
output stage. Extravagance in this area
is no vice, and good ventillation is similarly very important. The use of more
than 100 square inches of black -anodized aluminum heat sink per output transistor should allow for oper-

ation without a fan. A safe rule of
thumb by which to evaluate the quality of heat sinking is to see whether or
not you can place your hand on the
heat sink without hurting yourself.
The heat sink should be grounded to
the chassis of the amplifier, and heat conducting insulators must be used
with a liberal quantity of silicone
grease between the heat sink and the
output transistors.
Figure 5 shows the power supply for
a two -channel system which will allow
different supply voltages for optimization of the output power versus load
impedance. The 105 volt primary tap
of the transformer will serve for
8 -ohm loads, the 115 volt tap for
6 -ohm loads, and the 125 volt tap for
4 -ohm loads. With a 120 volt a.c. line,
the maximum power yield is 20 watts
per channel into 8 ohms, 24 watts into
6 ohms, and 28 watts into 4 ohms. To
alter the amplifier for optimal performance into a given load, the tap
must be changed and the amplifier
must be rebiased. If the diode bridges
in the power supply are not mounted

6-Overall wiring diagram.
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metal chassis, they too must be

provided with heat sinks. Use 16 gauge wiring in the power supply and
amplifier output connections, while
24 -gauge wire is adequate for other
connections. It is important that all of
the ground connections be shared by
both channels at one point on the
ground bus. The ground bus must
connect all four power supply capacitors and be of heavy gauge. Additional wiring information is given in Fig. 6,
where the grounding and power connections are to be followed literally
for low noise. At the input connectors, the ground of the input is
physically isolated from the chassis. A
0.1 ;IF capacitor connects each input
ground to the chassis at the input and
is used to eliminate r.f. pickup.
Set Up
Biasing the amplifier is quite easy
with either a d.c. voltmeter or an oscilloscope. Before turning on the amplifier, R16 must be adjusted for maximum resistance (minimum bias current). If the bias is set too high, the
negative power supply fuse will blow
without damaging the circuit. If this
occurs at one extreme setting of the
potentiometer, replace the fuse, set
the pot to the other extreme, and try
again. After the amplifier is turned on
and doesn't blow the fuses, the bias
must be set by adjusting R16, preferably using an oscilloscope. Using an oscilloscope, the bias is adjusted by driving the amplifier with a sine wave into
the appropriate load resistor value.
Set R16 so that the amplifier clips into
the load on the negative half of the
wave before the positive half clips.
Then operate the amplifier for 15 minutes without an input signal. After 15
minutes, readjust the bias for symmetrical clipping of the circuit when it
is very slightly overdriven. Repeat the
adjustment again in 15 minutes to insure that the heat sinks have reached

thermal equilibrium.
If using a high quality d.c. voltmeter, the bias can be adjusted by a
similar procedure, measuring the
voltage occuring across R22. For an
8 -ohm load, the voltage across R22
should be 125 millivolts. For 6 ohms,
the voltage is to be 170 mV, and 220
mV for 4-ohm loads. As before, the
bias must be adjusted slightly low and
increased slowly to the proper value
after the amplifier has warmed up.
The voltage should be monitored and
adjusted periodically over a half an
hour or so.
The prototype amplifier was built

without specially selected com-

ponents and the only adjustments
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dew Dahlquist products
greatly improve

se the performance

our speaker system.
Du

four

DQ-1W LOW -BASS MODULE superior subwoofer design.
Adds an octave or more of
extremely tight, well defined low
respcnse to most speakers. Propagates considerable acoustic output
to 20 Hz and below. Its fast rise/
decay times assure excellent coherence with high -definition speakers.
Use with either the passive or active
Dahlquist crossovers below. High
quality 13" driver with heavy cast
frame and 12,000 Gauss magnet.
Oiled walnut finish with satin alumiA

-s

and

.ld consid-

..stening enjoy.aed

are a remarkable

ofer system and two
Jssover units, electronic and
passive. Also available is an
attractive stand for our popular
Dahlquist. DQ-10 loudspeaker,

which will improve both performance and appearance. Ask

for

a

demonstration at your

Dahlquist dealer.

biamplified system. Features: continuously variable crossover settings
from 40 to 400 Hz, @ 18dB/octave;
bass level adjustments with up to
15d8 gain; 0 to+5d8 equalization
at 20 Hz; bypass switches silence
subwoofer and restore full -range
response to main speakers; separate
outputs for stereo and mixed -center
channel subwoofers; A unique combination of active low-pass and
passive high-pass sections prevents
any degradation of high frequency
performance quality.
-

num trim.
ST -10 OPTIONAL STANDS.

DQ-MX1 PASSIVE CROSSOVER. For connecting any
8 ohm center -channel sub

For owners of our Dahlquist
DQ-10 speakers. Improve
-

woofer without requiring another
amplifier. Features: 3 -position bass
level switch; phase switch; frequency
selector for 60 or 80 Hz crossover.
DQ-LP1 ELECTRONIC LOWPASS FILTER. For optimum
results as a no -compromise,

radiation characteristics, especially
noticable in the lower -midrange/
upper -bass regions. Packed two to a
carton. Assembles with six screws.

EPA IILQUUST
27 Hanse Ave., Freeport, N.Y. 11520
Check No.
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Fig.

7-Response to

a 20 -Hz

square

Fig.

8-Response to

a 100 -kHz

square

Fig.

9-Response to

a

wave.

wave.

wave.

made were the output bias currents.
The amplifier yielded the performance figures shown in Table I.
The amplifier's response to square
waves is shown at 20 Hertz (Fig. 7) and
at 100,000 Hertz (Fig. 8).. Figure 9
shows the waveform at 500,000 Hertz
at -6 dB power level. All tests were
conducted with non -inductive load
resistors, but the performance remains Unaltered with reactive elements in the load. The amplifier's distortion characteristics remain virtually
unchangéd with fully reactive loads,
and we were unable to detect a significant difference in harmonic ampli-

tudes between an 8 -ohm load and a
2-microfarad capacitor driven at 10

After extensive listening to
concluded that the sonic purity
amplifier more than justifies its
power consumption (less than a ci.
TV). The sound is neutral, and
have found it useful as a tool in eval
uating preamplifier circuits, as it outperforms quite a few of them. It also
serves well in driving electrostatic
headphones and as the high frequency driver in a multi -amp system.
Technical assistance may be obtained by writing Threshold Corporation,
Suite E, 1832 Tribute Rd., Sacramento,
Calif. 95815, and enclosing a self-adLtl
dressed, stamped envelope.

kiloHertz.
The amplifier cannot be damaged
by shorting the output or by overdriving the input. It does not require a
load for stability and can be safely
driven into any load at any frequency.
The components are chosen for very
conservative operation; for example,
the output transistors are operated at
a third their rated voltage, a tenth
their rated continuous current, and
about a tenth their dissipation capability, insuring a long life span for the
amplifier.

One step nearer
the reference

Model

104

aB.

Distributed in the U.S.A. in ºonjunction with

INTRATEC

Computer -based analysis has led KEF engineers to a
significant advance in speaker performance-the acoustic
Butterworth (aB) filter network. Now, replacing
conventional filter circuitry in the renowned Model 104, it
transforms performance with reduced coloration, increased
stereo depth and imaging. A difference you can hear. An
advance radical enough to justify making the new network
available for replacement in existing Model 104's - see your
dealer about this. Power rating is higher too- 100 watts
program - with fuse protection for the tweeter. So KEF
engineers have seemingly done the impossible-taken the
superb 3 speaker system that reviewers already praised for
its clean, uncolored 'reference' sound - and improved it.
Model 104aB- one step nearer the reference- live sound.
KEF Electronics Limited Maidstone Kent England

u

frominiF

tl e speakerengneers

399 Jefferson Davis Highway Arlington Virginia 22202
And in Canada: Smyth Sound Equipment Ltd,
595 Parc Industriel, Longueuil,.Quebec J4H 3V7.
Check No. 18 on Reader Service Card
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Creative Technology!
The MXR Compander and Stereo Graph c Equalizer
provide you with the ultimate in creative sounds.

The MXR Compander is a noise reduction device
capable of doubling the dynamic range of most open
reel and cassette tape decks, allowing professional
results in home recording. In operation the Compander
compresses the dynamic range of the signal going
onto the tape and expands the dynamic range upon
playback. With the MXR Compander noise is reduced
enabling the softest sounds to be heard, while musical
peaks can be reproduced without distorition.
The MXR Stereo Graphic Equal zer, a natural
companion, is a two channel frequency equalizer that
offers ten bands of discrete adju 3tment on each
channel. The primary function of the MXR Equalizer
is to provide precise compersat on for aural tone
quality discrepancies that may be causec by room
acoustics, speaker inadequacies, or program sound
quality. With a touch of the slide control the MXR
Equalizer will tailor your playback to suit any number
of variables and develop the mood you want to hear.

Both the Compander and Equal izerare compact,
stylish and handsomely packaged in black anodized
aluminum with walnut side panels. Their design and
circuitry will complementany modern Hi-Fi system.
The MXR Compander is attractively priced at $129.95
and its companion the MXR Stereo Graphic Equalizer
at $199.95.
MXR products have become the standard for signal
processing in professional recording and live musical

performances. This comb ination of engineering
excellence and creativity pravices you with superior
MXR products.
For more information on L/IXR prod acts, sec your
nearest MXR dealer or direct inquiries to
MXR Innovations Inc., 277 N. Goodman Street,
Rochester, New York 1467 (716)442-5320.

r

MXR

Check No. 25 on Reader Service Card
AmericanRadioHistory.Com

Consumer
Products Group

PIONEB INTRODUCES

AN AMPLECATION

SYSTEM
THAT WILL FORCE YOU

TO TAKE A HARD LOOK
AT YOUR SPEAKERS.

el,,nONCEl:
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CU.S. PIONEER ELECTRONICS CORP.. 1976.

Pioneer's new Spec 1 and
Spec 2 are capable of producing
a level of high -quality sound most
speakers are simply incapable of
reproducing.
So, unless you're willing to
listen to Spec 1 and Spec 2 at
something less than their
full potential, don't make the
11
decision to invest in
them if you're not prepared to invest in a
new pair of speakers.

amplifier with all the reserve power
of the Spec 2.
STATE-OF-THE-ART DESIGN

Spec 2 not only produces an
uncompromising amount of sound;
it does so in a totally
uncompromising manner.
For example, Spec 2 uses an
advanced toroidal coil power
111
transformer. It's a
Ì
more expensive
transformer than
most amplifiers use.
na.
But a more efficient
transformer. And one
7
that keeps magnetic
flux leakage to an
absolute minimum.
,EaE"@SE.qELNUL
Also unlike
many power
T--amplifiers, Spec 2
doesn't use fans.
Because fans can
cause Poise. Instead,
Spec 2 has massive
heat sinks and
3ÌÌIIIIII111111111111I111ÌÌÌÌÌÌÌ
special PioneernIIIIIÌr.-55IÌIIIIÌgI:5ÑIÌIÌ7=5.5IIIIÌ
developed protective
IIu1111I
IlllllulIlllll .' minim
circuitry to keep the
...Er
operating
---.EEr
11

SP

l

SPEC 2:

250

GOVERNMENTAPPROVED WATTS
A CHANNEL
Spec 2 was the

Delve

I

SPEC

first power amplifier
designed to deal with
the new F.T.C.
power regulations. It
has a continuous
power output of 250
watts per channel
minimum RMS. At 4
or 8 ohms. From 20
to 20,000 Hz. With
no more than 0.1%
harmonic distortion.
\.11;'m:I::r Im:::: ulllll temperature under
Other power
11Wi i==:::::I,oc:::::I IIIIIII
control.
amplifiers that used
to claim a lot more power can t do
2
even
has wattage
Spec
that anymore.
indicate
music output
meters that
I=1:APE

use

11111111

wmloar

compensate for any deficiencies
in program material or listening
area.
And, so you can make sure
you've made all the right
adjustments, Spec 1 has a"tone
off' switch that lets you compare
your setting with a completely
flat setting.
Spec 1 even has its own
microphone amplifier, with its own
volume control. So you can mix
into any program material
without touching the main volume
control.
THE BEAUTIFUL SOUND
OF NOTHING
One thing Spec 1 doesn't do
is add anything to the sound it
reproduces. The phono section
has a completely inaudible signal to -noise ratio of 70 dB (IHF, short circuited A network). All other
inputs are rated at 90 dB. Which
is even more inaudible. And it has
a total harmonic distortion of no
more than 0.03%. Which is five
times under what your ear is
capable of detecting.
DESIGNED FOR

11

en

WHO NEEDS
ALL THIS POWER
AND WHY
When you listen to a
live performance it can
have an average sound
level of 84 dB.Which most
high fidelity systems can
reproduce with half a watt of
power. But a sudden musical peak
of 110 dB takes four hundred
times as much power. Which
means you need 200 watts of
power to reproduce that peak.
If your amplifier doesn't have that
much reserve power, you get
"clipping:' Which doesn't happen
during a live performance.
So, if you want your system
to be able to give you all the
power, all the sheer presence of
live performance, you need an
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EIA MOUNTING
Both Spec 1 and Spec 2 are
19"wide. So you can place them in
any standard EIA laboratory rack.
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in RMS watts at 8 ohms. These
had to be specially designed, too.
Because conventional VU meters

couldn't give an accurate enough
power reading.
SPEC I: TWICE
THE CONTROL OF
MOST PREAMPLIFIERS

Most preamplifiers have two
tone controls. Some have three.
But Spec 1 has four. Each of
which is calibrated in 1.5 dB
clickstops. All together, they give
you a total of 5,929 ways to
Check No.

41 on

Reader Service Card

AmericanRadioHistory.Com

Or you can stack them like
conventional home entertainment
components.
Which they definitely are not.

SPEC
2
SPEC
PIONEER®
(V)

U.S. Pioneer Electronics Corp.,
75 Oxford Drive, Moonachie, New Jersey 07074

Some of the most important functions in the signal processing chain of
a sound reproduction system are performed by the phono preamplifier.
This circuit must amplify signals from
millivolt level to peak levels of two to
three volts or more in order to drive a
power amplifier. In addition, the circuit must equalize the signal to correct for a nonuniform frequency response which can vary by as much as
40 dB over the 20 Hz to 20,000 Hz frequency band. It must do this while introducing a minimum amount of electronic noise, and it must contend with
a phono cartridge whose output impedance can vary by as much as a factor of 60 to one over the audio band.
Of particular importance are the
high -frequency and transient over-

load characteristics of the preamplifier. Before a signal enters the
preamp input, it has been processed
by the RIAA recording equalizer, the

W. Marshall Leach*

constant velocity disc recording process, and the time derivative response
of the magnetic playback cartridge.
The combination of these three can
create input signal levels which are
100 times as great at 20,000 Hz than at
20 Hz. In addition, record ticks and
pops, when processed by the time derivative response of the playback cartridge, can contain high -frequency
components whose amplitudes far exceed those of normal signal levels.
Thus, the high -frequency overload
characteristics of the preamplifier become very important considerations if
transient IM distortion and slew -rate
distortion are to be minimized.
This article describes an RIAA
phono preamplifier primarily designed with these considerations in
mind, and the author's unit is shown.
It uses a separate chassis for the power
supply to eliminate hum induced by
inductive coupling from the power
transformer. At a one volt rms output
level, the preamplifier's SMPTE IM

distortion measures 0.004%.

Its
A -weighted signal-to-noise ratio is 84
dB referenced to a 10 mV input signal
at 1000 Hz, which could be improved
if low -noise, metal -film resistors were
employed in the critical input stages.
The output circuit used to drive the
power amplifier output has a 10 -dB
gain to insure that the power amplifier is driven to full output power. This
stage has a Butterworth -aligned highpass

filter characteristic which

has

*Assistant Professor,
School of Electrical Engineering,
Georgia Institute of Technology,
Atlanta, Georgia 30332
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been designed to reject subsonic and
inaudible frequency components below 15 Hz, which can result from
record warp, offset center holes in
records, turntable rumble, and acoustic feedback. In particular, vented box loudspeaker systems using high
compliance drivers are very susceptable to overdrive by subsonic signals.
The rejection of these signals can produce a marked improvement in loudspeaker performance plus a decrease
in power dissipation in the power amplifier. An added advantage provided
by the subsonic filter circuit is the
protection of the loudspeaker and

power amplifier from low -frequency
transients which can occur when a
tonearm is accidentally dropped on a
record or when an FM tuner is rapidly
Fig.

tuned across the band. In both cases,
low -frequency loudspeaker cone motion is reduced to a minimum to prevent possible driver suspension damage or power amplifier failure.
An optional center -channel circuit
is described which can be used to
drive a front center-channel amplifier
and speaker system. A three -channel
system has long been advocated by
Paul W. Klipsch as representing the
closest approach to true realization of
sound reproduction. The circuit is
simple and can be added to the preamplifier at any time.

Circuit Description
The circuit diagram of the preamplifier minus the power supply and
optional center -channel circuit is

1-Circuit diagram of the preamplifier minus power supply
A

2

3

1. It has input switching
facilities for magnetic phono, FM
tuner, and auxiliary inputs, and outputs for tape recorder and power amplifier. In addition, a separate tape
monitor switch is provided for tape
input. The volume is controlled by a
potentiometer which effects only the
signal level to the output stage which
drives the power amplifier output
jack. The circuit uses positive and
negative balanced power supplies

shown in Fig.

which are separately regulated by zener'diodes for each stage.
The phono preamplifier circuit consists of transistors Q1 through Q6. An
initial design used passive equalization between the cartridge and the
input stage to equalize for the 75 microsecond pre -emphasis in the RIAA

and center -channel circuit.
4

5

r
R4

R5

03

04

ee

Q2

06
R7

CI

R6

.=

C2

I. MAGNETIC
PHONO INPUT
2. FM TUNER INPUT

3. AUXILIARY INPUT
4. TAPE OUTPUT
5. TAPE MONITOR INPUT
6. TO CENTER CHANNEL BOARD

7. POWER AMPLIFIER OUTPUT
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F

recording characteristic. This would
have greatly reduced the high -frequency overload characteristics required in the phono preamplifier circuit. However, the approach was
abandoned because of the uncertainty in the interaction of the output impedance of the phono cartridge and the input impedance of the
circuit and because of noise considerations. Transistors Q1 and Q2 form
an input differential amplifier. The

S3

AC
INPUT

40

the signal-to-noise ratio of the preamplifier. A potential problem associated with differential amplifiers is that
of maintaining a balanced quiescent
current in the two transistors. With
the aid of a microammeter, the components in Fig. 1 have been chosen to
insure that Q1 and Q2 are conducting
balanced or equal quiescent currents.
This insures optimum distortion char acteristics of the input stage since the
predominant second -order nonlinearities in the base -to -emitter junction characteristics of Q1 and Q2 theoretically cancel when the bias currents in the two transistors are the
same.
The

output signal from the input
differential amplifier is applied to a
second differential amplifier which
consists of transistors Q3 and Q4. In
addition to supplying a second stage
of voltage gain, the differential connection of Q3 and Q4 provides the
very important cancellation of any
common -mode noise from the input
stage due to thermal noise generated
by the emitter bias resistor R6. Without this feature, the signal-to-noise
ratio that is established by the input
stage would be inferior to that which
could be achieved by employing a
single -ended input stage rather that
the differential configuration [31 The
signals from Q3 and Q4 drive the
class -A, push-pull output stage consisting of transistors Q5 and Q6. These
transistors provide the current gain
necessary to drive the feedback network and the following stages of the
preamplifier. Since Q5 and Q6 operate in a true class -A mode, there is
nòthing to be gained from the added
complexity necessary to drive a complementary output stage.

LI

A(+24V)
DI

II
C

TI

+

C161

(+24

B( -24V)

C17=.

D3

R34
D

?7+

C181+

/T7*

V)

D2

R33

differential amplifier configuration
was suggested by Meyer [11 in 1972
for use as a preamplifier input stage. It
has been suggested more recently by
Holman ¡21 in a circuit similar to the
one published by Meyer. Q1 and Q2
are biased by R6 at 50 microamperes
each. This low bias current is necessary to provide low noise performance since the input stage determines

R3I

R29

(-24V)

04

ON PREAMP CHASSIS

ON POWER SUPPLY CHASSIS

2-Power supply circuit diagram. Note that not all components are
mounted on the power supply chassis.
Fig.

The feedback network consists of
resistors R7 through R9 and capacitors
C2 through C4. The resistors in this
network have been chosen so that the
closed -loop gain at 20 Hz is 60 dB,
more than 20 dB lower than the open loop gain of the preamplifier. Thus, a

low -frequency feedback ratio of
greater than 20 dB insures an extended low -frequency response with low
distortion characteristics. C2 has been
chosen so that the lower minus 3 -dB
frequency of the phono preamplifier
circuit is less than 1 Hz. If the circuit is
used to drive a power amplifier without the 10 -dB gain output circuit, it is
recommended that C2 be changed
from 100 microfarads to 5 microfarads
in order to provide some rejection of
unwanted subsonic signals. With this
change, the minus 3 -dB lower frequency of the phono preamplifier will
be moved up to 8 Hz.
The time constants for the RIAA
equalization are set by R8, R9, C3, and
C4. Since the open -loop gain and
bandwidth of the phono preamplifier
will also effect the RIAA equalization,
these elements cannot be calculated
precisely, rather they must be determined experimentally for optimum
equalization. The approach taken in

the present case was to first calculate
these components from network theory under the assumptions of an infinite open -loop gain and bandwidth
and zero output impedance. The elements were then tuned experimentally to optimize the equalization. This
was done with the aid of the passive
inverse-RIAA equalization circuit recommended by Audio Research for
the testing of preamplifiers. The experimental tuning procedure was performed by exciting the preamplifier
from a General Radio pink noise
source through the inverse-RIAA
equalizer. The output of the preamplifier was then monitored on a
Hewlett-Packard real-time spectrum
analyzer, and the feedback network
elements were tuned for the flattest
overall equalization. The transient response of the preamplifier was also
monitored during this process with a
square wave input signal through the
inverse-RIAA equalizer to insure that
the square wave response was also
being optimized.
The overload characteristics of the
magnetic phono input circuit are adequate to insure that it will not be
driven into clipping or slewing during
normal use. This circuit will put out a

(CENTER CHANNEL OUTPUT)
E

8

Fig.

.

3-

Center-channel
circuit diagram.

R35
6 (LEFT)

R36
6(RIGHT)

F
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40 -volt peak -to -peak sine wave signal
up to a frequency of 120 kHz, and its

PARTS LIST

clipping characteristics are symmetrical under these conditions. The
overload margin of a preamplifier is
an important consideration, especially
at high frequencies. Although limitations in disc recording make it impossible to cut large amplitude high frequency signals on records, the output of a magnetic cartridge increases
with frequency at 6 dB per octave because of its time derivative response.
Normal frequency response plots for
cartridges do not show this since the
plots are corrected for it. However,
phono preamplifiers must handle the
boosted high frequencies without
overload or slewing. Record ticks and
pops are impulsive in nature, and thus
they contain very broadband frequency spectra. In combination with
the rising frequency response characteristics of the cartridge, they can easily cause high -frequency overload,
transient IM distortion, and slew -rate
distortion if the high -frequency overload characteristics of the phono preamplifier are not adequate. In addition, four -channel discs recorded
with the CD -4 process can cause surprisingly large high -frequency sub carrier signals at the cartridge output,
even if it is not designed for CD -4 use.
Although preamplifiers are not designed to put out appreciable signals
at these frequencies, the high -frequency overload margin in any circuit
which uses negative feedback for
equalization can be seriously degraded. Thus, it is the author's opinion that CD -4 discs are best used with
only CD -4 equipment.
The output of the phono preamplifier is fed through the input
switching facilities in Fig. 1 to a 20-kilohm volume control. When the tape
monitor switch is in the normal mode,
the input impedance to any tape deck
connected to the tape output jack appears in parallel with the volume control. It is recommended that only a
high impedance tape deck be used
with the tape output, otherwise, the
total load impedance on the preamplifier circuit may drop too low.
The volume control drives the output stage which consists of transistors
Q7 and Q8. The gain of this circuit is
set at 10 dB by resistors R25 and R26.
The circuit is designed to have an ac-

tive -filter, Butterworth high-pass

alignment which is flat above 20 Hz. It
exhibits a 12 -dB -per -octave rolloff below its 3 -dB cutoff frequency of 14 Hz.
The alignment of this filter is set by
C6, C7, R18, R19, and R20. Substitute

AUDIO

Parts List for one channel. All resistors are
watt, 5% unless otherwise specified. Resistors should be carbon film rather than carbon composition unless
otherwise specified.
1/4

kilohm, metal film
kilohm, metal film
R3 390 ohm
R4, R5 36 kilohm, metal film
R6 220 kilohm, metal film
R7 3.9 kilohm, metal film
R8 330 kilohm, metal film
R9 4.3 megohm, metal film
R10 2.2 kilohm
R11 5.6 kilohm
R12 6.2 kilohm
R13, R14 220 ohm
R15 100 kilohm
R16 560 ohm
R17 20 kilohm, dual potentiometer
R18 470 kilohm
R19 100 kilohm
R20 33 kilohm
R21 4.3 kilohm
R22 390 ohm
R23 3.3 kilohm
R1
R2

47

1

R24
R25
R26
R27
R28
R29,
R31,
R32,

R35,
R37
R38
R39
R40
R41

R42
R43
R44
R45

100 ohm
2.2 kilohm
1

kilohm
kilohm

100
560
R30
R33
R34

ohm
270 ohm, 1 watt
390 ohm, 1/2 watt
270 ohm, 1/2 watt
(200 ohm, '/2 watt

with
center -channel circuit)
R36 91 kilohm
68 kilohm
3.3 kilohm
5.6 kilohm
3.3 kilohm
100 ohm
3.6 kilohm
430 ohm
100 kilohm
560 ohm

Cl

0.001 µF, 100 volt, ceramic capacitor
C2 100µF, 10 volt, electrolytic capacitor
C3 220 pF, 100 volt, 5% silver mica capacitor
C4 820 pF, 100 volt, 5% silver mica capacitor
C5 25 µF, 25 volt, electrolytic capacitor
C6, C7 0.22µF, 25 volt, 5% ceramic capacitor
C8 390 pF, 100 volt, ceramic capacitor
C9 10 pF, 100 volt, ceramic capacitor
C10 25 µF, 25 volt, electrolytic capacitor
C11, C12, C13, C14 2000 µF, 50 volt, electrolytic capacitor
C15, C16, C17, C18 100 µF, 25 volt, electrolytic capacitor
C19 25 µF, 25 volt, electrolytic capacitor
C20 10 pF, 100 volt, ceramic capacitor
C21 25 pF, 25 volt, electrolytic capacitor

Q1, Q2, Q5, Q6, Q7, Q9 2N5210 transistor
Q3, Q4, Q8, Q10 2N5087 transistor
3 -position,

rotary selector switch (stereo)
double -pole, single -throw toggle switch
single -pole, single -throw toggle or pushbutton switch
L1 120 volt a.c. neon pilot lamp with dropping resistor
Ti Stancor P8605 transformer (Use Output Taps 2 and 3)
Rect. 1 bridge rectifier, 1 amp, 100 volt PIV
D1, D2, D3, D4 24 volt, 1 watt Zener diode
S1

S2
S3

Miscellaneous Two chassis and covers, phono jacks, power cord, phone jacks
and plugs, shielded cable, knobs, screws, nuts, lockwashers, circuit board
standoffs (conducting), heat sinks for Q8 and Q10, terminal strips, etc.
Printed circuit boards and matched transistors for the preamplifier are available for a limited time. Prices are $10 for a set of stereo boards for the RIAA circuits and output circuits, $5 for the center -channel board, and $1.50 for a
matched pair of 2N5210 or 2N5087 transistors, plus $1 shipping and handling.
Address orders to Components, P.O. Box 33193, Decatur, Ga. 30033.
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How to mix power
The power of your amplifier is one of the most important elements in the
performance of your high fidelity system. It gives your amplifier sufficient power
to drive your speakers. And you need well engineered power to give you the
instantaneous burst that music may require.

The pleasure of your tuner is fullest when properly matched with its power supply;
when it is sensitive and highly selective, and offers noise- and distortion -free sound.
In short, an instrument attuned to your musical pleasure.

Sansui Amplifiers and Tuners: Our newly expanded complete line of power-

-

ful amplifiers and beautifully designed tuners are engineered and mctched to give
you the full pleasure of power. From the
fabulous AU 20300 with a striking 170
\.ratts per cannel min. RMS, both
\,..
chanre!s driven into 4 and
/i!t?l+"//If{f/1/flYf!/N/Nf/!ffY/Nref//f/I
/flìYlyidfNH,IIfI//,./:.lJfd/{r,f/////If////f!'fflil.s,'fflf.^f/N/
vflflf-fff/ifAnet..."///

AU-200:0

AU -11000

AmericanRadioHistory.Com

...with pleasure.
ohms, from 20 to 20000 Hz with no more than 0.05% total harmonic distortion
at about $1000* to the AU 3900 with 22 watts per channel, min. RMS, both channels
driven into 8 ohms, from 40 Hz to 20 kHz, with no more than 0.15% total
harmonic distortion at less than S160*, every AU amplifier is loaded with features
designed for creative listening. The fully matched TU tuners from less than $160*
to about S450* all feature appropriately low distortion, fine sensitivity
and high selectivity. For example, the TU 3900: sensitivity, 11.2 dBf (2.0 µV);
selectivity better than 60 dB (at 400 kHz). TU 9900: sensitivity, 8.8 dBf
(1.5 µV); selectivity from 20 dB at 200 kHz to 90 dB at 400 kHz. The TU 9900
offers a choice of wide and narrow bandwidths for selection of individual stations
even in crowded areas.
8

Your nearest franchised Sansui dealer will be happy to demonstrate any in
this fine series to you. Your powerful pleasure awaits.
*Approximate nationally advertised value. The actual retail price
will be set by the individual dealer at his option.

Buy Sansui.
ttttrffJtftttttttffJt#rtatrtttttti
3tttttEtl{{¡tff{11tEiMlit(It4frf7i

SQJtsuL

TU

SANSUI ELECTRONICS CORP. Woodside, New
SANSUI ELECTRIC CO., LTD.,Tokyo,

Japan .

-9900

York 11377 Gardena, California 90247
SANSUI AUDIO EUROPE S..A, Antwerp, Belgium . In Canada: Electronic Distributors
Check No. 34 on Reader Service Card
AmericanRadioHistory.Com

Fig.

6-Photograph of the chassis wiring in the author's preamplifier.

The component layouts for the
three circuit boards are given in Fig. 5.
The view in these figures is from the
component side of the boards, i.e. the
side opposite from the foil circuit.
There are no special instructions for
mounting the components on the circuit boards. It is recommended that
the transistor leads be inserted no
more than
inch through the boards
before soldering. This will prevent any
heat damage from the soldering iron
due to excessive heat conduction
through transistor leads which are too
1/4

short. Normal precautions should be
taken to insure that all transistors,
electrolytic capacitors, and diodes are
inserted correctly. Otherwise, failure
could result at turn on.
After all components are mounted
and soldered to the boards, the next
step is to solder all input and output
cables and all power supply leads to
each board. It is recommended that
only shielded cable be used for signal
input and output leads. No. 22 stranded wire should be used for the power supply leads. The connection of
cable grounds illustrated in Figs. 1 and
3 should be adhered to if ground
loops are to be avoided. The figures
show that the shielded cable grounds
are not connected at the signal inputs
of either the output circuit board or

the center channel board or at the
tape output or power amplifier output jacks.
The main chassis should be drilled
for the input selector switch, volume
control, tape monitor switch, power
input jack, signal input and output
jacks, the circuit board mounting
holes, and the external ground lug
connection. The latter can be a 6-32
by
inch screw attached to the
chassis with a No. 6 nut and an inside
star lockwasher. The screw should be
installed near the phono input jacks
with its head inside the chassis and
with a second nut loosely screwed
down over the first nut outside the
chassis. The jacks for the magnetic
phono inputs should have floating
ground terminals, i.e. they are not
grounded to the chassis. All other signal input and output jacks should be
grounded to the chassis. If these jacks
have floating grounds, they should be
1/2

connected to ground through a common ground bus which connects to
chassis ground through a securely
tightened lockwasher grounding lug.
One end lug on the volume control
for each channel is grounded to
chassis through a lockwasher grounding lug mounted concentric with the
volume control shaft. The end lug to
be grounded is that one which measures zero resistance to the center lug
when the volume control is set fully
cou nter-clockwise.
After the chassis hardware is
mounted, the shielded cables from all
input and output jacks which connect
to the selector switch and tape monitor switch should be installed and soldered. Care should be taken when
soldering the shielded cable grounds,
for the heat can melt the inner cable
insulation and cause the center conductor to short to ground. To minimize this possibility, the cable
grounds should be soldered before
the center conductors. In this way, the
center conductors will not be flexed
when the grounds are soldered.
The circuit boards can now be installed in the chassis as shown in Fig. 6.
These should be mounted with a 3/8
inch No. 4 metal standoff under each
corner with 4-40 by '/4 inch screws and
No. 4 nuts. A No. 4 inside star lock -
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Your favorite tapes and records are
loaded with intricacies of scund that
most speakers don't let you in on.
But the Koss HV/1 LC's deliver your,
song the way the musicians played
it. All the delicious touches of

musical perfection unfold around
you, putting you deep inside the
tune. Taking you to a place where
the honey -smooth power of the lead
singer's voice is in delicate balance

with the instruments and back-up
chorus. So that you're ptese-red
with every colorful spark cf Men'
from all angles-the way -ol.'d
hear it if you were stancing i i jusi
the right spot on stage. And boss
HV; 1LC's deliver all ten ardizle
octaves, bringing you wary cunce:
of everything from the low-down
throb of the bass, to the Lpew:epirg
highs of the violin sectio,.

And while the HV/JLC
stereophones bring you every note,
their hear-thru design lets you
catch every comment ham people
rround you. Which in many cases
Irmi go like this: "let me try them."
So why not visit your audio
epe=ialist and slip into the exciting
Souid of Koss: the HV/1LC's with
.olrme balance controls, or the
PIV'1's and HV/la's. Or write us,

e KOSS stereophones

c, o Virginia Lamm for z f=ee ful
color catalog of all our pnoducis
Get a pair of Koss High V=_lodty
peones and c'mon inside. -he
music's fine.

Q

Kos:.

HV/' LC

Koss Co

paratier

and HV/1 Ste eorhones

from the people who invented Stereophones.
Koss t,t.rnalóia /London, Milan, Dublin,
Cheek ho. 21 on Reeder Service Card

KOSS CORPORATION, 4129 N. tort Washington Ave., Milwaukee, Wisconsin ;32-2

AmericanRadioHistory.Com

Paris, Frankfurt

Amsterdam

Koss Limited/Berl ngton,

Ontario

washer should be used on each end
of each standoff to insure good connection of the circuit board grounds
to chassis ground through each standoff. The mounting screws should be
securely tightened so that the lock washers will be firmly engaged. Once
the circuit boards are mounted, the
remainder of the chassis wiring can be
connected. Once this is done, the cables should be neatly tied so that they
do not run near the circuit boards. It is
preferable to route the cables down
along the chassis. However, if there is
insufficient room, they can be routed
over the circuit boards, as has been
done in Fig. 6. The final step is to attach a '/ inch by '/2 inch heat sink
made from 1/16 inch sheet aluminum
to transistors Q8 and Q10. The heat
sinks can be glued to the flat sides of
the transistors with a small dab of contact cement. None of these transistors
dissipate over 180 mW quiescently,
while they are rated at 310 m W. However, the heat sinks are a worthwhile
and effective protection measure
which will improve the reliability of
the preamplifier, especially if it is operated near heat producing equipment.
The power supply is wired as shown
48

in Fig. 2. It should be noted that not all
the components in this figure are
mounted on the power supply chassis.
The output power leads from the
power supply chassis and the input

power leads to the preamplifier
chassis should be wired to

three conductor phone jack, one conductor
of which is grounded to its respective
chassis. A six-foot length of three conductor power cable with phone
plugs attached to each end can then
be used to connect the power supply
to the preamplifier. The a.c. power
cord to the power supply should be
insulated from the chassis feed through hole with a proper size strain
relief or grommet. In the latter case,
an insulated cable clamp should be
used to secure the power cord inside
the chassis to prevent its being pulled
a

With the preamplifier power cable
disconnected, apply a.c. power to the
power supply and measure the d.c.
voltages on C11 through C14. These
capacitors should have approximately
42 volts across them with no load. At
this point, the polarity of the voltage
across these capacitors should be
checked to verify that none is installed backward. After the power
supply unit is checked out, remove
the a.c. power and connect the power
cable between the power supply and
the preamplifier chassis. If phone
jacks and plugs are used for these
connections, a slight spark may be noticed when the plugs are inserted if
there is a charge stored on C12 and
C14. Care should be taken to insert
the phone plugs fully into the jacks.
Otherwise, a short circuit to ground
will occur and R29 and R30 will smoke
when the a.c. power is turned on.
Before connecting any equipment
to the preamplifier, power should be
applied and the circuits should be
checked out with a d.c. voltmeter.
First, measure the voltages across C15
through C18. These should be exactly
24 volts. Next measure the voltages
across C12 and C14. These should be
31.5 volts plus or minus 0.5 volts. If
these voltages are not in this range,
R29 and R30 should be changed to the
next higher or lower value to respectively decrease or increase the voltage
across C12 and C14. Next measure the
voltages from ground to the junctions
of C5 and R13, C10 and R25, and C21
and R42. These should be less than
one volt. If not, a wiring error has
been made or there is a defective

component in the circuit.
Before connecting any equipment

Low TIM
Amplifier

loose.

Check Out and Turn
On Procedures
Before any power is applied to the
preamplifier, the entire circuit should
be carefully checked. Trouble points
include diodes and electrolytic capacitors installed with the incorrect
polarity, transistor leads reversed,
poor ground connections to chassis
(especially if the chassis is painted),
cold solder joints, shorted cables, etc.
After all wiring has been checked, the
power supply can be checked out.

PART II
The low transient IMD (or TIM) amplifier which has been described [1]

did not contain a protection circuit in
order to minimize the complexity as a
construction article. A voltage -current sensing (or VI) limiter has been
developed for the protection of the
output stage of this amplifier from
overload conditions for load impedances less than 4 ohms. In addition, a

to the preamplifier, all a.c. power to
the complete system should be
turned off. Connect all inputs and

outputs including the turntable

ground wire which attaches to the No.
external grounding screw on the
rear of the preamplifier chassis. Since
there is a slight turn -on thump caused
by the charging of capacitors in the
circuit, the preamplifier should be
turned on before the power amplifier.
It can be left on if desired with no
harm to the circuits. Normal precautions should be observed when
using the preamplifier. These include
never connecting or disconnecting an
input or output cable with the power
amplifiers turned on. Otherwise, an
open ground connection can cause a
large 60 -Hz signal to be fed to the
power amplifier when the phono jack
is removed or inserted. Happy listening!
6
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second protection circuit has been
developed which protects the voltage
gain stages of the amplifier in the
event of a failure in the output stages.
The printed circuit foil patterns for
this protection circuit were included
on the circuit board layouts given [1].
The two -stage protection circuit will
be described in this second part article on the amplifier. In addition, several minor modifications to the circuit
will be described which improve its

TIM rejection characteristics and
which correct some minor errors
which appeared in the first article.

Corrections to
The Published Circuit
The complete circuit diagram of the
amplifier with all corrections and the
addition of the VI limiter is shown in
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Straight talk
about direct drive
The DD75 is our first direct drive turntable. It reflects
a lot of what we've learned in half a century of building
quality turntables.
The heart of any direct drive turntable is the motor.
Since it is in direct contact with the platter, it must be as
steady-and as free from vibration-as a pacemaker.
The performance of the motor is measured by these
nw and flutter

The Garrard DD75 delivers rock steady speed with a DC motor, governed
by an electronic servo system. It is totally immune to fluctuations in household current. The specifications are impressive: rumble -70dB (Din B), wow
and flutter 0.03%. The same electronic
system provides variable speed control,
±3%, monitored by an easily -read,
illuminated strobe.

But without a lightweight tonearm, unrestrained by
friction, the best motor can't deliver high quality, high
fidelity sound. After all, the only thing that moves the
tonearm is the minuscule stylus tracing the record
groove. If the tonearm is heavy, or drags, the sound will
be distorted. The specifications which determine tone arm performance-mass and friction-are as important
as nimble, wow and flutter.

Unlike the tonearm in most direct
drive turntables, the slender arm of the
DD75 is extremely low in mass-just 16
grams. It rides effortlessly on jewel bearings, with friction so low that it will track
the finest cartridges at their minimum
rated stylus pressure.

Direct drive turntables can be manual or automatic.
The difference has a direct bearing on record safety. With
a manual turntable, you risk scarring your records or
damaging your stylus, particularly when lifting the arm
off the record. That's because the human hand can't always be steady and accurate. The risk is minimized with
a system that lifts the arm precisely, automatically.
Motor. Tonearm. Record protection. Convenience.
These essentials directed the design of the new direct
drive DD75.

In addition to fully damped cueing,
the DD75 automatically lifts its tonearm
and shuts off the motor at the end of play.
This is done non -mechanical/ by a reliable photo -electric circuit. You never
have to leap across the room to stop playing the lead -out groove. You can even
use this system in mid -record, by lightly
touching the Stop button. Play can be resumed at the precise point where it was
interrupted.

-specificatinn

-

The appearance of the Garrard DD75 fully complements its performance. It is mounted in a base of genuine
teak veneer, with shock -absorbent feet to insulate the
turntable from external vibration. The tinted dust cover
has special friction hinges: it stays where you raise it.
Garrard's first direct drive turntable yields some very
direct benefits. Not the least of which is the price: a
straight and sensible figure-under $230.
For an illustrated, detailed folder on the DD75, please
write: Garrard Division, Plessey Consumer Products,
100 Commercial Street, Plainview, N.Y. 11803.

Garrard.
Turntable specialist for 50 years.
Check No. 30 on Reader Service Card
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Fig. 1. All changes in component values are indicated by an asterisk in the

input low-pass filter and in the TIM
suppressing alternate feedback network. R2 should be changed from a
2.7 kilohm resistor to a 4.7 kilohm resistor. This change moves the 3 -dB
cutoff frequency of the input low-pass
filter to 100 kHz from 150 kHz. This
helps prevent the application of inaudible, high -frequency overload signals which could aggravate charge
storage effects in the output stages.
The most important modifications
which have been made involve the
TIM suppressing feedback network.
As shown in Fig. 2, the 10 pF leadcompensation capacitor C10 now
connects to the emitter of Q5 rather

supplemental parts list. The NPN

driver transistor is properly labeled
Q10 rather than Q11 as was originally
published. A change which should
answer some questions which have
arisen is shown in the bias circuit. The
positions of R24, D3, D4, and D5 in
Fig. 1 now correspond to those on the
circuit board layout. This change has
required a modification in the figure
for the diode bias mounting diagram.
This is given in Fig. 2.
It has been previously published in
a Letter to the Editor that use of the
specified anodized heat sinks could
result in an ungrounded circuit board.

than to R34. This change was necessi-

To prevent this, the anodization
should be thoroughly scraped or filed
away beneath all lockwashers and
nuts used both to attach the circuit
boards to the heat sinks and those
used to attach the mounting L -brackets to the heat sinks. For proper hum
elimination, it is necessary to ground
the circuit boards to the heat sinks
through each of the four mounting
screws and to ground the heat sinks
through both mounting L -brackets.
The use of non -anodized heat sinks
will eliminate this problem.

tated when an amplifier was encountered which exhibited a marginal
stability problem due to mutual coupling effects and mutual inductance
in the leads which attach the output
transistors to the circuit board. By
connecting C10 to the emitter of Q5,
the lead compensation is taken from
output of the second voltage gain
stage, thus bypassing any phase shifts
which are encountered by the signal
in traversing through the driver and
output transistors and their connecting leads. The second change in
the feedback network is in the value
of R-36. This has been changed from

Modifications to
The Published Circuit

10

The modifications to the circuit involve the time constants used in the

kilohm to

33

kilohm.

is to
extend the loop bandwidth of the am-

The purpose of C14 and R36

plifier from approximately

38 kHz to
approximately 100 kHz. This frequency coincides with the 100 kHz cutoff
frequency of the input low-pass filter.
The loop bandwidth of an amplifier is
that bandwidth experienced by a signal when it propagates from input to
output and then back through the
feedback network. Without C14 and
R36, this would be equal to the open loop bandwidth which is approximately 38 kHz. In addition to the improvement in the loop bandwidth,
C14 and R36 serve the function of
causing the amplifier to reject inaudible high -frequency input signals
which lie above 50 kHz. It is important
to note that the high -frequency overload rejection is not accomplished by
slowing down the amplifier loop response, but by speeding it up. It can
be shown by feedback control theory
that this is an elegant solution to the
transient overload problem in the input stages, for it uses the feedback signal itself to cancel out ultrasonic overload signals which lie outside the
open -loop bandwidth of the amplifier.
One question which has not been
addressed is the effect of the TIM suppressing feedback network on the
phase response of the amplifier. The
phase shift is approximately 30° at
20,000 Hz. However, below 20,000 Hz,
the phase decreases linearly with frequency. This means that the amplifier

1-Complete circuit diagram of one channel showing the modifications to
the feedback network and the voltage -current sensing protection circuit.
Fig.
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A speaker unlike any other:

The Acoustic
Matrix enclosure
yields performance
unattainable with a

conventional wood
enclosure.

Nine drivers are
mounted in the
Acoustic Matrix enclosure, four on each
rear panel and one
facing forward.

Introducing the
Bose 901 Series
In 1968, Bose

A tapered Reactive
Air Column radiates
the lowest bass from

the four drivers on
each rear panel.

notes, and the precise

III.

introduced

an unconventional loud-

definition of individual instruments.

Efficiency

Most dramatic, however, is
the remarkable efficiency
with which this level of
performance is achieved:
the new 901 Series Ill can
produce the same volume
of sound with a 15 watt
amplifier as the original 901
with a 50 watt amplifier.
What you will hear.
This dramatic breakthrough
You will be struck by a sense
in the basic economics of
of immediacy and presence,
high-fidelity makes it posspaciousness of sound, and
sible to put together a high
accurate stereo image
almost anywhere in the room. performance component
system at a lower price than
Equally startling are the
was previously possible, even
realism and accuracy of the
though the 901 Series Ill
timbre of each instrument,
is a more expensive speaker
the clarity and dynamic
than its predecessor.
range of the deepest bass
speaker system: the legendary Bose 901. Now, we are
introducing a new speaker
of revolutionary concept,
design, materials, and performance: the Bose 901
Series Ill.

Key to both performance and efficiency
is the new 901 Ill
driver, with molded
frame and aluminum
helical voice coil.

Technology
Spectacular performance
and efficiency are the results
of proven Bose design concepts and technological
innovations that include the
unique, injection -molded
Acoustic Matrix' enclosure
and a new, ultra -high efficiency driver.
At the same time, the 901
Series Ill is (as is the original
901), a Direct/Reflecting "
speaker with a separate electronic equalizer.
To appreciate the spectacular performance of the
Bose 901 Series Ill, simply
ask a Bose dealer to play the
901 III in comparison to any
other speaker, regardless of
size or price.
Fora full color 901

Patents issued and pending. Cabinets are walnut veneer.
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brochure, write Bose,
Box ADJ 12, The Mountain,
Framingham, Mass. 01701.
For the nearest Bose dealer,
call (800) 447-4700. In
Illinois call (800) 322-4400.

.._./1/4117.574E7
The Mountain, Framingham,
Mass. 01701.
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exhibits no group delay distortion, for
its phase response corresponds to a
constant time delay of about 4 microseconds. That is, all audible frequencies propagate through the amplifier with the same time delay, adding in their proper phase relationships
at the output.
It can be shown that the output impedance of any negative feedback
amplifier is inductive above its loop
bandwidth. This has caused oscillation
problems in many amplifiers with capacitive loads, for the inductive output impedance tunes with the capacitive load to form a resonant circuit. At
best, an amplifier with insufficient
loop bandwidth will exhibit severe
ringing when driven by a square wave
into a capacitive load. This problem is

ance of an amplifier into a capacitive
load is a good indicator of how well it
is capable of driving dynamic speakers
in the frequency range directly above
their resonant frequency, electrostatic
speakers, and piezoelectric speakers.

Protection Circuit
In Fig. 1, transistors Q14 through
Q17 and their associated components
form the protection circuit. Protection of the output stages is provided
by Q14 and Q15. These two transistors
are connected so that they sense both

the current supplied by the output
transistors, i.e. the voltage across R29
and R30, and the voltage on the
speaker line. Speaker load impedances above 4 ohms will not cause activation of Q14 or Q15. However, for

WRAP JOINTS (4) WITH SINGLE
STRAND FROM NO. 20 STRANDED WIRE,
SOLDER AND INSULATE WITH HEAT

addition, the voltage on the speaker
line (which is absent when the output
is short circuited) provides a reverse
bias voltage at the emitters of Q14 and

Q15 which helps prevent their conduction. The combination of the voltage across R29 and R30 and the reverse bias voltage at the emitters of
Q14 and Q15 cause the limiter not to
be activated for load impedances
above 4 ohms.
The reverse emitter bias voltage for
Q14 and Q15 is determined by resistors R39 and R40. These have been
chosen to limit the peak current into a
2 -ohm load to about 4 amperes. Into a
short circuit, the peak current is limited to about 2 amperes. Thus, the peak
current is a function of load impedance-the smaller the load impedance, the lower the threshold of the
current limiter. The approximate relation between the peak current before
limiting, the load impedance RL, and
the threshold resistors R39 = R40 = R
is given by the equation

SHRINK TUBING.
I

13-24
D5

-

peak

where

D3

A

IA

TO RESISTOR R24

RE

RL

(RL+120)

= R29 = R30 = 0.33 ohms.

current limiting circuit can be in-

herently unstable and cause osTO COLLECTOR OF

TRANSISTOR Q5

2-Diagram showing mounting of the temperature compensating bias
diodes on the main heat sinks. The banded end of each diode is the cathode.
Fig.

eliminated in the circuit of Fig. 1 by
the combination of an open -loop
bandwidth of approximately twice
that of the audible spectrum, the input low-pass filter, and the TIM -suppressing feedback network. The amplifier will drive a 2 microfarad capacitor for a load with essentially no ringing with square -wave signals. This
makes L1 and R31 unnecessary in their
usual function of preventing oscillations into capacitive loads. However, their removal is not recommended since they provide some degree of r.f. protection from r.f. signals
which may be picked up on the
speaker lines. Capacitive load testing
of amplifiers is not a recommended
procedure for the unexperienced.
Next to a short circuit, the capacitor is
probably one of the most demanding
load tests on an amplifier. Nevertheless, the square -wave perform -

amperes (1)

0.7

RF-

load impedances below 4 ohms, these
two transistors act as current limiters
to prevent excessive power dissipation and possible failure in the
output transistors.
To understand the operation of Q14
and Q15, it is convenient to consider
two speaker load conditions, a short
circuit and an open circuit. First, for a
short circuit, the current through R29
and R30 will be very large, even for
small input signals. This current is sufficient to cause a voltage drop across
R29 and R30 which will cause Q14 and
Q15 to conduct. Their conduction reduces the drive voltage to the driver
stages which in turn reduces the current supplied by the output transistors. In contrast, an open circuit on
the speaker line will cause very little
current to be supplied through R29
and R30, a current which is insufficient to activate Q14 and Q15. In

cillations under limit conditions. This
can be understood by a simple heuristic argument. Once an overload occurs, the limit circuit is triggered, and
the overload condition is eliminated.
This causes the limit circuit to deactivate, at which time the overload
condition reappears. This is a vicious
cycle which can manifest itself as oscillations. Capacitors C15 and C16
help prevent this problem in the VI
limiter of Fig. 1. In addition, the limiter threshold is set so that it is improbable that the limiting function will be
activated under normal signal and
load conditions.
Diodes D6 and D7 are necessary to
prevent Q14 from limiting during
negative signal swings and Q15 from
limiting during positive signal swings
on the speaker line. Diodes D8, D9,
D10, and D11 provide protection of
Q14, Q15, Q12, and Q13, respectively,
from inductive transients which may
occur on the speaker output line.
Transistors Q16 and Q17 provide an
important protection function in the
event of a failure in the output stage
or a blown fuse on one side of the
power supply. These transistors will
saturate if the current demand on Q6
or Q7 exceeds 20 mA, thus limiting
the current to this value. This protects
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BEETHOVEN, SCHUBERT AND MOZART
WOULD BE PLEASED TO HEAR THE NEWS.
INTRODUCING THE FIRST INTEGRATED DC AMPLIFIER .
amplifier

rather amazing instrument.
It reproduces music without phase distortion or time
delay distortion. Down to 0 Hz (direct current) the
response is flat. French horns sound French. A string
bass sounds like a string bass. And Mozart sounds
like Mozart.
Needless to say, it's sensational.
And now it comes in an integrated amplifier. The
Kenwood 600. The first
integrated DC amplifier.
With dual power supplies. At 130 watts per
channel, minimum RMS
at 8 ohms from 20 to
20,000 Hz with no more
than 0.08% total harmonic distortion.
The perfect companion
to our new 6001 the
finest tuner we've ever
made (and we're famous for our tuners).
For full information and specs, write Kenwood
Electronics, 15777 South Broadway, Gardena, Ca.
The DC

is a

90248; or 72-02
Fifty -First Ave.,
Woodside, NY
11377.

Check No. 20 on Reader Service Card
AmericanRadioHistory.Com

transistors Q1 through Q7 from an
electrical failure which might occur in
another part of the amplifier. Under
normal signal conditions, Q16 and
Q17 will be an open circuit.
All components for the VI limiter
mount on the printed circuit layout of
Fig. 3 except diodes D10 and D11.
These are soldered across the collector -to -emitter terminals on the sockets for transistors Q12 and Q13, respectively. It should be noted that R18
and R19 should be reduced from 390
ohms to 360 ohms when Q16, Q17,
R43, and R44 are added to the circuit.

Since the values of R33 and R34 are 30
ohms, the total emitter load resistance
of Q6 and Q7 will remain 390 ohms.

A Note on Power
Comments from readers of the first
article have shown a great deal of interest in increasing the output power
of the amplifier. This can be accomplished easily by using a power transformer which has better regulation
than the one specified. A recommended substitute is the Signal transformer number 68-6 or 68-8 which are
available from Signal Transformer Co.,

Inc., 1 Junius Street, Brooklyn, New
York 11212. This transformer has multiple primary taps. The tap which produces a d.c. power supply voltage
closest to ±50 volts (not to exceed
±52 volts with 120 volts a.c. input line
voltage) should be used. The amplifier
will then be capable of 100 watts per
channel with an 8 -ohm load. If any
problems are then experienced with
either power supply or speaker fuses
blowing at high volume levels (especially with 4-ohm loads), the fuses can
be changed to ones with a 5 -ampere
rating. Higher rated fuses should not

3-Circuit board parts layout for one channel. View is from ground plane
side of the board on which most components are mounted. Note that R33 and
C10 are now connected to the rear of the board from the junction of R34 and R35
to the emitter of transistor Q5. This modification is discussed in the text.
Fig.
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Beauty in sound. By Fuji.
Every Fuji cassette means beauty and purity in sound. No hiss, no dropouts. Widest frequency response and dynamic
range. Total reliability. Fuji high-fidelity cassettes such as the FX will give you the best performance possible on your tape
recorder. Already widely recognized by experts as the finest cassette in the world. Fuji. The cassette of the pro.

FUJI FILM
PureI -Ferrix
:.' .0 I'(Y-kr-I,ldrxL
11.

FUJI FILM

FUJI FILM

Fuji

ma. CHROME
10<
:

Photo Film U.S.A.. Inc., The Empire State Building, New York.
Check No. 13 on Reader Service Card
AmericanRadioHistory.Com

N.Y.

10001

What you don't know
about effective tip mass
won't hurt you,

be used. Under no circumstances
should anything but fast blow fuses be
used for either the power supply or
speaker fuses.
In addition to the transformer
change, it is recommended that the
Motorola transistors MPS8099 be substituted for Q1 and Q2 and MPS8599
substituted for Q3 and Q4. These
transistors have a higher voltage rating than the 2N5210 and 2N5087
which were originally specified. An

just your records.

optional modification for the higher
powered unit would be to use four
output transistors per channel. By
connecting an additional output transistor in parallel with each existing
one, the power dissipation per transistor is halved, which improves the reliability of the output stage. The additional output transistors are not necessary if load impedances less than 6
to 8 ohms will not be driven.
Q

You can find out
what you don't know
by contacting us for our

comprehensive
cartridge brochure.

PARTS
LIST

Bang & Olufsen
Bang & Olufsen of America, Inc., Dept. 10F
515 Busse Road, Elk Grove Village 60007
Check No.

6

on Reader Service Card

There Were Many
To Clean Records...

Original Parts List Modifications
Q1, Q2, Q5, Q17 - MPS8099*
(or 2N5210)
Q3, Q4, Q16 - MPS8599* (or 2N5087)
Q14 - 2N5681
Q15 - 2N5679
D3 through D5 - 1N4004* (or 1N4002)
D6 through D11 - 1N4004

ohm*, 1/4 watt
kilohm*, 1/4 watt
R18, R19 - 360 ohm*, 1/4 watt
R28 - 100 ohm*, 1/2 watt
R29, R30 - 0.33 ohm*, 5 watt
R31 - 10 ohm*, 2 watt
R33 - 100 ohm, 1/4 watt
R36 - 33 kilohm, 1/4 watt
R37, R38 - 120 ohm, 1/2 watt
R39, R40 - 1.5 kilohm, 1/2 watt
R41, R42 - 33 kilohm, 1/4 watt
R43, R44 - 30 ohm, 1/4 watt
C10 - 10 pF*, 100 volt ceramic capacitor
C11 - 100 µ F*, 10 volt electrolytic
capacitor
C14 - 47 pF, 100 volt ceramic capacitor
C15, C16 - 0.05 microfarad, 25 volt
R1 - 10

R2 - 4.7

The incredible new Electroduster! The "clean

while t plays" dust remover. Electroduster's
velour f bers lift dust and dirt from record
grooves and deposit the particles on a
statica Iy charged plastic belt. See
for you -self why, with Electro duster around, other record
cleaning methods are all
"washed-up."

* -

ceramic capacitor
Indicates a change in value from
that originally specified.

The circuit boards for the power
amp are available from: William R.

Dunn, Georgia Institute of Technol-

AVAI LAB
SPECIAL(
DIVISION OF HYDROMETALS, INC.1
400 SOUTH WYMAN STREET
ROCKFORD, ILLINOIS 61101 U.S.A.
Check No. 14 on Reader Service Card

AmericanRadioHistory.Com

J

ogy, EES-ASD/STL, Atlanta, GA 30332.
The price is $16.00 per pair, plus $1.00
postage and handling. Note: These
boards have provisions for 4 output
transistors per channel.
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FISHER INTRODUCES THE
WORLDS FINEST RECEIVER.
This headline from any other
manufacturer might sound like just so
many words. But, it's by Fisher, the
company that started the high fidelity
industry back in 1937. And the company
who introduced the very first AM/FM
stereo receiver 18 years ago.
In a sense, we've been building the
RS1080 for 40 years ... researching,
engineering, inventing, and refining our
technology to finally develop what is
surely the world's finest receiver at any
price.

F.TT1

i

important, a multipath meter with
phase -locked -loop circuitry.
FM Dolby. For the ultimate FM
listening experience, the RS1080 has
built-in, factory calibrated FM Dolby
decoder circuitry. This feature lets you
hear the full dynamic range of Dolby
broadcasted music. Another must if a
receiver is designed to be the world's
finest.
Other state-of-the-art features and
specifications include 8 -gang tuning, 1.7
µV FM sensitivity, plus all the front panel
controls and rear panel input/output jacks
you'd ever need.
BASS SELECTOR

n

:

`-'

-.

¡,

BASS RANGE

'1Tlllil:lilll .zr-t ^

Our RS1080 is rated at an enormous
170 watts per channel, minimum RMS
into 8 ohms, from 20 to 20,000Hz with no
more than 0.1% total harmonic

distortion. There is lots of pure, clean
power to give you lots of pure, clean
sound at any listening level. But power is
only part of why the RS1080 is the
world's finest.
Tuning. Precise, accurate tuning is a
must for FM listening. And the RS1080
includes 3 separate tuning meters: signal
strength, center -of-channel, and most
Dolby is trademark of Dolby Labs. Inc.

MIN

MAX

Bass Extender. A major exclusive
feature of the RS1080 not found in any
other receiver is our bass extender and
bass range level control. At a flip of a
control you can boost bass response up to
12dB at either 45 or 80Hz. Electrically
tuned circuits assure sharp roll -off
characteristics, and a tremendously

'Mfg. suggested retail price.

AmericanRadioHistory.Com

noticeable improvement in bass response
without muddying -up the mid range or
increasing hum or rumble. The result is a
truly sensational improvement in sound
quality in your listening room with any
speaker system.
RS -1060, 1080
TUNED BASS EXTENDER
.

INPUT TERMINAL AUX.
OUTPUT TERMINAL: SPEAKER
DUMMY LOAD: 8 Ohms
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Sure, maybe some late -comer audio
manufacturers have good receivers on the
market, but at Fisher, we are convinced
that our RS1080, priced at $900*, is the
world's finest. Look at and listen to the
Fisher 1080. Available at fine audio stores
or department store audio departments.

©1977 Fisher Corporation, 21314 Lassen Street

Chatsworth, California 91311

FISHER

The first name in high fidelity.

NEW TESTS FOB

PREAMPLIFI ERS
Tomlinson Holman*
For many years, audible differences
among phono preamplifiers have
been noticed by careful listeners.
With the introduction of transistorized preamplifiers, these differ-

ences became more obvious, leading

to the widely -held impression that the
audible quality of preamplifiers is related to the basic technology employed. Phonograph preamplifiers
have been ranked using conventional
tests of frequency response, noise,
distortion, etc., however, subjective
judgments of "quality" will yield different results. Frequently subjective
judgments have sent engineers back
to their test benches to ascertain what
aspect of performance caused specific
listener reactions, and in many cases
new tests were instituted to characterize the differences. A case in point is
that of crossover distortion in early
transistor power amplifiers; engineers
by and large did not consider measurements of low -output level distortion important until listener reactions prodded them to do so.
Ultimately, the object of all measurement must be considered to be
the assessment of the subjective quality of the device under test. Since conventional tests are widely considered
as inadequate to characterize quality,
new tests which represent real -world
conditions more accurately are necessary. The reasons for the existence of
new tests are that the usual test signals
employed do not adequately represent the demands of program material, and the results of tests should be
weighted for human perception or
annoyance value. One weighting
which is frequently employed is to
equalize noise measurements for the
well-known fact that the human hearing mechanism is not particularly sen *Chief Electrical Engineer, Advent Corp.,
Cambridge, Mass. 02139

sitive to low and very high frequencies at low levels as first described by Fletèher-Munson. Such
weighting helps to correlate objective
measurement with subjective assessment. Yet, in many other areas,
weighting ought to be considered
necessary, but adequate standards to
correlate with perception have not
yet been developed. For example, total harmonic distortion is just that, total. The regular test gives equal weight
to all harmonics, whereas it is clear
that, due to the masking effect of a
tone on its close -in harmonics, ninth
harmonic distortion should be given
far more weight than second.
There are three basic forms of testing, and they may be assigned an order based on ease of replication of the
results. The first is electrical tests conducted by engineers with a collection
of equipment which measure various
aspects of performance. This form of
testing is the easiest to replicate and
communicate since the hardware produces numbers. Methodology may
vary from laboratory to laboratory, so
that some small differences may be
expected, but for identical, well -specified measurements, high correlation
is usually found. Of course, such measurements form the basis of published
specifications and test reports.
The second form of testing is the
audible A -B comparison of a device
under test versus a known standard
device. If certain precautions are observed (such as matching levels carefully), results of such tests usually correlate well from listener to listener.
While the convenient handle of numbers is much harder to hang on these
results than with electrical tests, complex statistical analysis of paired comparisons (such as brighter -duller on a
scale from 1 to 5) may be used to produce numerically significant results
which may be correlated.

The third form of testing is the extended listening test. While the least
easy to replicate, this form has been
responsible for discovery of performance areas like crossover distortion.
Since this form is the most like the environment in which we listen everyday, it may be said to be occuring
continuously. If many people in different settings with different program
material come to identical impressions about a piece of equipment
without prejudice from market forces,
then, more than likely, that area of
performance is one which, while not
characterized by conventional tests, is
nevertheless real. In a number of
cases in recent history, awareness of
performance properties has grown
from a conviction held by many based
on lengthy listening to engineering
tests with numerical confirmation.
When we came to investigate
phonograph preamplifier performance, it quickly became clear that
there were audible differences among
designs that had nearly identical measurements on conventional tests.' The
most obvious difference to observers
on a level -matched, instantaneouslyswitched, A -B comparison was that
the perceived frequency response did
not correlate with standard measure-

ments.

Cartridge -Input Impedance
Interactions
Typical cartridges of the moving
magnet or variable reluctance variety
consist of a coil of wire wound on a
core. Such an arrangement may be
mostly characterized electrically by a
resistance in series with an inductance. The inductive property implys that the impedance of the cartridge rises dramatically with ascending frequency. Therefore, the loading
provided by the input impedance of
the phonograph preamplifier in paral-
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Crecleiitials Like These A re Worth Reacting

When you're buying speakers, you want
to talk specs. And we don't blame you.
In fact, we encourage it. Because when
you invest your good money in a pair
of speakers, you want more than just a
pretty cabinet.
Consider the new Jensen Spectrums.
These good sounds didn't just happen.
They're the result of extensive engineering efforts and exhaustive testing.
Testing that ranged from exacting measurements in laboratory "live" rooms
and anechoic chambers to in-depth consumer surveys.
Examine our Spectrum Model 540.
It's an excellent example of the superb
specs you'll find throughout the Jensen
Spectrum Series.
The Spectrum 540 is a 3 -way, 4 element system that is so efficient it can
be driven with as little as 10 watts
continuous power. Its maximum power
rating is 75 watts continuous.
The woofer is a 127 long -throw, high

sion of 1709 Its large,lightweight voice
coil gives high power handling, yet
maintains a low mass for good high
frequency reproduction.

with low distortion.

TOTAL HARMONIC DISTORTION
MODEL 540
10

Tweeter and midrange controls allow
you to adjust your Spectrum System to
room conditions and listening preferences; controls are font mounted for
convenience, continuously variable, calibrated in db attenuation from a maximum, or flat, response.

suspension and infinite baffle enclosure
give you extremely low distortion. And
a high temperature voice coil affords
high power handling. Magnet structure

About as flat as you can get...and that's
good. The Frequency Response Range
is an admirable 25 to 25,000 Hz.
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FREQUENCY RESPONSE

compliance design. Special acoustic

weight is a hefty 41/2 lbs. with a Gap
Flux Density of 10,000 Gauss.
Two 31
cone midranges give excellent power handling and eliminate
break-up in the critical midrange region. Tuned isolation chambers control
response at the low end of the midrange
spectrum. They also provide acoustical
isolation in the cabinet between the
midranges and the woofer. An edge
damped rim suspension with specially
treated molded cone offers sharp, clear,
midrange reproduction.
A 11/2" Mylar rear damped hemispherical dome tweeter offers a disper-

produces each waveform accurately

--

"Blurring" and "Overshoot" are reduced
to a minimum in this acid test of transient response. The Spectrum 540 re-

JENSEN

SOI'ND LABORATORIES
Drviaon at 4'emcor. Inc Schiller Park. Illinois on 176
Check No. 17 on Reader Service Card
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Distortion is kept to a minimum in
Jensen Spectrum Speaker systems.
The cabinet is built with solid walnut
front moldings and walnut veneer on
wood composition panels. All walnut
surfaces are hand rubbed for a rich
luster and beauty. The baffle is finished
in an attractive, durable black pebble
grain.
In short, Jensen Spectrum speakers
aren't designed to put out the most
amount of bass or the most amount of
treble. They're designed to put out the
right amount. We consider them to be
the best speakers we've produced in 50
years. Simply because when it comes to
sound reproduction, they're extraordinarily accurate. And that's what specs
are all about.
For further information and name of

your nearest authorized Spectrum

Dealer, write to: Jensen Sound Laboratories, Dept. A-27 4136 United Parkway,
Schiller Park, Illinois 60176.

lel with the cable capacitance also becomes increasingly important with ascending frequency. For example, at 1
kHz, a typical cartridge has an impedance of about 1.5 kilohm, but at 20
kHz, its impedance may be about 50
kilohm. Since one standard input im-

be characterized as having input resistance and capacitance in the right
range, but could not be completely
modeled by an equivalent R and C.
Twelve other units had more serious

interaction, including one with over
input capacitance and a number with input resistance as low as 35
kilohm. Also -there was no good correlation within a given manufacturer's
line or with price.

600 pF

pedance is 47 kilohm, the input impedance and cable capacitance form a
voltage divider with the source impedance, rolling off the electrical high

"...it quickly became clear that there were
audible differences among designs with nearly
identical measurements on conventional tests."
In a system with unknown interaction, two techniques may be employed to ameliorate the interaction
problem. One is to use a cartridge
with fairly low inductance, as it will be
less sensitive to loading than high inductance cartridges (low 200 to 300
mH, high 600 to 800 mH). Alternatively a buffer amplifier may be
built and inserted between the
phonograph cartridge and the preamplifier input. The buffer amplifier
terminates the cartridge in 47 kilohm
in parallel with a chosen input capacitance and may serve as a sonic refer-

frequency response by about 6 dB.
Cartridge designers make use of this
fact of life by tailoring the mechanical
system of the cartridge in an inverse
manner to the electrical response to
yield a substantially flat overall response. However, since the source
impedance approaches the load impedance at the highest audible frequencies, the cartridge becomes increasingly sensitive to the load at
higher frequencies. Cartridge de60signers absolve themselves of responsibility by stating the proper load for
their cartridges e.g. "load impedance
47 kilohm, 300 pF." Unfortunately,
many tonearm/cable makers do not
specify capacitance, and virtually no
preamplifier maker specifies input impedance completely.
The degree of this problem is by no
means trivial. It is not unusual to find a
variation of ± 3 dB from desired response due to this effect. A recent
survey of phonograph preamplifier
input impedances used the criteria
that the input impedance of the preamplifiers should be able to be modeled by a 47 kilohm ±10% input resistance in parallel with a capacitance
of from 0 to 200 pF. Only 11 units of 26
tested met this criteria. An additional
three units of the 26 could generally
Fig.

1-Preamplifier input buffer.

ence for comparison with pre-

amplifiers with unknown input impedance. There is a small penalty paid
in noise for such an arrangement,
however, proper frequency response
usually subjectively outweighs a small
noise contribution. The schematic for
such a buffer amplifier is shown in Fig.
1

If you have a system in which you
know the rated load impedance of the
cartridge, the cable capacitance of all
interconnecting phono cables, and
the input resistance and capacitance
of your preamp, you can determine
the proper value for a cartridge termination capacitance and add that value
across the input of your preamplifier.

See text

for choice of Cl. Only one channel is

shown.
I
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An easy way to do this is to use a short
Y adapter cable (the Switchcraft version contributes 20 pF to the total),
and solder the proper capacitor between the center lug and shell of a
phono connector. Connect the cable
from the cartridge to the Y along with
the termination capacitor and connect the Y adapter to the preamp.
There may be several sources for
the cartridge/input interaction. An
important source are capacitors used

for eliminating radio -frequency interference directly across the input to
the preamplifier or strapped from
base/grid/gate (for bipolar transis-

tor/tube/field effect transistor inputs
respectively) to the emitter/cathode/
source or from collector/plate/drain
to base/grid/gate. While these capacitors may reduce the susceptibility to
r.f.i. each use must be examined for
its contribution to any frequency response error in the audio band. Amplifier stages also have input capacitance which is dependent on the devices used and on the topology of the
circuit.2
Another source is the result of
"looking into" an active amplifier at
its input terminals. The open -loop
(without the application of feedback)
input impedance of a bipolar transistor is only moderately high (about 50
kilohms); negative feedback is used to
raise the input impedance to a very
high value, then an input termination
resistor of, typically, 47 kilohms is
wired across the input terminals to
properly load the cartridge. Unfortunately, the amount of available feedback decreases at high audio frequencies due to stability considerations, and thus the input impedance falls off with increasing frequency and causes an interaction.
Descriptive terminology used by listeners to describe frequency response
errors due to cartridge/input impedance interactions runs the gamut from
grittiness, graininess, shrillness, dullness, transistor sound, forward, recessed, etc. When preamplifiers
which demonstrate impedance interaction are used with a buffer amplifier
or are modified so as not to interact,
the differences previously noted from
the standard on an A -B test tend to
disappear. A -B testing has demonstrated that in normally operating
equipment, overall level is the most
critical parameter to match, followed
by frequency response. Matching the
levels and frequency response with a
cartridge source usually eliminates
most of the differences between preamplifiers. Since interaction is a prevalent problem, the assessment of
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Meet Your Record
Collections' New
Best Friend E
Fine recordings have many enemies. The moment a recording is
taken from the jacket, it must face them- dust, dirt, grime. All
do their best to turn your new recordings into old, wornout ones. That's why Audiotex Laboratories developed
Total Concept- specially formulated record care products for your record collection. Products cesigned to
prolong the life of your records. So get acquainted with
Total Concept. With all the dust, dirt, and grime that's around,
your records need all the friends they can get.

r

Total ConceptSophisticated

r'

record

maintenance
accessories,
preferred by the
discriminating

111101111

/4MK-

listener.

Total. Concept Kit
All the record maintenance accessories you need for total
record care. Kit contains one each of Record Plus, Record
Basic, Record Purifier and Blue Max.
Cat. No. 30-8500

Record Basic
Aerosol foam dissolves
hardened contaminants
and restores records to
original condition. Simply spray on record,
allow to bubble, then
wipe dry with Record
Purifier.
Cat. No. 30-8530

Record Purifier
Super -soft, super absor-

bent cleaning cloth.
Fibrous texture gently
and safely wipes record
surface dry in an instant.
Plastic tube contains 6
Record Purifiers.
Cat. No. 30-8535

Record Plus
Dual purpose spray
dissolves finger smudges
and other harmful deposits as well as lubricating record grooves to
prevent wear. Leaves a
microscopic layer of silicone lubricant that contains an anti -static agent
and fungus inhibitor.
Simply spray record,
then gently wipe surface.
Cat. No. 30-8525

Blue Max
Velous fibers remove dust and
other foreign particles from
record grooves as well as absorbing excess lubricating liquid.
May be used handheld or while
record is on turntable. Comes
complete with storage container and nylon brush for cleaning
Blue Max.
Cat. No. 30-8540

Available At Audio Specialists Everywhere.

Audiotex

Laboratories
DIVISION OF HYDROMETALS, INC.
400 SOUTH WYMAN STREET
ROCKFORD, ILLINOIS 61101 U.S.A.

Check No.
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phonograph cartridges is complicated
by the fact that cartridges interact differently with the various input impedances. Conclusions drawn about cartridges when used with preamplifiers
of unknown input characteristics may
be invalid except for describing a particular combination of cartridge and
preamplifier.
Since most differences between
phono preamps disappear when the
level and frequency response are
matched, the sum of frequency response errors including RIAA equalization error and cartridge/input error should currently be considered to
be the most important in assessing differences between various pieces of
equipment.

Other Performance Areas
The phonograph preamplifier is a
logical place to alleviate another system problem prevalent today. Many
listeners choose fairly high compliance cartridges and combine them
with conventional tone arms. Such a
system often has a resonance between
the stylus compliance and the tone arm effective mass plus cartridge
mass in the 7 Hz region. Since few
records are really flat, warp frequency
components will lie in the same band

the resonance and will be accentuated. These warps may not be
directly audible by themselves, but
they are likely to cause intermodulation or overload of power amplifiers
and loudspeakers. In a typical system playing at 90 dB SPL three feet
from the loudspeaker, nearly the full
woofer excursion is used up in repro as

available to him, he had chosen

a

very

highly compliant cartridge for his
massive tonearm. Such

a

system has

a

resonance down around 4 Hz which is
in the area of highest -amplitude warp
frequencies.' Here the combination
of cartridge mass, very extended infrasonic response in the phonograph
preamplifier, and record warp had

conspired to overload the tape
recorder with 4 Hz range garbage.
What was happening to his loud-

speakers

is

interesting to con-

template.
An optimum design for an infrasonic filter is one which greatly attenuates the region of record warps
and tonearm resonances without audible consequences in the low bass
range due to the phase effects associated with such a filter. A three -pole
(ultimate slope 18 dB/actave) filter
was studied for its effect. Such a filter
may be designed so that it has no attenuation at 25 Hz, 1 dB at 20 Hz, a 3
dB point of 15'/2 Hz, and is 21 dB
down at 7 Hz, and 35 dB down at 4 Hz.
This is adequate attenuation for
warps, as may be seen by observation
of woofer cones while playing warped
records. To study the phase effects,
first program material was used to ascertain any consequences. When no
change in the character of the bass reproduction was found, a worst case
test was conceived, and an all -pass filter was constructed with the phase response of the infrasonic filter, but
with a flat frequency response. A
shaped pulse from a test generator
was passed through the all -pass filter
to a power amplifier and headphones

"The reasons for the existence of the new tests
are that the usual test signals do not adequately
represent the demands of the program material."
ducing the warp. This causes audible
intermodulation with the program
material. In one case a tape machine
was returned to its manufacturer for a
gross form of distortion which would
happen periodically, even accompanied by complete cutoff of the signal.
When nothing wrong could be found
with the machine itself, and it was noticed that the signal cutoff happened
with a period equal to one revolution
of a record, the owner was ques-

tioned about his record playing
equipment. With the best advice

rated flat to 10 Hz. The filter was
switched in and out to determine if
any change could be heard. With a
training period, very careful lieteners
barely perceived the difference. The
amount of group delay (the time difference caused by the phase effects
between the extreme bass and the
mid-range) introduced by the filter is
20 mS at 20 Hz. Broadcast and standards organizations have perceptible
group delay standards, since long
telephone lines are subject to phase
effects. The German Post Office and

Broadcasting Organization has made
70 mS at 50 Hz the acceptable limit,
and the CCIF has made 80 mS at 50 Hz

the limit for imperceptibility on program material, while Bell Labs concludes 70 to 90 mS at low frequencies
is inaudible. Since the three -pole design has better than 10 times less
group delay at these frequencies, it
seems probable that such a filter has
inaudible phase characteristics.
An interesting filter -related phenomena has been noticed independently by a number of listeners. On
playing somewhat warped records on a
level matched A -B comparison, the

unit which contained an infrasonic filter seems to make the bass sound
"tighter." Since this runs contrary to
what one would expect if group delay
were a dominant effect, the answer
could well lie with the fact that in the
unit which passes the infrasonic warp,
the intermodulation between the warp
and the bass colors the program material. This makes sense if one remembers that the ears' perception of amplitude and frequency modulation
peaks at around 4 Hz, around the
same frequency as the worst warps.
Noise performance of the cartridge/preamp system is also a case of
interaction. The design for noise
should account for the fact that normally a cartridge is connected, rather
than a short circuit, as applied in most
specifications. It is possible to design
for the short-circuited input test so
that the best numbers are produced;
however, such a design will have substantially more noise with a cartridge
connected than will one designed for
the real -world condition with a cartridge. Also, noise design should take
into account the low-level frequency
response characteristics of human
hearing. When the design is optimized with a cartridge connected and
weighted for human perception, using good devices, then further improvement is very difficult. Because
the thermal noise associated with the
source impedance is the dominant
noise source, and since a commercial
pressing rarely approaches the noise
level established by the cartridge and
electronics, practical improvements in
noise level are unexpected.
Sine wave input overload has been
subjected to a numbers race with limited meaning. Since the input level is
limited by the ability of the cartridge
to track the groove, it is fairly simple
to set meaningful criteria. The worst
case combination of high output cartridge and peak recorded velocity (that
cartridge cannot track that record!)
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JBL Loudspeaker Components

Twelve brand new pages. Fortyseven JBL components-dividing
networks, lenses, horns,

transducers, everything.
Lots of these goodies have never
been available as individual
components before. (They've been
performing inside JBL's newest
professional studio monitors.)
Write us. We'll send you the
catalogue, free, along with the
name and location of your nearest

authorized JBL Loudspeaker
Components Dealer.
He's important. Besides all those
components he's got a fresh
supply of the new JBL Enclosure
Construction Kits that tell you
everything you need to know about
building your own JBL enclosure.
Fill out this coupon and send it
along to JBL, the people who
wrote the book on sound.
Check No. 16 on Reader Service Card

3249 Casitas Avenue
Los Angeles 90039
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James B. Lansing Sound, Inc.
High fidelity loudspeakers
from $99 to $3210.

a number which, when converted to 1 kHz, is 95 mV rms. It
should be emphasized that this is a
worst case condition not likely to be
approached in practice. However, the
specification of 1 kHz input overload
does not specify the overload characteristics completely since, in general,
the input overload varies with frequency according to an inverse RIAA
function. Since the disc is recorded
with the same function, the overload
of the preamplifier is thus fitted to the

yields

the record or from r.f.i., will be detected as nonlinear behavior, and garbage will be dumped from that process down into the audio band. Since
input r.f.i. filters may cause audible
frequency response errors, the preamplifier may be called upon to
handle ultrasonic signals, with filtering after the preamp. So long as such
signals do not overload the preamplifier in amplitude or in slew rate,
they will be passed cleanly and filtered by a subsequent filter.

"Conclusions about cartridges when used with
preamps of unknown input characteristics
may be invalid
except for describing a particular combination."
medium. Any deviation from such an
input overload curve should be noted.
Slew rate is the principal high frequency limitation in most circuits.
Slew rate relates to the ability of the
output of the amplifier to move fast
enough to follow every nuance and
twist of the input signal completely. It
is expressed in volts/µS referenced to
the output of the device under test.
By various mathematical manipulations, we can change the reference
back to the tip of the stylus and determine the required slew rate at the
output of the preamplifier required to
follow the groove. Using specifications for one of the hottest cutter heads, combined with half -speed cutting, liquid nitrogen cooling, a high
sensitivity cartridge (again, it could
not track this cut), cutting just one
pulse, etc., the required slew rate
turns out to be about 0.03 V/µS at the
output of the phono preamp. If we
understand that a physical process is
involved, actually getting a mechanical stylus to follow a groove shape,
where a mechanical limit is established by the contact radius of the
stylus with the radii of the groove
wall, then such a number does not
seem outlandish. And measurements
made of "hot" records yield about
one-half this value. Faster slew rates,
per se, are unnecessary to follow the
music, however, some margin of safety is useful to prevent the onset of any
nonlinearity. It is thus useful to have a
wide power bandwidth in a preamplifier since any information coming into the input of the preamplifier
above the audio band, whether from

Equalized preamplifiers, such as
phono preamps, are also subject to a
particular form of intermodulation
distortion termed difference -tone intermodulation. Such distortion arises
when two high frequency tones,
closely spaced, are introduced into
the device and intermodulate with
one another so as to produce a first order intermodulation product (f2
-f,). Since the equalization boosts low
frequencies almost 40 dB more than
the highest frequencies, the inter modulation product is additionally
amplified by the equalization. Inter modulation of 0.1 per cent in a flat
amplifier case may be magnified to almost 10% by equalization. Using measurements from commercial records
as a basis for testing, tones of 13.0 and
13.1 kHz were mixed 1:1 and applied
to the input of the device under test at
a composite level of 40 mV rms. Distortion ranged from 1 per cent for a
simple two transistor topology to less
than 0.02 per cent (measurement limit) for the best topologies.
Transient intermodulation distortion relates to an amplifiers' ability
to reproduce a high frequency tone in
the presence of transients. A newly
proposed test for transient intermodulation distortion correlates, with
some adjustment, to the square -wave
asymmetry test proposed in the JAES
article. Otala's test consists of a 3.18kHz square wave on which a 15.0 -kHz
sine wave rides in a specified level relationship. The combined tone is lowpass filtered by a 100 -kHz filter (6
dB/octave). For the case of an equalized preamp, the signal is then ap-

plied to an inverse -equalizer network,
in our case an inverse-RIAA network,
to compensate for the frequency response of the device under test.. The
output spectrum of the device under
test is then examined for the presence
of intermodulation products which
were not present in the input signal.
A test performed using Otala's specified conditions for high -quality equipment with a composite input level of
85 mV rms yields no measurable inter modulation products on a topology
which produces no measurable asymmetry on the square wave test described above. Inadequate slew rate
could lead to transient intermodulation distortion. However, the very fast
transients which produce this form of
distortion are limited in rise time and
level by the finite acceleration of the
stylus and by the electrical low-pass filter formed by the cartridge source impedance and the load of the cable and
input impedance of the preamplifier.
The required rise time and symmetry
to pass this test are well beyond what
can be expected from phono cartridges; however, a test which is unusually sensitive may give an engineer
technical information about the
source and form of asymmetries in his
circuit.
A new design has developed with
input from listening experiments and
with development of test bench procedures designed, in general, to better correlate to the real -world applications of phono preamps. The object
was to meet all the normal criteria of
phono preamps, to pass the new tests
as they evolved, and to do so at the
lowest price. The design is detailed in
the JAES article, where a few of its
salient features may be seen in the
measured performance of a number
of prototype channels. The new tests
were passed without sacrifice of any
conventional specifications and with
only a small increase in cost over the
simplest units.
A
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CHEAP AND DIRTY
\VERSE

SAA/

SQUARE WAVE GE\ERATOR
Dennis Bohn*

A useful test box to have handy while designing and
building phono preamps is one which will yield the opposite of the playback characteristic, i.e., an inverse RIAA (or
record) characteristic. The circuit (Fig. 1) is achieved by adding a passive filter to the output of an LM387, used as a flat -

response adjustable gain block. Gain is adjustable over a
range of 24 dB to 60 dB and is set in accordance with the 0 dB
reference gain (1 kHz) of the phono preamp under test.
For example, assume the preamp being tested has +34 dB
gain at 1 kHz. Connect a 1 kHz generator to the input of Fig.
1. The passive filter has a loss of -40 dB at 1 kHz, which is corrected by the LM387 gain, so if a 1 kHz test output level of 1
volt is desired from a generator input level of 10 mV, then
the gain of the LM387 is set at +46 dB (+46 dB - 40 dB + 34
dB = 40 dB = X100; 10mV X 100 = 1 volt). Break frequencies
of the filter are determined by equations (1) - (3)
1

f, = 50 Hz =

27rRsC4

f2=500Hz=

1

f3 =

2120 Hz =

(1)

2rrRioCt

(2)

1

(3)

2orRtoCs

The R7 -C3 network is necessary to reduce the amount of
feedback for audio signals and is effective for all frequencies

Fig.

1

- Inverse

R

IAA response generator.

beyond 20 Hz. With the values shown, the inverse RIAA
curve falls within 0.75 dB of ideal.
The remaining half of the LM387 can be used to build the
1
kHz square wave oscillator, and the required configuration is shown in Fig. 2. Briefly, operation is as follows.
Resistor string R2 and R4 sets up an approximate reference
point of 1.8 volts with the output low. When the output
switches to high, a hysteresis effect iS achieved via resistor
R5, when an additional amount of current is fed into R4,
thus raising its potential to about 2.0 v9!ts. The 0.47 /IF capacitor therefore alternately charges through R1 up to 2.0,
volts, and discharges through R2 down to 1.8 volts. This portion of the circuit is thus a free -running, regenerative comparator with hysteresis. The resistor network comprised of
R6 through R8 constitutes a -6Q dB pad with equal port impedances of 10 kilohms. This reduces the 30 -volt, peak -to peak output level down to about 30 mV, so it can drive the
inverse RIAA generator half of the LM387 without overloading it. While this is not the world's very best square
wave generator nor most accurate inverse-RIAA generator,
it is economical, and the design equations are included for
those who wish to alter the oscillation frequency of the
square wave generator.
`Written while at National Semiconductor, Santa Clara, Calif.;
now with Phase Linear, Lynnwood, Wash. 98036.

Fig.

2

- Square wave oscillator.
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KHz AS SHOWN

McIntosh Model MR-78
FM/Stereo, FM Tuner

MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATIONS
IHF Usable Sensitivity: 2.5 µV (13.15
dBf).
Sensitivity for 35 -dB Quietvig: 2.0 µV
(11.2 dBf).
S/N Ratio (Mono): 75 dB.
THD (Mono): 0.2 per cent, any audio

frequency.
Capture Ratio: 2.5 dB.
Selectivity: Normal, 55 dB; Narrow,
more than 90 dB; Super Narrow,
greater than 90 dB.
Spurious Rejection: 100 dB..

Image Rejection: 100 dB.
IM Distortion: 0.2 per cent (any combination of frequencies).
Maximum Input Signal Across Antenna Terminals: 12.0 volts.
Muting: 70 dB noise reduction.
Muting Threshold: Distant, 5.0 uV
(19.2 dBf); local, 20µ V (31.2 dBf).
Stereo Separation: 40 dB @ 1,000 Hz.
Frequency Response: Stereo, 20 Hz to
15 kHz, ±1 dB.
Audio Output Level: Fixed, 2.5 V into
47 kilohms, 1.0 V into 600 ohms; Vari-

In recent months, many readers of Audio have commented about the generally "poor quality" of most FM signals received in their listening areas. Almost invariably,
these readers go on to question the wisdom of spending a
great deal of money on one of the "super -tuners" only to be
confronted with FM programs that do not justify such expenditure. This reviewer couldn't agree more, which makes
the McIntosh MR -78 an even more interesting tuner than it
would otherwise have been, for McIntosh seems to have
emphasized a particular aspect of tuner performance that
can make a difference in reception-selectivity. But more
on this shortly.
The front panel of the McIntosh MR -78 maintains the traditional "Mac" look of "black glass" and features that company's well-known Panloc mounting method (shelves and
shelf mounting brackets, together with necessary mounting
hardware are, as usual, supplied). The large, illuminated dial
area at the upper center of the panel has a linear dial scale,
calibrated at every half MHz, as well as a 0-100 logging scale
for easy referencing of favorite stations. The smooth -traveling dial pointer is illuminated over a portion of its length.
Also located within the dial opening are symmetrically positioned center -of -channel and signal -strength meters. To the

able, 2.5 V maximum into 47 kilohms.
(NOTE: Above specifications are
stated for "normal" selectivity position unless otherwise indicated.)
GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS
Power Requirements: 120 V, 50/60 Hz,
35 watts.
Panel Dimensions: 16 -in. (40.6 cm) W
x 5 7/16 -in. (13.8 cm) H.
Chassis Dimensions: 15 -in. (38.1 cm)
W x 13 (33 cm) D.
Weight: 27 lbs. (12.25 kg).
Price: $899.00

left of the dial area are two rectangular areas denoted

as

"function" and "selectivity." Illuminated words "stereo,"
"filter," and "muting" appear (when selected) in the upper
area, while the lower area

is illuminated with either the notation "-7 dB," "-22 dB," or "-55 dB." These correspond to
the three settings of the selectivity switch just below. The dB
numbers represent adjacent channel selectivity and should
not be confused with the more familiar alternate channel
selectivity values which are, of course, much greater. A large
tuning knob, coupled to a backlash -free flywheel and dial
string arrangement, is located to the right of the dial area
opening.
In addition to the selectivity selector switch, other rotary
controls along the bottom section of the front panel include
a meter selector switch, which chooses either the signal strength or multipath-indication function of the signal strength meter; a filter switch which, in addition to having
an "off" position, has two settings for noise reduction during weak -signal stereo FM reception; a muting switch, with
positions for local and distant reception (which vary the
muting threshold); a mode switch with "stereo only,"
"mono," and "stereo auto" positions, and a volume control
which also turns power on and off to the tuner.
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The rear panel of the MR-78 has a pair of test points which
are intended for use with the McIntosh Maximum Performance Indicator, an accessory product marketed by that company. A fuseholder cap is also accessible from the rear for
replacement, if necessary, of the tuner's 0.5 ampere sloblow line fuse. Push -type terminals are supplied for 300 -

ohm antenna transmission line connection, while a 75 -ohm
coaxial connector is offered for connection of that type of
transmission line. Two sets of audio output jacks (one pair
for fixed output, the other controlled by the front -panel
volume control) and one convenience a.c. receptacle complete the rear panel layout.

Internal Construction and Circuit Highlights
As can be seen in the internal view of the chassis, the
McIntosh MR -78 is extensively shielded. Six major circuit
board modules are used in addittion to the r.f. front end.
These include the i.f. circuit board, the selectivity junction
board, the multiplex section, and the power supply circuit
board. The front end utilizes a five -section tuning capacitor.
A junction FET is used as an impedance converter to drive a
5 -watt power transistor in the r.f. stage for high overload capability. An antenna matching circuit at the r.f. input has a
two -position selectable switch which alters the r.f. bandpass
characteristics of the input circuit. The switch positons are
labelled "Lo Gain" and "Hi Gain," a bit confusling unless the
user reads the manual carefully and discovers that the gain
references refer to the antennas which might be used with
the tuner. Thus, the "Lo Gain" position is intended for use
in seeking out distant or weak signals while, in most applications, the "Hi Gain" position should be used since it yields
the lesser amount of r.f. signal at the input to the r.f. amplifier stage, as well as a sharper bandpass characteristic.
A block diagram of the r.f. and i.f. sections of the MR -78 is
reproduced in Fig. 1. A balanced integrated circuit mixer
stage is used as a further safeguard against possible overload
and to reduce oscillator pulling. Its 10.7 MHz output is
coupled to the i.f. amplifier section by means of a bifilar
transformer. Linear phase filters are used in both the "normal" and "narrow" selectivity settings of the MR -78, while
for the "super narrow" selectivity setting a 4-pole 4-zero
crystal filter having constant delay is introduced into the i.f.
chain. McIntosh developed a new type of FM detector for
this tuner which they call a linear phase bridge discriminator. It uses a balanced transmission line bridge in
conjunction with a differential voltage doubling circuit to
achieve ultra -low orders of distortion in the demodulated
FM audio signals.
A block diagram of the multiplex and audio sections is illustrated in Fig. 2. An IC audio amplifier with over 120 dB of
negative feedback in two feedback loops is used to drive the
stereo demodulator. Muting, "stereo only" tuning, and automatic mono/stereo switching are all performed within the
stereo decoder circuitry. A stereo filter circuit follows the
matrix decoder and de -emphasis networks to reduce
noise when tuning to weak stereo stations. This filter employs a twin -T bandpass filter design to suppress noise while
only minimally affecting stereo separation and imaging. The

AUDIO
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audio amplifier section consists of a pair of two-transistor
amplifiers, one for each channel. Each amplifier delivers 2.5
volts to the fixed output jacks and to the volume control
sections which feed the variable output jacks. The power
supply section consists of a 24 -volt regulated supply, which
uses electronic filtering and supplies power to all signal
stages, while a second, half -wave rectifier supply, also
equipped with electronic filter circuits, feeds the necessary
d.c. voltages to the multiplex decoder section.

Laboratory Measurements
Although most listening situations require selectivity settings of "normal" on the MR -78, we decided to measure
performance in this setting as well as in the "narrow" selectivity setting. In the "normal" setting, IHF sensitivity measured 2.0µV (11.2 dBf) and 50 -dB quieting was reached with
an input signal strength of 3.0 µV (14.7 dBf) in mono. Referring back to the published specifications, readers will
note that McIntosh has not brought their specs into line
with the newly adopted IHF/IEEE/EIA FM tuner measurement standards. Thus, no claim is made for 50 -dB quieting
sensitivity, for example, and Mac offers us a 35 -dB quieting
point instead. While we recognize that McIntosh has, in the
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past, differed with the rest of the industry in the matter of

publishing specifications, we do feel that the new tuner
standards are worth following and would hope that if it has
not already been done, McIntosh would bring later published specs into line so that they might be easily compared
with those of other companies. Be that as it may, 3.0 µV (14.7
dBf) is a very respectable figure for 50 -dB quieting. Stereo
sensitivity was 4.5 µV (18.3 dBf), at which signal strength in
stereo was sufficient to cause nearly 35 dB of quieting. The
50 -dB quieting point in stereo was attained with an input
signal of 324V (35.3 dBf). Ultimate S/N in mono was an incredibly high 81 dB (we never thought our signal generator
could read that low-now we know it can), while in stereo,
best quieting for strong signals was 73 dB. Total harmonic

Lv
NEGATIVE
SUPPLY

HTO

MULTIPLEX

distortion in mono was a low 0.06 per cent, while in stereo,
for the same strong signals used, THD read 0.1 per cent at 1
kHz. Curves of results obtained in the "normal" selectivity
setting are plotted in Fig. 3.
Switching to the "narrow" selectivity setting, S/N readings
in both mono and stereo remained virtually the same, but,
as was to be expected, THD readings increased slightly, to
0.08 per cent for mono and 0.35 per cent for stereo. These
results are shown in Fig. 4.

Returning to the "normal" selectivity setting, we measured a capture ratio of 1.8 dB. Alternate channel selectivity
was 57 dB for this setting, while image and spurious rejection were both in excess of 100 dB (the limits of our test
equipment). Maximum deviation from ideally flat frequency
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response, for both mono and stereo, was less than 1.0 dB,
with the deviation approaching that number at 15 kHz but
remaining within 0.2 dB for frequencies from 10 kHz down
to 50 Hz. Muting threshold occurred at 7.0µV for the "distant" position, 30µV for the "local" position. Stereo switching occurred at around 4.0µV (17.2 dBf).
Stereo separation measured around 52 dB at mid fre-
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There was only one instance where we found it necessary
to use the "super -narrow" position of the selector switch,
and that was when we were trying to listen to a weak signal
originating some 120 miles from our listening location-one
nestled between a stronger signal 200 kHz below it and a
much stronger local station 200 kHz on the higher side of
the dial. If you've ever tried to receive that kind of signal on
a lesser tuner, you'll know what we mean. In any case, when
we did switch to the "super -narrow" position, we actually
were able to listen to the desired distant station and dis-

tortion, though audibly higher, was still at tolerable levels.
Naturally, one would think twice before spending close to
$900.00 for an FM tuner,, but if you are confronted with the
same sort of signal conditions as exist in our test location
and have been repeatedly frustrated in your attempts to
zero in on desired stations, only to be annoyed by rasps,
buzzes, and spiked sounds "spilling in" as interference, the
McIntosh MR -78, with its three positions of selectivity, may
well be one of the only, if not the only high quality tuner

Leonard Feldman

which will do the job.

Check No. 90 on Reader Service Card

Dual Model 1249

drives the heavy flywheel by means of a flat belt-the total
weight of the platter and flywheel being 4 lbs. Speed
changes are effected by a lever which moves the belt up or
down on the dual -diameter motor spindle. The two -position speed change switch is at the front, on the left, and concentric with it is a small fine -speed adjustment knob. Strobe
markings are cut into the platter rim, and illumination is
provided by a neon lamp located on the right. Further over
on the right, is a small satin -finished panel with the
Start/Stop switch and the Dual logo. Directly behind the
switch is a small knob marked 1 and c. (infinity) which can
set the mechanism in the continuous play mode. Behind it
are the cueing lever and the the anti -skating device which is
unusually elaborate, consisting of three scales-one for conical styli, one for elliptical, and one for CD -4. The tonearm is
aluminum with a low friction, four-point gimbal suspension.
The tracking force adjustment control is mounted on an extension to the right of the pivot, and at the base is a two -position lever which can lift the tonearm up another quarter
inch to maintain the 15 degree stylus angle when playing a
stack of records. The reference used is the center of the
stack-or three records, so the error is quite small-probably less than the divergencies between cartridges. The cue
lift adjustment control is placed near the base of the arm.

/

Automatic Turntable
MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATIONS
Speeds: 331/3 and 45 rpm.
Motor: 8-pole synchronous.
Wow & Flutter: 0.06 per cent (DIN 45507).
Rumble: -63 dB weighted.
Pitch Control: 6 per cent at 331/3 rpm.
Tangential Tracking Error: 0.16 deg/cm.
Dimensions: 16'/, (41.3 crol x 6'/4 (15.9 cm) x 14 (35.6 cm).
Price: $280.00.
The Dual Model 1249 could be considered the automatic
version of the Model 601 (reviewed in Jan. 76, pg. 50), to
which it bears a certain resemblance. However, the 1249 will
take up to six records, either 33 1/3 or 45 rpm, and there is a
provision for manual operation. In terms of basic performance the measured figures came quite close to those of the
Model 601-which is hardly surprising.
The styling is neat and attractive, in the familiar charcoal
and silver combination favored by Dual, and the base has a
walnut finish-but black and white versions are also available. The motor is an eight -pole synchronous type, and it
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The new AR -12 is for
people who like their music loud and clean
With today's rock listening levels
requiring several times the output power
of a few years ago more rugged loudspeakers must be .Quilt to convert this
added power into clean acoustical energy
without destroying either the speakers or
your eardrums.
That's why AR's Advanced
Development Division designed the new
AR-12 to handle double the power of `s
predecessors. The long -throw acoustic
suspension woofer of the AR -12 allows
the wide cone excursions necessary for
today's bass-heavy recordings. And its
mounted in a larger volume cabinet
usually reserved for our more expensive
systems to give you accurate reproduction
of lowest bass guitar and synthesizer
notes as well as organ pedal tones.
The AR -12 midrange driver
uses a new 1" coil design with magnetic
fluid centering which permits vastly

increased power handling capacity
while retaining a 21/4' cone with its
superior dispersion for uniform listening
characteristics throughout the mom. The
AR-12 tweeter is the same advanced
hemispherical dome design used in our
most expensive systems, and it also
shares magnetic fluid design for crystal
clear reproduction of ih.e "hot" highs
prevalent in today's recordings.
Not only does the AR-12 set a
new design standard for clean reproduction at high power levels, but litre all AR
loudspeakers, each AR-12 is tested to
perform to within 1 dB of this standard,
the same tolerance applied to professional
microphones.
The audible result of this dedication to excellence is described by
International Musician and Recording
World as follows: The depth and clarity
was exceptional and I can honestly say
Check No.

51 on

Reader Service Card

AmericanRadioHistory.Com

that I heard things in the recordings I
had not heard before despite many

listenings...
you like your music loud
to take your
favorite recording to your AR dealer and
ask him to play it through AR-12
loudspeakers using the most powerful
electronics he has in his soundroom. We
think you'll find the effortless accuracy
of the AR-12 the sound you want to
So

if

and clean we invite you

live with.

Write to us for complete
information on the loud and clean
speakers from AR and a list of demonstrating dealers in your area.

-o1
TELEDYNE

ACOUSTIC RESEARCH
American Drive
Norwood, MA 02062
1C

In Canada: AC Simmonds
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Measurements

Like all Dual turntables, the 1249 uses a clip -on cartridge
holder instead of a detachable head, and an alignment
gauge is supplied with the unit. No trouble was experienced
in mounting the cartridge, a Shure V15 Mktll, for optimum
tracking, and then the tonearm was balanced in the usual
way by adjusting the counterweight at the rear. Tracking
force was set to 1'/, grams and the anti -skating control was
turned to the same setting. Tonearm resonance, with the
Shure, was a 2 dB peak centered on 9.5 Hz.
Check No.

71

The first test was for wow and flutter, and the measurement came out at a hair under 0.05 per cent using the DIN
standard. Rumble was -63 dB ARRL weighted, which was excellent. The tonearm tracking error was slightly less than the
claimed maximum of 0.4 degrees per inch, and both vertical
and horizontal friction were too low to be accurately measured. The speed adjustment gave a range of six per cent at
331/3 and three per cent at 45 rpm. The tracking force dial is
calibrated from 0 to 3 grams, and the error there was negligible. The force required to operate the cycling mechanism at
the end of the record was quite small-less than 0.3 gram,
which should not bother the most fragile cartridge.
Like all dual turntables, the 1249 is a pleasure to use-the
automatic mechanism seems foolproof and the phono cartridge is treated very gently. The cue lift control is free from
annoying side drift, and all the controls were positive. For
manual operation, all you have to do is raise the tonearm
and place it over the record, the motor starts automatically,
then you use the cue control to lower the arm. At the end of
the record, the arm is returned to the rest position. In the
automatic operation mode, the spindle is changed and the
two -position stylus control is set to Multi. The cycling time is
quite low, about 10 seconds from switching on until the
stylus lands on the record, and about the same wait between
records.
The cables fitted to the 1249 are the low -capacity type; an
Audio-Technica CD -4 cartridge was used for a period of time
and proved to be very satisfactory. All in all, the Dual 1249
can be recommended to those who want the convenience
of a multi -play turntable and the top performance of a
George W. Tillett
single play unit.

on Reader Service Card

What have Quad been up to recently?

Ii"
Current Dumping that's what
Current Dumping .s the name given to a totally new power
amplifier circuit developed by QUAD.
A current dumping amplifer basically consists of a low
power amplifier of very high quality, which controls the
loudspeaker at all times and a high powered heavy duty
amplifier which provides most of the muscle.
The small amplifier is so arranged it carries an error signal
that provided the heavy duty transistors (the dumpers) stay
within the target area of the required output current, it will fill
in the remainder accurately and completely.
The reproduced quality is solely dependent on the baby

-

-

amplifier, which because of its low power, can be made very
good indeed.
The QUAD 405 is the first amplifier to incorporate current

dumping.
There are no internal adjustments, so nothing to go out of

alignment.
There are no crossover distortion problems and performance
unaffected by thermal tracking.
The QUAD 405 offers impeccable performance, reliably
and predictably.
Send postcard for illustrated leaflet to Acoustical Manufacturing Co. Ltd., Huntingdon, Cambs., PE18 7DB, England.
is

QUAD

for the closest approach to the original sound
QUAD is a Registered Trade Mark
Check No.

1

on Reader Service Card
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Technics Reel -to -Reel
Tape Deck
The Model RS -15000S is an
"isolated loop," direct -drive,
reel-to-reel tape deck, with a

rate three-way adjustments
of recording bias and equalization accomodate all tapes
presently on the market. A
separate operational amplifier is provided for mike mixing, and a mike attenuator
switch provides 20 -dB attenuation to prevent recording
overloading, while a realtime tape counter indicates
actual program time. Maximum reel size is 10 -in., the
tape speeds are 15, 7'/2, and
33/4 ips, and the head configurations include a 2- or
4-track playback head, a
2-track erase, and a 2-track
record. The specifications
claimed include a speed accuracy of 0.1 per cent, a frequency response from 30 Hz
to 25 kHz ±3 dB at71 ips, A
weighted S/N ratio of 60 dB,
and a wow & flutter of 0.3 per
cent W rms. Price: $1500.00

quartz-controlled, phase locked loop d.c. motor and a
stroboscope for tape speed
measurement. The "isolated
loop" starts and finishes on
the same giant sized capstan,
the surface of which is finished to 5 microns. The capstan is driven by a d.c. motor
locked to a quartz crystal servo circuit. Both the supply
and take-up reels are driven

1/2

by separate servo -controlled
d.c. motors for maintaining

constant tape tension under
various tape loads. The tape
transport functions employ
full IC logic without a single
relay or mechanical switch,
and pitch controls are variable up to ±6 per cent. Sepa -

Check No. 80 on Reader Service Card

Martin Directory
The Pro Audio -Video

Heathkit Receiver
The Model AR -1515 is a
stereo receiver with a 70 watt
output per channel and a
claimed harmonic distortion
of 0.08 per cent from 20 to
20,000 Hz. The unit has a digi-

ters, stereo blend, subsonic
and high -frequency filters,
and tape dubbing inputs and
outputs. The stated FM sensitivity is 1.8 µV, selectivity is
100 dB, and hum and noise

tal frequency readout with

are 65 dB below full output in
the phono mode, and 80 dB

quencies, dual tuning me-

on high level sources. Price:
$549.95 in kit form.

AM/FM broadcast fre-

Check No. 81 on Reader Service Card

Yeaple Stereopillow
The Stereopillow speaker
is a full-size polyurethane
pillow with two 4'i -in. long excursion drivers mounted
on internal near -field effect
baffles with passive equalizer
circuits in each channel to

provide controlled amounts
of bass and treble boost for a
flat acoustic output over the
audible frequency range.
The claimed frequency response is 30 to 16,000 Hz, and
a 95 dB output with 0.5 W input. Price: $79.95.

Product Directory is a compilation of technical information and detailed specifications of more than 300 professional equipment products from 30 manufacturers.
Divided into six categories,
compressors and limiters,
equalizers, expanders and
noise gates, reverberation
systems, microphones, and
microphone accessories, this

County Electronics, Orban/Parasound, Senn heiser,
Shure, Spectra Sonics, and
Tapco. Price: $2.00, refundable with the first $25.00 purchase. Write to Martin, 320
W. 46th St., New York, N.Y.
10036.

Metrosound Cleaner
The Lin -Track is a record
cleaning arm with an effective mass of 0.05 grams, eliminating many problems associated with such
cleaning

affecting turntable

arms
such

speeds, and overall
size preventing
its use on some

as

poor
tracking,

turntables.

excessive weight

Check No. 82 on Reader Service Card
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is the first time a professional
equipment specifications list
has been published, under
one cover, for manufacturers
such as AKG, Atlas, dbx,
Gotham, Neumann, Orange

Price: $11.99.

Check No. 84 on Reader Service Card
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The Pretender: Jackson Browne
Asylum 7E-1079, stereo, $6.98.
In all truth, I expect it to be several
months before fully come to grips
with The Pretender, Jackson Browne's
fourth album. The third one, Late for
the Sky, originally did little for me,
sounding rehashed. But one by one,
the, songs unfolded their particular
charms and that album has risen
greatly in my esteem.
Early listenings to The Pretender
followed the same pattern. The new
album has no obvious rocker, like
Late's The Road and the Sky, but
where it rocks, it builds up cautiously,
as in The Fuse. What clearly emerges
in an awareness of the anguish and rethinking of personal goals that an especially brutal year has required.
Thus, The Pretender, placed both strategically and thematically at the album's close, is the ultimate statement-a redefining of the self at a
I

time when the only choice is to face
tragedy and either grow stronger or
go under. The opener, The Fuse,
shows the basic Browne optimism
with faith intact and built upon a sturdy foundation. The song to his son,
Ethan, The Only Child, is disarmingly
direct and touching.
For now, The Pretender, still sounds
rehashed, but don't feel let down at
all, in fact more than a bit exhilirated.
By June
know I'll be able to write
several different reviews of it, each
one distinct and different-it's that
M.T.
kind of record.
Performance: ASound: B
I

I

Slipstream: Sutherland Brothers and

Quiver
Columbia

PC 34376, stereo, $6.98.
It seems that each album lain and
Gavin Sutherland have done has had
at least a couple of absolutely unfor-

gettable songs. Their Columbia debut,
Reach for the Sky, had a fistful and still
stiffed. That being the case, it's not
going to happen for the vastly inferior
Slipstream.
Sound: C-

Johnny the Fox: Thin Lizzy
Mercruy SRM 34174, stereo, $6.98.
With Jailbreak the last time out,
Thin Lizzy finally started to happen in
America and Johnny the Fox won't
hurt their momentum any. Continuing the characters and street themes
of Jailbreak, Phil Lynott's writing is focused with its strong melody and plot
sensibilities. The band is tight and
right, fully assured and confident-it
sounds right from the first note. With
the furious stride Thin Lizzy is hitting,
they figure to be one of 1977's real
M.T.
breakthroughs.
Performance: B
Sound: A-

AUDIO
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Now you can get
loaded automatically.

AD -6500
Up to now
loading a cassette into a
front Icading cassette deck was a
little like putting a square block into a
round hole. But now there's the
AIWA AD -6500. The world's first
cassette deck with automatic
cassette loading. So you cal play
any cassette quickly, easily and
precisely.
But there's a lot more to the
AD -6500 than how you get a cassette
into it There's also the music that
comes out of it. Like a frequency
respoise of 30Hz to 17kHz with
FeCr tape. Musically speaking that
means hearing all
the music-not
just part of it.
And oecause we
used Dolby* we
also improved the
S/N ratio to 62 dB.
So you can listen
to the music

instead of tape hiss.
You won't have to listen to speed
variations either. Because the
AD -6500 has a frequency controlled
servo -motor as well as inaudible wow
and flutter (0.07%).
And with the AD -6500 you can
see as well as hear what you're
listening to. With 2 VU meters
complete with 2 -step peak level
indicator lights. There's also memory
rewind and quick review/cue system
for easy, efficient use. Three -step
tape selector for the
3 different kinds of tape. Fully n
automatic stop. A Ferrite
Guard Head (FGH)
and more.
So ge: the
AIWA AD -6500.
Because the only
thing easier than
loading t is
listening to it.
'Dolby

is a Trademark of
Dolby Laboratories. Inc

AIWA

Dis:r buted In the U.S by: MERITON ELECTRONICS INC., 35 Oxford Drive, Moonachie, N
Distributed in Canada by SHRIRO (CANADA) LTD Montreal 256, P.Q. Canada
,
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The Best of George Harrison: George
Harrison
Capitol ST -11578, stereo, $6.98.
What makes this record remarkable
is the amazing sound quallity achieved

on side one, which consists of
George's best Beatle work, plus the
never -before -on -album For You Blue,
as well as Bangla Desh on side two,
which also sports some of his solo hits,
inexplicably excluding Beware of
Darkness. You'll have to look hard to
find a better sounding album than
M.T.
side one of this disc.
Presentation:

76

B

Burton.Cummings: Burton Cummings
Portrait PR 34261, stereo, $6.98.
Rotogravure: Ringo Starr
Atlantic SD 18193, stereo, $6.98.
Perhaps the greatest record producer of all time is Phil Spector, but
his effect on the 70s has not made music better. Before Spector, the producer was just the anonymous creature who rarely got credit for the success of a record, even if he was primarily responsible for the artistry of it.
With the advent of Uncle Phil and the
much heralded Spector Sound, The
Producer began to come into his own
as public figure. Here in the 70s the
record producer is just as likely to be
out to make a name for himself as the
person who sings the tune. And the
master himself, Phil Spector, has all
but deserted the record scene, leaving lessers like Richard Perry and Arif
Martin to vie for the coveted "producer of the year" crown when both
should be anonymous.
Perry produced the most successful
records (talking strictly in sales) by
Harry Nilsson, Ringo, Carly Simon,

tor at some point, today he sounds
like he comes to each session with

a slew of others. Currently we
find him trying his hand at Burton
Cummings, former lead singer with
the now-disbanded Guess Who and
who has been without chart success

and

lately (although his hits of the past are
not to be questioned). Cummings is
not what I'd call a great talentpersonally think he stiinks-but with
the antiseptic touch of Richard "I
hate rock 'n' roll but if you got some
strings, I think we can have ourselves
a hit" Perry he is chartbound. Cummings aspires to be the next sensitive
I

singer/songwriter/pianist, sort of

Son -of -Elton with a little of the worst
of Eric Carmen thrown in for bad
measure. The session men used on
the record are well heeled in their
abilities to be mundane and avoid ex-

citement. Perry's touch is rarely anything but overbearing, and although
he obviously aspired to emulate Spec-

spray starch. He and Cummings are
ideally suited to each other, and I
hope they're happy together for many
years to come.
Ringo, on the other hand, has a past
which refuses to stop haunting him.
He at least realizes that he's no great
shakes as a songwriter-he only contributed to three of the songs on the
album-and usually steps aside from
the drums (favoring Jim Keltner, an
L.A. session man). Now if he was
blessed with a great voice, he'd be in
great shape to be the Ronnie Spector
of the 70s, but unfortunately he's got a
voice which at best displays character
in place of musicality. The only time
when Ringo is able to front a song is
when he's got some hysterical lyrics to
play with, and aside from the first two
songs on Rotogravure he's in bad
shape. Ringo has a hard time coping

with

a new romantic tune from
McCartney, Pure Gold; John Len non's contribution to this album
doesn't offer much, Cookin in the
Kitchen of Love; George Harrison's

I'll Still Love

You stands among his
weakest, and Eric Clapton's writing
talents are very much in question
while Clapton's title itself, This Be
Called A Song, is an overstatement.
Producer Arif Martin (The BeeGees,
Andy Pratt) tries to rescue the album
by overdubbing as many names as
possible, but the guitar of Peter
Frampton, the backing vocals of Paul
& Linda, and the piano of Beatle John
cannot make up for a weak vocal.
The sound of the album isn't particularly likeable, but lays flaccid when it
should be supportive, as if afraid to
rock. Ringo's last great moment was at

AUDIO
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the Bangla-Desh Concert when he
played drums and proudly sang It
Don't Come Easy (written with Harrison) and his next golden move
seems further away with each successive solo album. He may have been a
Beatle once, but now he's just a
Ringo.
J.T.
Sound: C
Performance: B-

Hoppkorv: Hot Tuna
Grunt BFL-1-1920, stereo, $6.98.
Why anyone would want to call an
album Hoppkory is beyond me, but
Hot Tuna has and it's a welcome
bounce back from their disastrous
Yellow Peril. The disc contains the
usual Tuna recipe-the occasionally
augmented power trio (especially
nice with Karin Tobin's vocal on Buddy Holly's It's So Easy) running
through some blues of both city and
country origin, a cover or two, and
some obscurely titled Jorma Kaukonen originals of which Santa Claus
Retreat and Song from the Stainless
Cymbal work best, both as songs and
as titles.
M.T.
Sound: B
Performance: B
Wipe the Windows, Check the Oil,
Dollar Gas: Allamn Brothers Band
Capricorn 2CX 0177, stereo, $6.98.
As a final live album, Check the
Windows contains no surprises. Only
old favorites by a fine band in its own
element, the concert. This one's for
the believers-decent.
M.T.
Sound: C+
Performance: B

sure sounds like Dwight & Phil singing
backup on Strangered in the Night
and several other tracks. The Petty

sound

is

fairly original, although

strong traces of The Rolling Stones
(particularly the Mick Jagger in Petty's pipes) and occasional musical
glimpses of Van Morrison (Hometown
Blues), the Byrds (American Girl), Music Machine (Rockin' Around with
You), and even Bruce Springsteen
(The Wild One, Forever) creep in
from time to time.

The production is not overpowering (Denny Cordell handles it) but
the simplistic arrangements seem
to work best for the songs with few
exceptions. There are only a few less
than enjoyable songs on the disc
(Mystery Man and Luna aren't particularly thrilling), but what you have
here is a hard-hitting, raunchy, and
arrogant band that's steered clear of
all musical and lyrical contrivances
and come up with a winner.
J.T.
Sound: B
Performance: A-

Phase linear FM Tuner
with exclusive
Dynamic Range expander.
usual features not available on most
With the new Phase Linear 5000
FM Tuner you can actually improve conventional tuners, including an
L.E.D. M ulti path Distortion
FM broadcasts to rival that of
Indicator that identifies this type
tapes and records. Advanced
of distortion, thus simplifying its
electronics combine excellent
removal; a VariEble
reception capabilities
Muting Contrcl; De with a unique Dynamic tJ//a/4@
emphasis; and
Range Expander that re- The Powerful Difference
more.
stores compressed
FM signals to their
See your cealer
original sonic
and listen to this
quality The Phase
remarkable tuner.
Linear 5000 has
_.
,a
many other un -

te,¡rj

-

Unknown: Tom Petty & the Heartbreakers
Shelter SRL 52006, stereo, $6.98.

Nobody seems to know a whole lot
about this Tom Petty character except
that he's American. He came to L.A. to
find fame, fortune, and a record deal;
he got one, and made a record..Personally, hope that he doesn't have
any past at all and is under the age of
25, otherwise all my illusions about
this record will instantly shatter-but
it's one darn good record (although
it's got its weak spots) and shows a
whole lot of promise both aesthetically and commercially.
The general direction of the album
is straight ahead rock 'n' roll, and the
name of another Shelter artist comes
to mind immediately upon playing
the album, Dwight Twilley. Whether
Dwight actually performs on this album or had anything to do with the
signing of Petty to Shelter, I don't
know (no information is given), but it
I
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Eveithing äuilt into the
Muda 3140 stereo receiver
is there for a reason
...and that reason is
performance.
enthusizst: AM, FM and FM
For the discrim:nat
Stereo with Phase Locked Loop Multiplex with

outstanding recepton and positive scparaticn. Dual
inputs with monitor and crossdubbirg. Superb ampli-ier
for dramatic, ful repth performance with pcwer :o spare.
Did we say power? .**-3 Aatts per channel, mini -nun
RMS into 8 ohms from 20Hz to 20kHz with less than
0.4% Total Harnn-:ic DisrGrtion; no pore than 0 4% IM
Distortion and a 70 dE. SAN Ratio.
Every conven.ence is there.. from fully detented
tone controls to
Miida SP3150
individually metre
4 -Way Speaker
channels for signal
System. Overall
strength and turinc and
complete overloadprote:tion for re-ce ver and
speakers with a LED
speaker malfur ctic n
indicator.
All this is jus- the tip of
the iceberg and there's a
lot left to turr you on. :n
tact, just listeningtoo its
sound shoulc cony ncc y4o1[1
as yam- nearest Miida Jeder will
be pleased tc prcv_.. If yo>a can't
find him, call Ron Frare at
(201) 933-9300 For information
on oLr complete aLdic
components 'ire. v..rite to Miida
Electronics, Inc. 2(5 Chi-bb
Avenue, Lyndhurst. New Jersey
07071, or 12958 Mdu, Place,
Cerritos, California 90701
(213) 926-3333

frc

ency response:

25H: to 22kHz
±3d3; Impedance:
7E.CHz-1800Hz,

7.3k:

Iz, 121,Hz;

Pcwer handing
capability 55 watts
maximum music
power.

Did You Miss...?
Solo: Don McLean
UA LA652-H2, stereo, $7.98.
As a representation of what the man
is all about, Solo, a four-sided live set,
is the best record Don McLean has
made. Recorded in England, where
his following is the most fanatical, it
contains virtually every song Don is
known for, including his albatross,
American Pie. The audience is sympathetic and enthusiastic yet never intrusive. The recording is straightforward and without unnecessary tricks.
Put simply, Solo is the basic Don
M.T.
McLean.
Performance: B
Sound: B

Amigo: Arlo Guthrie
Reprise MS 2239, stereo, $6.98.
Arlo Guthrie's first album in about
two years is spotty. Each side opens
with promise, the rollicking Guabi
Guabi borrowed from Ramblin' Jack
Elliott and Arlo's own Darkest Hour
on side one, and his funny Grocery
Blues on side two. Beyond that it's
pretty boggy, lightweight songs ex-

cepting the intense Victor Jara,

a

paean to the slain Chilean poet -martyr, co -written with British poet Adrian Mitchell.
Utterly missing is Arlo's passion.

John Pilla's production is vapid,
sounding rushed and sketchy. Precious little thought has been given to
effective arranging. The case is not
M.T.
quite hopeless.
Performance: D+
Sound: D+

Miida T3115
Direct Drive Turntable.

Sscboscoje allows you to

adiust speed with pinpoint accuracy, 2 -speed
adtustrrents; 131/2' turntable; 6-pole electronic
motor; S-shaped bne arm
wi-h anEi-ska e.

The Song Remains The Same: Led

Zeppelin
Swan Song
First off,

SS -2-201,
I

stereo, $11.98.

don't think there are

many souls out there who believe that
this album is a pure recorded document of a live Zeppelin show, and
don't think anyone in the Zeppelin
ranks would insist that there was no
retouching of the originals. I'm certain that there are plenty of repaired
guitar parts, and even a superficial examination would reveal a certain
wouldn't
amount of editing. Yet
consider these faults any more than
would criticize the use of EQ as an afterthought, when those members of
the listening audience who were at
the original concerts don't remember
Page's guitar as being quite so shrill.
consider these things to be concessions to the studio in order to
I

I

I

I

C7eck

pa

24 on
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a better record, and considering
how awful Led Zeppelin can be onstage compared to their records, the
minimal amount of production isn't
particularly annoying.
What think is a more subtle way
the album misrepresents the group is
that all of the tracks are over three
years old. Granted, Zeppelin isn't
the cleanest -sounding group in the
world, but if you think this album
sounds sloppy, they play with about
half that precision nowadays. Still, far
prefer a record of a live performance
from this era to something more recent-Page could tear his guitar to
pieces back then, whereas now he's
rarely in such energetic/violent form.

make

I

I

The excesses of Robert Plant (singing
San Francisco/Wear Some Flowers in
Your Hair in the middle of Dazed &

Confused, the ridiculous affectations)
weren't quite as bad as they are nowadays, and his voice was also in better
shape back then. And while there is
no truth in advertising (nowhere is
there a mention of when the tracks
were recorded on the album jacket),
better we should hear the LZ Model
1973 than the present live group.
Instead, if we are to criticize this
rock institution, we should question
the inclusion of Moby Dick and No
Quarter when there are far more interesting Zeppelin songs to be had.
Perhaps Dazed and Confused contains some of Page's finest moments,
but why 27 minutes when even half
that would be sufficient (note the version on the Live Yardbirds album featuring Jimmy Page does not suffer by
its brevity). Zeppelin's oldies medley
is more of a fixture in their repertoire
than any of these tunes, but for some
reason (publishing of others' songs
means less money for the starving
Zeps) it was excluded here.
But I'll be damned if it isn't one of
the better albums released last year,
certainly the best live record since
Deep Purple's Made In Japan, and any
year that three discs emerge from Led
J.T.
Zeppelin has got to be allright.
Performance: ARecording: B+
BB&A Live in Japan: Beck, Bogert &

Appice
Epic ECPJ-11 (Japanese import), stereo
(2 record set), $15.00.
It's incredible that the Japanese are
able to get the cleanest, brightest, and
sharpest live recordings while Americans and Englishmen always make the

records sound like the microphones
were placed in the back of the hall.
And if you are, like myself, interested

AUDIO

in what the state-of-the-art in live
recording can be, then you must

check out this album.
Aside from that, this hard -to -get
import has recently been turning up
in many shops, and considering the
recent sales surge of Jeff Beck records,
it should sell well. While Beck's latest
effort Wired is clean, polished, and
mature, this record is Beck at his most

volatile, playing alternately

at his

trashiest and at his most peculiar. If
not for the lameness of the other two
members, I'd be certain to say Beck is

most at home with a power trio, but
Bogert and Appice play far too much
and far too tastelessly, aside from the
fact that neither of them is capable of
writing a song or singing competently.
Still, for the Beck Fanatic (and there
are more of them around than ever
before) and anyone interested in
hearing a little more of probably the
most influential contemporary guitar
player around, BB&A Live in Japan
J.T.
shouldn't be neglected.
Performance: B+
Sound: A+
(a bit spotty)

Our Secret For
Unmatched Performance

Hartley Zodiac l

We build all our speaker cabinets in asymmetrical
pairs for the best sound dispersion.
Then we match each pair for wood graining and color.
Finally we match the speaker drivers to maintain
perfect system balance.
We do all of this for about the same price as our
competition. You see, we believe when you spend your
hard earned dollars for speakers, you deserve the best
sound your money can buy.
For other innovative features of Hartley speakers,write:

HARTLEY products corporation

620 island road, ramsey, new jersey 07446 (201) 327-4443
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Edward Tatnall Canby

Telemann: Pimpinone (1725). Siegmund Nimsgern, Uta Spreckelsen, Ensemble Florilegium musicum, Hirsch.
Telefunken 6.35285, 2 discs, stereo,
$13.96.

An opera by Telemann? A short
comic operetta, rather, in high Baroque style, and set off, for further entertainment, by no less than three
complete Baroque concerti, two for
solo violin and strings and one for
oboe. That's how it was put on in the
beginning and it works, too, on

reviews

for him, he sounds exactly as he must
have looked, seedy, middle aged, the
pot belly and double chin all too evident, the slightly undignified lust
barely concealed. But this is, of

need. And the intervening concerti
are the perfect foil for the vocal music, giving that instrumental sense of
rest which you will want, before going
on with the vocal plot. A splendid

course, done purely via the singing
voice. (He doesn't look the part at all
in his photo.) Superb job. And such a
sparkle of wit and intensity between
the two! Once you adjust to the
sound of the singing you can't help
but be happy.

recording.

records.
In Bach's day, Telemann was the
best known of all North German composers and the most cosmopolitan, a
musical pan-European if there ever
was one. Whereas Bach was a small

-

Crystal S 312, stereo, $6.98.
Eberley and Skowronski
Separate
but Equal: Helen -Kay Eberley, sopr.,
Vincent Skowronski, violin; Donald
Isaak, piano.
Eb-Sko Productions 1001, stereo, $6.98
(1726',, Sherman Av., Evanston, III.
60201).

provincial choirmaster, though well
known as an organist. Telemann was
the ultimate "pro," a totally competent professional in precisely the
sense we use that word for ourselves
today-and it is even more remarkable since he was entirely self taught.
Not a lesson. Given genius, it happens.
The nearest relatives to this little
work that we know are usually somewhat later, ranging from the very similar La Serva Padrona by Pergolesi
through Haydn's operas and on into

the comic Mozart. Most Baroque -period operas now being heard are the
big tragedies, on a lavish scale, such as
those by Handel. The intimate little
farces, though, were just as important.
This one, like Pergolesi's, has just two
characters, in the classic situation-the fussy, middle aged rich
man, single, and his demure, lovely,
calculating little housekeeper. You
can guess the plot. He's after her; she
is coy but has her net set-for the
money. She gets her man and is he
sorry. This is not a feminist opera. Under the hilarious outward charm is a
very sardonic viewpoint.
A delightful performance, lively, intense, beautifully sung and acted (vocally speaking). The little housekeeper is the classic type, Susanna of
the Mozart and Rossini operas, cute as
all get out and with a voice that is
heavenly -accurate and sharp as a
cricket. Few singers could even approach this highly ornamented music,
let alone give it style, as she does. As

Anne Diener Giles and Allen Giles
play Music for Flute, Harpsichord and
Piano! (Quantz, Dutilleux, Müller -Zurich.)

A curiously Baroque habit, as of
Hamburg's opera at the time, is followed faithfully here-the recitatives,
the musical conversation, are done in
German, even rather slangy German;
but the arias, solo and duet, are entirely in Italian-except when the going gets thick; then the two of them
lapse back into German. Very human
in an odd way. All of this is set forth,
with translations, in the booklet that
comes with the opera, so you will
have no trouble in following the sense
of things-if, indeed, you bother; the
acting -singing really tells you all you

Two husband -wife musical teams
on these two discs (one team employing a third musician as accompanist)
and the two discs make an interesting
contrast.
Eberley and Skowronski, violin and
soprano, have incorporated themselves and put out their own disc, for
sale at their own music store, see
above address, if you don't find it
elsewhere. One side goes to him, the
other to her-hence the title. These
are two highly professional musicians
in their own fields, both with excellent ears and a good dramatic
sense for resulting good pitch and
recorded drama. But they share (not
surprisingly) a common professional
attitude; each treats his or her "instrument" for itself, choosing recital music that best suits its expression, and
thus on both sides, the music is subservient to the medium. On both,
this leads to unfortunate stylistic
lacks-everything tends to sound the
same. Very good violin, very good
singing, but unequal as far as the composers themselves are concerned.
Thus, Skowronski on side 1 plays a
very unsuitable 18th century French
Baroque manner-that is, for those
who know that type of music-using a
piano instead of the proper harpsichord, playing many a wrongly
turned ornament, and so on. Not
good Leclair! But the Ravel (Pavane)
and Szymanowski, both early 20th
century, are excellent. His style, definitely. On the flip, Mrs. S. (Eberley)
sings a tepid Mozart but puts out
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some powerful Richard Strauss in a
grand big voice-that's her style. Her
Ives and Walton, too, are archly humorous in the proper current -day
manner.
The other team, the two Giles, she
on flute, he on piano and harpsichord, offer a model of the good recital on discs for the general listener.

These two not only play very

a superb flute!-and are
gorgeously recorded, but they move
knowledgeably and imaginatively
from the 18th century North -German
Quanti (with harpsichord) straight
into 20th century French/Swiss, playing both types of music with convincing style. On records this is surely
the better approach, though there
will always be a demand for recital
material such as that offered by Eber ley and Skowronski.

well-what

Bach: Art of the Fugue. Academy of
Martin -in -the -Fields, Marriner.
Philips 6747 172 (2 discs), stereo,
St.

$15.96.
The Art

of the Fugue is indeed all
fugues, from beginning to end. But
more to the point, in our day, it isn't
composed "for" any instrument at all.

It was left simply as so many notes on

paper, abstract, representing pitches
(relative to each other) and duration
(relative). Not a thing more. Thus the
big piece is an abstraction to end all
(musical) abstractions, and so it has remained for well over 200 years. For
engineers and, especially, mathematicians, this should offer no great mental hazard, since it's no worse than
Ohm's Law. But for a lot of music
lovers, the idea of a piece of music existing in a sonic vacuum is perplexing.
It shouldn't be.
Because, like most abstract concepts, this one can be realized-and
in various alternative ways. Miraculously, when the printed notes are indeed made into actual sqund, to re-

flect the above mentioned pitches
and durations, we hear real music. All
that is necessary is to provide the sonics-and for that a sense of musical
history is useful in a practical fashion.
As in this recording, we find today
that the appropriate and satisfactory
thing to do is to fix things up as Bach
might have done in his time, with instruments of his day. For Bach, like
Einstein, lived in his own period and
thought in its terms, even in the abstract.

Here is the modern result. Not too
long ago, the Art was often realized
into updated sound, for huge orchestra, vast organ, and piano. Here, we
find the harpsichord, a good old -type
organ, a solo "chamber" group of
strings, and a few winds. This could almost be a recital such as Bach himself
might have put on-or more likely,
excerpts from several such recitals.
There is plenty of tonal variety, to
make the music interesting for the
ear, but not a trace of anachronistic
"modernizing"; each piece sticks
with its own instrumental sound
throughout, as was normal in Bach's
day. Solo harpsichord, solo organ, assorted combinations of the other in-

struments, only occasionally the
whole array in orchestral ensemble.
Excellent realization.
The sound on Philips discs is lovely,
the playing highly musical, the tempi
uneccentric, neither too fast nor too
slow, the unfolding of the elaborate
developments of the simple eight note basic idea is carried through
without false dramatics, in the clearest
imaginable fashion. There are many
other realizations of this big work on
records and no two are the same, but
this seems to me the best bet so far.

The sight and narrow path
to safe record cleaning .. .
Dust particles accumulate on records as they are played, and all sound systems reproduce
dust as crackles and distortion. Cleaning arms prevent particles from reaching the stylus,
but conventional arms often display severe problems involving excessive mass (makes
proper tracking -cleaning difficult), tracking force (can affect turntable speed), weight, and
size (some arms are too large for many turntables). These disadvantages can result in
rather like killing a patient to cure the Flu.
pressure that grinds dust into record grooves
on a cleaning arm. The LIN-TRACKTM
Now METROSOUND introduces linear tracking
has its own suspension system which results in negligible mass and amazingly low
tracking force of only .5 gram (less force than that required for most
phono cartridges). The cleaning assembly moves across the record in
a straight line (the way records are originally made), so tracking is accurate for complete dust removal. The
lightweight LIN -TRACK swings out of the way
when not in use, and will fit any turntable.
The METROSOUNDTM LIN Available at quality
TRACK ... The safe one.
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Soprano Sax: Zoot Sims.
Musicians: Sims, soprano sax; Ray
Bryant, piano; George Mraz, bass;
Grady Tate, drums.
Songs: Someday Sweetheart, Moonlight in Vermont, Wrap Your Troubles
in Dreams, Bloos for Louise, Willow
Weep for Me, Wrap up, Ghost of a
Chance, Baubles, Bangles and Beads.
Pablo 2310-770, stereo, $6.98.
The soprano is the most demanding
and treacherous of saxophones. Sims
began to play it in 1972 and now handles it with the ease and mastery he
has so long brought to the more flexible tenor. We've had samples of it on
record before, but never a whole album's worth; here, Zoot establishes
himself as one of the major soprano
players in jazz.
Conceptually, there is no great difference between his soprano and tenor playing, as both have the same
spontaneous flow of swinging and
joyful musicality. But the soprano
sound is entirely different, and hear-

ing Zoot anew, in a sense, makes one
realize that this remarkable musician
is too often taken for granted, perhaps because what he does seems so
easy, unforced, and natural.
Until John Coltrane picked it up,
the jazz soprano had been almost the
exclusive domain of the immortal Sidney Bechet, who played it with a huge
vibrato and the romantic gusto of an
opera singer. Johnny Hodges refined
Bechet's methods, but gave up the instrument too soon; much later, Bob
Wilber-like Hodges, a Bechet pupil-followed in his footsteps with admirable results. Kenny Davern, Wilber's partner in the group Soprano
Summit, is another notable practitioner in the classic tradition. Tenorist Lucky Thompson, of the modern -mainstream school, brought a
cool sound and lucid conception to
the horn. In free -form jazz, Steve Lacy
predated Coltrane's encounter with
the soprano; he alone plays this horn
exclusively.

A host of alto and tenor saxophonists adopted the soprano under
Coltrane's spell, and it became an accepted and even expected double in
the modern jazz saxophonist's arsenal. Most post -Coltrane players, however, employed it in the expressionistic manner of their master, and in an
idiom where precise intonation, the
instrument's severest problem, was
seldom an issue.
Zoot works within a tradition that
does demand accurate intonation,
and he keeps the horn in perfect control. In terms of precedent, his tone
most resembles Thompson's, but it is
warmer and more lyrical. It is a pleasing sound, with none of the excessively nasal or braying characteristics sometimes associated with the
soprano. If Lester Young had ever
played it, this is what he might have
sounded like.
Zoot could manage to swing in the
context of a Bavarian village band, but
this rhythm section is peaches and
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cream. Bryant is impressive as soloist
and perfect as accompanist; Mraz is
supple and musical, with a firm tone
and beat, and Tate plays for the cause.
The program of standards and blues is
well paced, and it is good to hear that
grand old tune, Someday Sweetheart,
once again. Other highlights include a
delightful fast blues, Wrap Up, and a
moving Ghost of a Chance. But there
are no letdowns on this exceptionally
pleasant record of timeless, relaxed
jazz.
The sound, as customary in Norman
Granz productions, is workmanlike
and ungimmicked, though the piano
seemed slightly too high in level to
Dan Morgenstern
these ears.
Performance: A
Sound: B -r

Hot Sonatas: Joe Venuti and

Earl

Hines.

Musicians: Venuti, violin; Hines, piano.
Songs: Hot Sonatas, She's Funny That
Way, The One Love, Rosetta, Blues
In Thirds, C Jam Blues, Easy To Love,
Fascinating Rhythm, East of the Sun,
Love for Sale, You Can Depend on
Me.
Chiaroscuro CR 145, stereo, $6.98.
The combination of violin and piano, so well established in classical
music, has seldom been explored in
jazz. This album, then, is of historic as
well as musical significance, doubly so
since it brings together two grand old
masters of the art for the first time.
The energy and enthusiasm displayed by these septuagenarians is as1

tonishing,

as is

Fortune
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their unimpaired virtu-

osity. Hines, who excells when unencumbered by a rhythm section, can
be a somewhat overwhelming accompanist, but is marvelously supportive
here. Rhythmically, both men are
surefooted and compatible. Harmonically, Hines is the more adventurous
of the partners, but both are essentially melodic improvisers.

Venuti's phrasing

is
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sometimes

sweet, but his pure, light tone insures
against the sentimentality that sometimes cloys the work of his most noted
disciple, Stephane Grappelli. Without

sounding old-fashioned, Venuti's
playing retains the affirmative, unproblematic spirit of the 1920's jazz,
where he first made his mark. Though
he has mellowed, he is still full of mischief. He knows every fiddler's trick
there is and has invented a few himself (like the one where he loosens
the hair on his bow and wraps it
around the violin to achieve his "four
string Joe" effect), but his playing isn't

trickery; it's sheer magic.
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Hines is also a wizard. His ability to
suspend, stretch or compress the beat
is breathtaking; sometimes you think
he's lost the pulse, but he always lands
squarely on "one" again. When he is
at the top of his game, as on this album, his work is as fresh and inspired
as it was when he set a new standard
for jazz piano 50 years ago.
A high level is maintained throughout the nearly 50 minutes of music
here, but the peaks occur on Rosetta,
the churning C Jam Blues, the title
Got
track (a nearly undisguised
Rhythm variant), and the splendid
Blues in Thirds, one of Hine's most attractive compositions, which here becomes the vehicle for more than seven minutes of consummate music making.
The sound is clean and well balanced, if a bit dry. A superb record.
Dan Morgenstern
Performance: A -r
Sound: B+
1

Echoes of a Friend: McCoy Tyner
Songs: Naima, Promise, My Favorite
Things, The Discovery, Folks.
Milestone M-9055, stereo, $6.98.

Perugia: Roland Hanna
Songs: Take The A Train, 1 Got It Bad
And That Ain't Good, Time Dust
Gathered, Perugia, A Child Is Born,

Wistful Moment.
Arista -Freedom 1010, stereo, $6.98.
The Quintessential: Earl Hines
Songs: Look at Me, Jive Sugar, I Do It
Better At Night, I'll Never Be Alone.
Chiaroscuro CR 131, stereo, $6.98.
Striding After Fats: Teddy Wilson
Songs: Striding After Fats, Blue Turning Grey Over You, Ain't Cha Glad,
Blues For Thomas Waller, I've Got A
Feelin I'm Falling, Zonky, Black and
Blue, Handful of Keys, Ain't Misbehavin', Squeeze Me, Honeysuckle
Rose.
Black Lion BL 308, stereo, $6.98.

Solo Piano: Phineas Newborn Jr.
Songs: Together Again, Serenade In
Blue, Where Is The Love, Lorraine's
Walk, Willow Weep For Me, Nica's
Dream, Goodbye, Flamingo, Live and
Love, One For Horace, Bouncing
With Bud, Memphis Blues, The Mid-

night Sun Will Never Set, Out of This
World, Giant Steps, Everything Have
1

Is

Yours.

Atlantic SD 1672, stereo, $6.98.
The successes of Chick Corea's Piano Improvisations and Keith Jarrett's
various solo concerts on the ECM label have paved the way for the recent
avalanche of solo piano albums. The
piano has held its place as one of the
most captivating and certainly the
most versatile of all solo instruments

becuase of its capacity to serve as a
small orchestra in the hands of a talented performer. Without any accompaniment, the improvising solo
pianist is exposed with all his strength
and weaknesses, and thus the weaker
player has all his weaknesses ampli-

fied when left without the concrete
support of the rhythm section.
McCoy Tyner's performance on
Echoes of a Friend leaves little room
to argue that he is one of the most
overpowering solo pianists. Taken out
of the rhythm section, Tyner's statements gather in intensity, becoming
fuller and more convincing than before. Because he plays so much piano,
some what lie says at the keyboard is
unintentionally offset by the interplay
between other members of the
group.
Echoes of a Friend is a tribute to
John Coltrane, one of the musical
geniuses of our time...of all time. Coltrane's ambitions-the endless musical search upon which embarkedare attributes preserved, extended,
and acknowledged in Tyner's playing.
Coltrane's legacy served as the fuel
that keeps the Tyner universe in mo-

tion.
Recording solo piano is a somewhat
simpler task than recording groups of
any size because each additional player in the studio today generally is provided with at least one additional
mike. And more variables make for
more errors. By placing one mike in
the optimum position at the piano, a

quality recording

is almost assured-more easily than with a group

recording. There is really nothing to
drown out a solo pianist, save perhaps
the pianist singing his own lines as he
plays-a la Erroll Garner or Oscar Peterson, but even that problem is minimized. Thus, over -or under -recording becomes the critical factor in
recording solo piano, particularly
here since Tyner plays with such boldness in all registers of the piano. His
heavy use of dark pedal tones and
deep fourth structures all across the
bottom register of the keyboard holds
the potential for an over -recorded
and mushy mess. But, because of the
meticulous recording done at Victor
Studios in Tokyo during 1972, Echoes
is a Milestone release of uncompromising quality. Echoes is Tyner in the
full sense of the word.
Another pianist whose strengths are
amplified by a solo piano date is Roland Hanna. His versatility is nearly
unequalled, as proven by the moods,
emotions, and styles of playing he

AUDIO
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produces in one sitting at the piano.
He is a veritable master of quotation
and the musical cliché, yet, unlike
keyboard artists of lesser stature, his
performances are not dependent on
these devices. In fact, the fingers of
his two hands serve as members of
different sections of the orchestra-wholly independent entities producing all kinds of contrapuntal diversions, as on his most recent solo release, Perugia.

Roland's understanding of Thad
Jones' A Child Is Born becomes more
profound each time he plays the
piece; it's as if Child was written by
Thad specifically for Hanna.
Roland is one of the very few pianists who, because of his ability to convey moods and ideas, and rhythmically take the audience on a magic carpet
ride, can imply the entire rhythm section despite its absence. Such is the
case in his Latinesque excursion on
Time Dust Gathered. The performance is so ingrained with motion and
emotion, one doesn't easily realize
the rhythm section isn't there.
Perugia was recorded live at the
1974 Montreaux Jazz Festival. While
the recording is very crisp-the highs
of the piano are of impeccable clari-

ty-these

ears detect a very high
pitched frequency throughout the
recording, the sound some of us hear
when a neighbor down the block
turns on the TV. My ears are particu-

larly sensitive to such frequencies,
even though others may not find Perugia marred by this idiosyncracy.
Perugia is still a fine recording; the
music should not be missed. Even
with the high frequency stigmata, the
quality is superior to Roland's previous solo outing, Sir Elf (Choice CRS
1003), on which he gave a sparkling
performance, with a lovely rendition
of the old classic Yours is My Heart
Alone. Roland is also a master of
stride piano, giving us a fine Take the
A Train.
However, the stride piano personified is on The Quintessential by Earl
Hines, who is 30 years Hanna's senior
and one of the acclaimed masters of
the style. The Quintessential is the
third in a series on the Chiaroscuro label containing original compositions
by Hines. The recording quality succeeds in bringing the listener as close
to the performer as possible, save for
a live performance. You'll feel like
you're sitting right beside the piano in
an old cafe, and you can even glance

I

I

Sound: A

Performance: A

It took 4 years to develop the computer based
design and analysis methods now in use at KEF.
New techniques that helped create the Cantata.
New mid range and 1+" tweeter with the
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a tall new floor -standing enclosure, heavy
with coloration -beating laminations.
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a new level of 'related design'.
But don't just listen to an engineer
talking. Hear Cantata at your local
appointed dealer. Hear our bookshelf
Corelli and 3 -way reflex Calinda too ...
created in the same programme.
Three sizes of speaker, one design
objective. Clean, uncolored sound.
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INTRATEC
399 Jefferson Davis Highway

over Hine's shoulder at the music
lead sheets are reprinted inside the record jacket. Closing time
sees Hines beautifully interpreting the
tranquil ballad, I'll Never Be Alone.
Teddy Wilson's Striding After Fats is
another album in the same vein, an
excellent showcase for a pianist who
made his mark with greats like Benny
Goodman, Lionel Hampton, Gene
Krupa, et al. Wilson's album deals
with standards, in this case by Fats
Waller, while Hines' dealt with originals. Two Waller originals
thought
should have been included but aren't
are Margie and Jitterbug Waltz. Other
than that small nitpick, cannot say
anything negative about either the
audio fidelity or the quality of the performance on this disc.
Solo Piano by Phineas Newborn
begs repeated listenings, for Newborn, like Oscar Peterson, is a technical phenomenon. He is in full command of his own strong voice and
performs everything from Where Is
The Love to Giant Steps. His performance makes one wonder why it has
been so long since his last disc, released in the middle 60s.
Eric Henry

-four

Arlington Virginia 22202

And in Canada: Smyth Sound Equipment Ltd,
595 Parc Iidustriel, Longueuil, Quebec J4H 3V7.
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1971-1976/Diid You Hear Me?: Leo

Kottke
Capitol ST -11576, stereo, $6.98.
When an artist leaves a record company after a successful stay, as Leo
Kottke has done, a "best of" collection covering that period is standard
procedure. Truly a rarity, Kottke's has
been done with the artist's full co-operation and participation, including
some editing and remixing. The album has a generous 14 cuts with instrumentals and vocal selections.
Some of the choices are positively
diabolical, like the instrumental break
only from Morning is the Long Way
Home. mean I could quibble with
this selection or that, but since the
whole is put together so well, it would
just be nitpicking on personal taste.
Leo Kottke is a sensational acoustic
guitarist, especially on 12 string. Did
You Hear Me? is an excellent showM.T.
case -introduction to the artist.
Presentation: A
Sound: A
I

Golden Age Jazz Band: Golden Age
Jazz Band

Arhoolie 4807, stereo, $6.98.
86

The Golden Age Jazz Band is one of
many local semi -pro groups who

spend their work -week as bankers,
brokers, salesmen, engineers, computer operators, and what -have -you,
but record and play weekend gigs to
small but enthusiastic audiences.

Banjoist -leader Dick Oxtot, for
some years a fixture in the San Francisco Bay area, has recorded with New
Orleans veteran George Lewis and
blues singer Barbara Dane. Residing in
Berkeley, he has organized traditional
jazz recording sessions in his home, as
well as live concerts in local clubs and
halls. Oxtot's band usually features a
singer who belts in the Ma Rainey Bessie Smith urban blues style. In 1963
Janis Joplin cut a number of sides with
Oxtot (also available on Arhoolie). On
this recording the band is joined by
Diane Holmes, who has a big voice
which conveys some suggestion of
Bessie Smith's timbres, but the majesty that was Bessie's escapes her, as it
escapes most white singers who try to
recapture her style.
The band makes a brave attempt to
evoke Jelly Roll Morton, King Oliver
and early Louis Armstrong, but, for
the most part, its playing lacks the
heat and drive of the original. Only on
Savoy Blues and Chattanooga Stomp
is their music touched with the natural, easy flow and swinging gait of its

model-Jim Goodwin's cornet
strong and singing, trombonist Bob
Mielke is properly soulful and gutty.
Clarinetist Bill Napier is the most
consistent player, performing well
through the album in the George
Lewis style, although lacking in Lewis'
John Lissner
soaring fervor.
Performance: B
Sound: A
classic
is

Your Mind

Is

On Vacation: Mose Alli-

son

Atlantic SD 1691, stereo, $6.98.
While this may not be classic Mose
Allison, it may be the most relaxed he
has ever been on record. His absolutely idiosyncratic style is captured
full-bodied, included the Errol Garner -like mumblings Mose makes
while he is soloing on piano. About
half the record uses a standard Allison
piano -bass -drums format, with sax
added on two selections and a horn
section on five more. Even if some of
the material is old stuff, it loses nothing in new clothes.
As
said, Your Mind may not be
Mose Allison's best -ever album, but
as an old musical friend, he's always
M.T.
welcome.
Performance: BSound: C
I
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Bonaparte's Retreat: The Chieftains
Island ILPS 9432, stereo, $6.98.
This, The Chieftains' sixth album, isa
magnificent achievement. They, along
with the Boys of the Lough, are the finest exponents of traditional Irish music around. Chieftains' leader, Paddy
Maloney, a brilliant Irish piper and a
wonderfully warm soul, produced this
album with a combination of love and
care, along with grace and dignity.
When special effects are called for, he
has occasionally added bones or a
whole Morris dance troup. The title
track, a sweeping cinematic 15 -minute suite, includes a touch of narrative
balladry supplied by Dolores Keane.
This suite is the Chieftains' finest
recorded moment.
What makes the Chieftains even
more special is that despite all the
hoopla which has surrounded them
since the film "Barry Lyndon" used
their music, they remain very real
people and not stars at all. They remain true to their roots of the Irish
land as well as its music. Bonaparte's
Retreat is a masterpiece.
Michael Tearson
Performance: A+
Sound: A

Melting Pots: Susie Monick
Adelphi AD 4107, stereo, $6.98.
An unexpected joy of an album,
Melting Pots showcases Susie Monick's often extraordinary banjo expertise in what might best be described as progressive post -bluegrass,
and toward that end an eclectic and
impressive cast has been brought together.
The Ralph Stanley standard Clinch
Mountain Backstep features Jeremy
Steig and Eddie Gomez on flute and
bass for starters. On that cut and
through most of the album there is a
classy guitar -bass -drums combination
of Steve Burgh, Tony Markellis, and
Richard Cooks. An exception to this is
Whiskey Before Breakfast featuring a
trio of frailed banjos in a lovely change
of pace. Devil's Dream/Bluedream
and Marmalaid are a fascinating pair.
Devil's Dream is a very popular fiddle
tune, while the latter is a retrograde of
the same tune. With Streptocosmos,

AUDIO

funky solid body electric
banjo. Among others who pitch in
their talents on the disc are David
Amram, John Hartford, Jay Unger,
and Peter Ecklund, plus a number of
others including the fabulously pseudonymous Alto Madness. The disc
never gets boring.
The cover is a painting of Daliesque
melting banjos. The record is a gasgood music, good companionship,
and good times all in one handy
Michael Tearson
package.
Susi plays a

Sound: B+

Performance: B+

Live At The Cellar Door: Seldom
Scene
Rebel SLP-1547/48, stereo, two discs,
$10.98.

The Seldom Scene are undoubtedly
the favorite "Newgrass" band of most
bluegrass affecionados, consistently
topping the reader polls held by the
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major bluegrass publications. Oddly
enough, they are almost totally unknown outside their field, but Live At
The Cellar Door should help to
change that.
While not their best album to
date-Act Ill deserves that honor-it
shows the full range of their versatility
and originality, coupled with a sense
of humor, and intercommunication

with their hometown audience
(Washington, D.C.) which is missing
from their drier studio recordings.
Most importantly, their legendary instrumental prowess-both as individual artists and as a close-knit, cohesive
unit-is conclusively proven to be
more than studio -controlled perfection, a charge leveled at them by
many tradition -oriented bluegrass
fans and made plausible by their early
aversion to live appearances, hence
their name "seldom seen."
The Seldom Scene's musicianship is
downright uncanny. Mike Auldridge's

NEAR IT UOUISELF

HIT
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innovative rip -and -smear dobro lines
and Ben Eldridge's mellowed banjo
picking sound so effortless, they make
these instruments seem like the easiest in the world to master. Mandolinist John Duffey occasionally lets
his fingers run away with him, but few
of his colleagues can touch him when
he's in peak form. Tom Gray is the
bluegrass bassist. The group's solo
breaks and improvisations are among
the most intelligent in bluegrass,
with a constant flow of ideas moving
together into concise, judicious formations. On the minus side there's a
bit of "show-boating" on a few tracks
which gets tiresome after a few hearings.
The lead vocals by John Starling and
John Duffey are closer to contemporary -folk or "uptown" country music
than to bluegrass, and this impression
is reinforced by Starling's fondness for
mid -to -slow tempos and reflective
lyrics. Their harmony on vocals are
similarly restrained and attractive.
The dobro is beautifully miked so
that Auldridge's incredible precision
is left naked for all to hear. The other
instruments are all cleanly recorded
with the exception of the bass, which
is slightly muddy and mixed too loudly for my taste. Until recently Rebel
consistently pressed on the crunchiest
vinyl available, but now these surfaces
are only intermittently noisy and quite
acceptable overall.
Records can be obtained through
Rebel Recording Co., Rt. 12, Asbury,
W. Va. 24916.

Sound: C+
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Buddy Emmons Sings Bob Wills: Buddy Emmons
Flying Fish 017, stereo, $6.98.
Buddy Emmons does what? Sings?
But why not? True, he made his reputation as an innovative country/jazz
steel guitarist and as an instrument maker whose revolutionary concepts
have proven to be major advances in
the continuing evolution of the pedal
steel guitar. But that doesn't automatically rule out the possibility of
hidden vocal talent.
Although Emmons' last album (Steel
Guitar, Flying Fish 007) found him in
rock territory (as well as providing a
capsule history of the development
of the country steel guitar), in Western Swing he's found an idiom at
once suited to his steel, his singing,
his country roots, and his jazz inclinations. Indeed, Emmons' vocal ability is a very pleasant surprise. He gets
right into the spirit of the music,
with a tough, blues -edged voice that
fits in well with the Western Swing vo-

cal tradition founded by Tommy Duncan and Milton Brown.
But the album is not merely a showcase for Emmons, but a high -flying, no
let-up workout on 12 Bob Wills' standards by 11 of the best Western Swing
revivalists in the Nashville studios. The

rhythm section is superb, with forceful drumming by Karl Himmel alternating with Larrie Londin, some of the
most propulsive bass work in recent
memory by Henry Strzelecki, and
hard -riding hot -piano licks by Pig
Robbins (who performed the same
role on Bob Wills' late 60s MCA albums). The fiddle and guitar ensembles are intelligently arranged,
while the solos and obbligati are flawless and inspired. Trumpeter Don
Sheffield is heard on a few tracks,
sparking the ensemble on Deep In
The Heart of Texas, a sure -shot rouser
of an album opener, and blowing Dizzy Gillespie -style breaks on Roley Po ley, with an arrangement extremely
close to Wills' boppish 1945 original.
The material is choice and diversified, with both swing tunes, such as 1
Needed You and New Road Under
My Wheels, along with more purely
country ballads (such as Deep Water
and If No News Is Good News) in
abundance. Bottle Baby Boogie is an
r&b-rocker of the type that influenced Bill Haley, who began his career in Western Swing, while Four,
Five Times comes complete with Cab
Calloway-ish vocal jive. There are only
two instrumentals, Wills' fiddle specialties are recalled in Twinkle,
Twinkle Little Star (and don't let that
title fool you), also spotlighting Johnny Gimble's electric mandolin, which
he played for Wills early in his career,
while Herbie Remington's Boot Heel
Drag is a comfortably mid -tempo steel
feature of the 1950s variety.
It's worth noting that Emmons
doesn't lean on his current experimental steel approach, but generally
reverts to the classic 40s styles of Leon
McAuliffe and Noel Boggs. On two
tracks, End of the Line and Bottle Baby
Boogie, Johnny Gimble does a Slam
Stewart humalong with his fiddle
playing. Throughout the album, Leon
Rhodes plays some fine mainstream jazz guitar, Time Changes Everything
standing out in particular.
The recording is crystal clear
-beautifully defined and mixed to
the benefit of all. Whether you're a
Western Swing fanatic or have never
even heard the music, this is one
record you shouldn't miss.
Write Flying Fish Records, 3220 N.
Halsted, Chicago, IL 60657.

Sound:

A-

Performance: A
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Traditional Tunes: Alistair Anderson
Front Hall FHR-08, stereo, $6.98.
Alistair Anderson caused quite a stir
in folk music circles when he made his
American television debut on a PBS
series from the Philadelphia Folk Festival. He is one of the few exponents
of the English Concertina as a virtuoso
solo instrument, as it is generally considered too small and simple to be
used for anything more than an accompaniment to singing. Traditional
Tunes, Anderson's first U.S. album,
not only lives up to the expectations
aroused by his TV appearance but also
spotlights his talents on the North-

umbrian smallpipes, an instrument
rarely heard on this side of the Atlantic Ocean.
Anderson plays the concertina with
a jolly lilt that adds an extra sparkle of
jauntiness to the already catchy
Northumbrian and Scottish dance
tunes. The tunes he has chosen are

largely unfamiliar-although Morpeth Rant is well-known in New England, and The Musical Priest was
popularized in the U.S. by Horselips-but don't be surprised if you
find yourself humming and whistling
them before long.
Although I'm not familiar enough
with the Northumberland smallpipes
to really judge, Anderson's clean,
flowing execution on the pipes seem
to rival his concertina virtuosity. Gil Ian The Drover is a particularly affecting air. Two selections are double tracked with smallpipes on the left
and the concertina on the right. It's
interesting to note that on these cuts
the pipes negotiate the faster passages
with more agility than the slightly stiffer concertina. Maggy's Foot has some
unusual rhythmic twists, while If Love
Doesn't Bother You has a very Medieval sound, the result of a unique
blend of timbres on a haunting air.
Although the solo concertina per-

formances prove that Anderson
doesn't need any accompaniment,
the addition of Bill Spence on hammered dulcimer and guitar, and/or
pianist Toby Frank (both of Fenig's
All -Star String Band) on several tracks
adds both variety and musical interest.
Fink's strong New England -style
rhythm piano helps spark Random
Notes and the set of three 9/8 jigs
which opens side two. Spence's dulcimer merges effectively with the concertina on The Last of The Twins and
Swalwell Lasses, while his guitar helps
to establish a contagious dance beat
on Sheehan's Reel/The Dawn.
Two concertina tunes deserve special mention. The Strenuous Life is a
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a lower
pitched, tenor -treble concertina-the
instrument heard on the rest of the album is a treble concertina-which has
a reed organ sound and catches the
period flavor of the piece. Bill Charlton's Fancy is a clever little ditty with a
repeated melody and ever -more
complex ornamentation.
All instruments are clearly recorded
and judiciously mixed. The balance of
the smallpipes and concertina on the
double -tracked selections is so well
done, one would hardly guess the artificial nature of the performances.
Available from Front Hall Records,
RD1, Wormer Rd., Voorheesville, NY

Scott Joplin rag played on

12186.

Sound:

A-

Performance: A

Back In The Swing of Things: Hank

Thompson
ABC/Dot DOSD-2060, stereo, $5.98.
Hank Thompson was the last of the
great Western Swing bandleaders.
Emerging almost 30 years ago, he hit
his peak in the mid-50s-by this time,
Western Swing was already fading
into oblivion, yet Thompson remained a major country star throughout the 60s. Though he's continued to
record steadily during the 70s, he
hasn't had a major hit since Smokey
The Bar, about seven years ago.
Thus the current Western Swing revival is made to order for Hank
Thompson. Still in his early 50s and
very active as a popular club entertainer, he's far from an over -the -hill
relic of a once -glorious past, but a
polished performer who has maintained his old verve and virile swagger
intact while waiting for his music to
come back into vogue.
What this means is that Back In The
Swing of Things could easily have
been a classic. Although it comes
close at times, some poorly chosen
material prevents this album from fulfilling its potential. What could anyone do with Three Little Swigs ("from
a bottle of gin"), with its references to
big bad wolves and chinny-chinchins? Similarly, Another Shot of
Toddy has mock -hillbilly lyrics which
are almost too broad for "Hee-Haw"!
At least Play For Me One Polka makes
up for its corny scenario with a topnotch arrangement including a pizzicato fiddle break.
These tracks aside, the rest of the album is excellent. Honky-tonk-flavored songs like Forgive Me and Annie Over are combined with a light,
swing -inspired bounce, a precision drilled, four -fiddle section, and

Thompson's smooth, distinctive vocal
phrasing. The result is a less blues -oriented, less improvisatory, more sentimental brand of Western Swing than
in previous decades. Country tearjerkers of the type pioneered by Floyd
Tillman are especially suited to the
Hank Thompson approach, as I'll Sign
My Heart Away and Yesterday's Girl
will demonstrate. Personally, would
have preferred a few more up -tempo
swingers, such as Joe Allen's Big Band
Days and Hangover Tavern, the latter
featuring double steel guitar tradeoffs by Curley Chalker and Bob
White.
Producer -arranger Tommy Allsup
has hired some of the finest Western
Swing musicians currently active for
this session, including ex -Bob Wills
fiddlers Johnny Gimble and Keith
Coleman. While the band's contribution is felt throughout, the players
should have been given more space
to stretch out. At a total playing time
of 28 minutes, there certainly was
more room for instrumental solos.
Though the original tracks were
well -recorded, someone decided to
mix Thompson's singing too loudly at
the expense of the fiddles. Thompson's rich, sharp -edged baritone has
lowered somewhat over the years; apparently it was felt his upper register
needed a slight boost, resulting in a
treble echo in spots.
Performance: B+
Sound: BI

King of Stride: Joe Turner
Chiaroscuro CR 147, stereo, $6.98.
As the title indicates, this is pianist
Joe Turner, not the Kansas City blues
shouter of the same name.
This Joe Turner has been widely
touted as the "last of the great stride
pianists." But Turner is not just a stride
pianist, he is primarily a jazz melodist,
always maintaining the original line
upfront, but dressing it up with strong
bass patterns, upper -register chords
and fills, expansive runs, and auxiliary
notes and phrases of varying description. In this sense, the stride bass patterns become just one of many means
(albeit the most prominent one) by

which Turner explores the implications of a melody.
Turner's favorite approach is to play
the first chorus out of tempo, then
proceed to fall into a rollicking stride
bass rhythm. Unfortunately, when he
applies the pumping -bass routine to
inappropriate tunes like Emaline, I
Know That You Know, and Cocktails
For Two, the results may be technically dazzling, but they're too far-fetched to hold up under repeated lis -
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is much more impressive when he either steers clear of
stride-as on The Gypsy, Effervescence (a Fats Waller novelty rag), and
his blues originals, The Cookery and
Blues For Barney-or treats it lightly,
as on The Moon Is Low, Love Me, and
a Tatumesque Body and Soul. Still,
Taboo and The Ladder show that
when the occasion calls for it, Joe
Turner can stride with the best.
Several of Chiaroscuro's early releases suffered from a tightly restricted piano sound. There is no such
problem here, with a wide-ranging,
full-bodied sound equal to Turner's
two-fisted keyboard style. However,
numerous ticks and scratches are in-
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termittently disturbing.
Sound:

Ain't It Good To Have It All:
ABC ABCD-938, stereo, $6.98.
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I
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E4

Torn Bingham
Performance: A-

B+
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songs, imitators had to come along.
Jim & Ginger are just a little more
Michael Tearson
country, that's all.

Sound:

Performance:

C
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Mark Twang: John Hartford
Flying Fish 020, stereo, $6.98.
Since his last album for a major label about three years ago, John Hartford has been an itinerant musician of
the first caliber, honing his act into
one of the most individual and engaging anywhere. He's totally at ease
either on fiddle or banjo, occasionally

slipping into extraordinary hambone
and mouth noises with special attention to his tapping right foot.
Mark Twang is an excellent studio
record of just what Hartford is live.
Nothing is lost playing without an audience, a remarkable feat. The set includes some solid songs like Skipping
in the Mississippi Dew and the sage
Don't Leave Your Records in the Sun,
some silliness, and a banjo showcase
in Austin Minor Symphony.
Throughout his changes, Hartford is
immediate and warm and seemingly
well recorded. However, in the liner
notes Hartford notes the engineer's
insistence on including the disclaimer, "The seeming technical imperfections in this record which may
be indiscernable to the listener were
included at the request of the artist."
really didn't notice.
He was right.
I

M.T.

ADDRESS

Performance:

Sound: A

B-
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Theater
Donald M. Spoto

Cosi Fan Tutte: Mozart (English Version). A Metropolitan Opera Association Production conducted by Fritz
Stiedry.
Singers: Thebom, Peters, Tucker,
Guarrea, Alvary, Steber.
Odyssey Y3 32670 (3 discs), mono,
$8.98.

In his biography of Mozart, W.J.
Turner called Cosi Fan Tutte "a masterpiece alone and unequaled in the
history of art," a tender comic opera
that is also a "terrifying work" that
shows "the unexpectedness of one's
own natural behavior." Whether one
agrees with Turner's extravagant
praise or not-I count myself on his
side-the work, finished one year before the composer's death, constantly
amazes with its uncontrived complexities, its gentle richness and overwhelming lyricism, its total distance
from every musical and psychological
cliche. And although the story is, from
a merely realistic point of view, quite
impossible (name one libretto that is
possible; few of them, if any, are,
thank heavens ... but that's another
issue), it is surely not a "despised

music

oddly modified in the final
pressing, and the labels and liner
notes contradict the final reality. Side
1 is backed by side 5, and the concluding side 6 is the obverse of side 2.
Let the unprepared beware; let those
with automatic changers take notice.
And if future sets are issued, one
hopes at least the labels will be put to
right.
Also, there are unfortunate cuts.
Cosi is a long opera; even with negligible cuts, it needs four complete
discs. To reduce it to three is to invite
discontinuity, omission of important
passages-a truncated version, indeed. That's what happens here. Re has been

Richard Tucker

plot" (thus Bernard Shaw).
During the late 40s and early 50s,
the Metropolitan Opera recorded
more than a half dozen
complete operas featuring
its "original casts," orchestra,
and conductors. Cosi was among
them. Like several others, it was
performed in English for a time (that
custom is, happily, now demode), and
Columbia recorded it. It is now rereleased-presumably to help the debt ridden Met, as much as Columbiaon the comany's Odyssey label. There
are assets and liabilities to this version,
but think it will serve the unfinicky,
and especially the novice, quite well.
In any case, it deserves more than
passing interest in the history of opera
I

discs.
First, the liabilities. There's a whopping technical error: the usual structure of sides 1 and 6, 2 and 5, 3 and 4

AUDIO

citatives are lopped off like so many
unnecessary appendages (which they
never are in Mozart); Ferrando's second act cavatina Tradita, schernita disappears, as does Dorabella's aria E
amore un ladroncello. Many ensemble numbers sound as if the singers were being rushed (as they must
surely have been), and the pace too
often becomes breathless rather than
lively.
But it's not all bad. Conductor Fritz
Stiedry elicited some wondrously
crisp, balanced sounds from the Metropolitan orchestra, and the singers,
some of them still active today, are
here preserved at the top of their
form. Eleanor Steber's Fiordiligi will
never match Schwarzkopf's, and
Blanche Thebom's Dorabella does not
have the dark, rich quality of Christa
Ludwig in the role, but they are fine in
their own way. In 1952 (the year of this
recording), Steber could float a lovely
pianissimo high E, dip more than an
octave in the same breath and convey
real emotion. (Her Vanessa five years
later is also noteworthy, dramatically
effective, in a different way altogether, dark, undulating and proper for
that curious character.) Blanche Thebom understands Dorabella and is
perhaps the best acting singer here.
You can see her hesitate when her sister asks her which of the "imposters"
she will tryst with, and she rightly
stumbles before her "No, you decide,
dear sister." Richard Tucker was beginning to be a really heroic tenor; his
Ferrando is finely nuanced and solidly
delivered. Frank Guarrera and Lorenzo Alvary are strong and clear as
Guglielmo and Don Alfonso, respectively, and the young Roberta Peters is
simply delightful as the maid Despina.
Flippant when she should be, Peters
also produces a roundly comic alto as
the disguised "doctor" come to
"cure" the masked lovers who have
feigned poisoning. Later, as a De spina -turned -notary, she's really quite

funny.
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There are some very fine ensembles, too: that sublimely beautiful
Soave sia it vento terzzetino in act one
is movingly, languidly sung; the first
act finale is frothily engaging; and the
overture states themes quite precisely.
This English version is one of Ruth
and Thomas Martin's better translations, and although I'm opposed to
these in principle, I must admit it's
faithful to the spirit and sense, not
slavishly literal or cutesy modern-it
doesn't strain for the easy quip.
So here you have a rereleased Cosi
Fan Tutte that is interesting as an historical curiosity, and would be a good
introduction for students or novices
in the world of opera. They should all,

best
sell

b!J

dgnaci

however, eventually graduate to the
1962 Boehm -Schwarzkopf -Ludwig
version on the Angel label, which also
numbers the discs correctly.

Hear exceptional sound from Dynaco's new
D -20:L. This true bookshelf size speaker more
than matches speakers twice its size and price in
the faithful re-creation of today's music. Treat
yourEelf to a pair today and improve your
shelf esteem.

André Kostelanetz Plays A Chorus
Line, Treemonisha and Chicago.
Columbia KC 33954, stereo, $5.98.
Whaddya mean "plays..."? There
are two-count 'em, two-orchestral
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two from Chicago. (The notes claim
he "adds a special bonus with another
of Joplin's best known melodies-"
Some planning!) The other side has
five from the outrageously overpraised A Chorus Line. And they all
sound alike. That pretty, dull, Muzak like Kostelanetz sound-the sort of
thing that Fiedler and the Pops pulls
off with more dash. I suppose this
is music to do something else by.
Anything but listen. But then, after
all, Marvin Hamlisch (composer of
Chorus Line) gives Sominex a run for
its money.

The Private Lives of Elizabeth and Essex: The Classic Film Scores of Erich

Wolfgang Korngold.
RCA Red Seal.
This is an odd hemi-album: it contains only 3 scores that are not represented in LSC-3330, another Korngold
album (The Sea Hawk and others).
RCA might have been well advised to
issue instead a 2 -disc set to include
more of each and others not here,

rather than opt for needless re-

petition.
Korngold wrote music for Hollywood for a quarter century, and, with
Max Steiner, Franz Waxman and others, made film music an entity of itself.
His overture to The Private Lives of
Elizabeth and Essex was composed for
the Beverly Hills world premiere in
1939 and has not been heard since. It

OW., WALCO-LINCK CORP., CLIFTON, NJ 07015
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is a

lovely pastiche, reallly:

a

delicate

sentimentality pervades the whole,
and while it
track music,

self-consciously soundprovocative rather than
dominantly descriptive. Bette Davis
and Errol Flynn were properly served
by Korngold's rich score.
The Prince and the Pauper (1937) is
a less impressive score, in spite of its
is

is

almost unintentional symphonic

structure. But the IOve theme from
Anthony Adverse is an interesting
string exercise (although I do not
think it suggests the film's largeness or
emotional spread). The music for The
Sea Wolf is perhaps Korngold's most
intriguing score. The subtle psychologies of Jack London's deceptively simple tale of Wolf Larsen,
stern captain of the Ghost, were woven by Korngold into a musically arresting portrait. His use of the harmonica with a full sy,mphóny orchestra is neither gimmickry nor iconoclasm-it works well as the xylophone
in the love scene. Only the hyperglittering finale disappoints. The Cello
Concerto in C, opus 37, is a 12 -minute
expansion of the sections of surprisingly modern music for Deception
(1946). From the opening allegro
through the adagio and closing fugato, the score is richly inventive and
should be heard more often independently.
The album also contains a suite
from Another Dawn and Of Human
Bondage. All are newly recorded by
Charles Gerhardt and the National
Philharmonic Orchestra, whatever
that is.

Lucky Lady: Original Soundtrack
Recording. Music by Ralph Burns and
others.
Arista AL 4069, $6.98.
It's pertinent, in discussing this
soundtrack recording, to raise the old
question of whether a musical score
for stage or screen should stand (or
fall) on its own; whether a prior viewing is necessary before one can fully
appreciate or roundly excoriate. recall, back in the fifties, that the issue
was jejune with regard to My Fair
Lady; those who'd seen the show
loved the album-those who hadn't
rushed to the Mark Hellinger in New
York. But that was a Broadway show.
Movies raise different reactions.
Lucky Lady had, if remember correctly, a lukewarm reception. This album would certainly not encourage
me to see the movie, poorly pressed,
heavily scratched and wobbly, badly
I

I

edited from the track. And the
songs-apart from one or two old-
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ie/goodies-are of a banality that is
monumental. Liza Minnelli is quite
delicious doing While the Getting Is
Good, which has a nice bouncy flavor
to it and conveys her own proper
churlishness at this sort of stuff. The
title song, on the other hand, is forgettably unmelodic (doesn't composer Burns know anything about syncopation as an occasional device?). Burt
Reynolds (do you believe that?) wanders through a one -minute version of

the Waller/Razaff Ain't Misbehavin',
which is a misbehavin' disaster. We
never do hear Gene Hackman, the
film's third star.
What is terribly interesting is the selection of old cuts: Bessie Smith
crooning the Young Woman Blues
and Hot Time in the Old Town
Tonight. Sad, tired old Bessie. Her
way still works, after all these years.
would have loved to have seen her in
person. She graces this flaccid disc.
I

TheAudloCriticishere!
The announcement that
The Audio Critic would be coming in
January created a response beyond all
expectations. Subscriptions started to
pour in as early as mid -September.
Now the waiting is over. The first
issue is available, at least to those who
act immediately.
The Audio Critic is the first
regularly published, noncommercial
review of high-priced ("exotic") audio
equipment. There has never been anything quite like it. It's more like an
investment advisory service than an
audio publication.
Six times a year, by subscription
only, The Audio Critic brings you
comparative test reports in depth,
bluntly naming by name what's best,
what isn't and why.
Unlike the commercial, mass circulation hi-fi magazines, The Audio
Critic can't be inhibited in its outspokenness by advertisers, since it
carries no advertising. (Small -space
classified ads placed by subscribers are
the only exception.)
And unlike the free-lance equipment reviewers and columnists of these
magazines, The Audio Critic has no
career -serving interest in being buddies
with manufacturers. So it can be
merciless in its criticism of the most
powerful names, should the occasion
arise.
On the other hand, unlike the
little "underground" audiophile reviews, The Audio Critic recognizes the
journalistic obligation to meet deadlines
and show up in your mailbox on
schedule. Not at six-month or nine month intervals, or possibly never
again ..
Also unlike the undergrounds,
The Audio Critic has the professional
depth (and capital) to operate its own,
in-house laboratory facility,
complete with spectrum analyzer,
highly specialized signal generators and other sophisticated test
equipment. These are used as an
indispensable check on

The Audio Critic's subjective, "goldenear" evaluations, which of course have
top priority.
One year's subscription to The
Audio Critic (six issues) costs $28, firstclass mail only. That's cheaper than any
Wall Street advisory service of comparable scope and quality. For overseas

airmail, add $5.
Volume 1, Number 1, the
January/ February issue, features a
giant survey of preamplifiers with
pretensions to state-of-the-art. They
include:
Advent 300 (at "preamp out")

AGI Model511
Audio Research SP -4
BGW Model 202
Dayton Wright SPS Mk 3
D B Systems preamp and
pre-preamp
Dynaco PAT -5
Epicure Model M-4
GAS Thaedra
Luxman C-1000
Luxman CL -35/ III (tube)
Luxman CL-350
Marantz 3600
Mark Levinson JC-2 (A and D)
Paragon Model 12 (tube)
Quad 33
Rappaport PRE -1
Stax SRA-12S

Yamaha C-1
Yamaha C-2
All of these were tested under the
same roof over the same period of
time, with each unit instantly available
for comparison in either the listening
room or the laboratory. (Who else can
make that statement?)
Shorter but equally interesting
articles on speakers, tonearms and other
equipment are also in the same issue.
The press run of The Audio
Critic is, for the moment, still limited.
So, if you don't want to miss
Volume 1, Number 1,
send your $28 subscription
the first six issues today to
Ofor
The Audio Critic, Box 392,

l

IC

Bronxville, New York 10708.

FOR SALE
ANTI -SKATING for AR TURNTABLES!! Proven counter
weight design of nickel steel & aluminum construction In
in minutes S7 00 postpaid (Dealer inquiries inAUDIO INNOVATIONAL PRODUCTS P 0 Box 1607

stall yourself
vited

I

Portsmouth

SUPEX

-

N H

03801

ORTOFON

--

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

OTHER MOVING COIL CART

AND

FAIRFIELD

WESTCHESTER

COUNTY

AUDI-

OPHILES TAKE NOTE! THE AUDIOPHILE, 231 BEDFORD
STREET, STAMFORD, CONN. specializes in equipment for
the connoisseur G A S Koss Model One. ADC, Crown. Dahl
quint. Dyna. Epicure. Infinity. Philips. SAE, SME. Stan. TEAC,
Technics. Thorens. Soundcraftsmen Oenon. Sonus and many
more 1203) 348 3551 (Closed Mondays)

OWNERS: Send for free literature on our Micro
performance at
$99 95
Huntmgtnn
Superb
Electronics. Box 2009 A Huntington. Conn 06484
RIDGE

Preamp

652
ELECTRONIC CROSSOVERS -- ALL TYPES Updated define
rive booklet describes applic mions how to unprone speaker
systems. S5 00 postpaid. credited to first purchase Hunting
tun EleUronics Bun 2009 A Huntington Conn 06484
LOWEST DISCOUNT PRICES ANYWHERE on audio equip
ment All maim brands discounted Write for quotes. K&L
Sound Services 15 N Beacon St Watertown Mass 02172

D

DON'T PAY THE HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES
THIEVES WAREHOUSE OF FT WALTON BEACH
BEAL PKWY_ N W, FT WALTON BEACH, FL 32546

If you

like Satin, Supex, EMT, FR

or Denon, you'll love the Entré -1.

MIAMI FLORIDA 33135

den

KEF.

Rogers. SME. Ariston, HPD.

Sug

Radford. Neal Technics, Sony. Alwa. Yamaha, Pioneer,

Shipping list free or send S3 bills to include literature
Goodwins, 7 The Broadway. WoodGreen. London N22 Phone
888 0077 Visitors welcome

-

CANADIANS

Send for tree catalog

DOUS DISCOUNTS

Box

mail order specialists'

etc

NEEDLES and Stereo Cartridges at Discount
prices lot Shure Pickering Stanton Empire. Grado and ADC
CARTRIDGES Dept A

Fi

Save on BAO. Celestion, Tandberg. Revox, Transcriptors. Jor-

DIAMOND

LYLE

DYNACO

Write

En

COMPONENTS AT TREMEN
Jay Sales Hornepayne. Ontario

INNOVATIVE AUDIO

TIFIC

Box IUDC

Green Bank WVa

24944

vanced audio acoustics lab

The major reasons for YOU to participate in the "'Innovative

Experience: 1) We

mula

4

DB Systems

choice. Hear the audible superiority of the LINN SONDEK

Celestion
Linn-Sondek

5) We give service that most everyone else promises. We
LEND units while your s is being serviced
6) We are nice people.
Mark Levinson
Accuphase

Ourotessance
SAE

Sequerra
Dunlap -Clarke
Audire
Audio -General
Innotech

Klipsch

ADS

OlM

IMF International

Spender

Gale

Micro Seiki
Thorens

Technics
Ortofon

Denon

citing equipment the BRAVURA and LEVINSON Class A
amplifiers, the new PAOLI tube amps, the PARAGON and
DB SYSTEMS preamps, the SLEEPING BEAUTY, FORMULA 4 arm, and a best buy, the new CONNOISSEUR BDI

Supex

Satin

turntable.

TEAC

ka

TT

AND

MUCH

THIEVES WAREHOUSE

OF

MOBILE

1770 BELTLINE HIGHWAY, MOBILE, ALABAMA 36609
DON'T PAY THE HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES.
THIEVES WAREHOUSE OF ATLANTA
# 6
BELVEDERE PLAZA SHOPPING CENTER,

1203 COLUMBIA DRIVE, DECATUR. GA 30032
ONE STOP for all your professional audio requirements Bob
tom line oriented

F

T C

Brewer Company.

P

0

Box

8057.

"MINT CONDITION", DBX 119 $130. Burwen UHF 1201
$200. TEAC A-450 $250; reasonable offers considered. B.
McFall 2588 7th Ave. N.Y,C., N.Y. 10039. (212) 862-9462

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
RATES
BUSINESS ADS Pue, Sale. Help Wanted, Services, Business Opportunities. Shortwave, Tape Recordings, etc. etc.
60. per word (minimum charge for eight words per line,
$4.80 per line.). First line set in bold tace type at no extra
charge. Extra lines set in bold face type, $1.20 per word
(minimum charge for eight words per line, $9.60 per line).
One point ruled box" extra charge $8.00. Full payment
must accompany order.

BGW

STAX

Hear the best of the British speakers: LENTEK. KEF, B &
W, IMF INTERNATIONAL, QUAD. Hear the new and ex-

newsletter for a more complete listing.
NATURAL SOUND, 315 South 11th Street. Lincoln, Nebras-

Fons

Lancaster Ave., Wynewood, PA 19096;

E

DON'T PAY THE HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES

you information that is honest & concise

the audio art.
Hear a properly set up V15111 -G cartridge in a GRACE arm
and see if you don't agree with us that it, too, is unexcelled
for its naturalness. Hear the rich and exciting sound of the
FIDELITY RESEARCH in a KMAL arm. Hear the best of the
moving coil and magnetic cartridges and make your own

newsletter and a catalog of audiophile records available from
us: ARK, AUDIO LABS, LEVINSON...
PREOWNED: Classic Marantz tube system, ARC SP3a-1,
Dual 150, D-100, Tympani Ilia. IC, WA panels, IMF International Monitors, Audio General, Stax and DB Systems pre amps. Ampzilla, Quad 303 and 405 amplifiers, Armstrong receiver, Sony TA -5650, Thorens T0125 MKII with Decca and
SME arms, Transcriptors skeleton and ERA turntables, Braun
TG 1000, Koss ESP 9s, Stax SR -5s... Write or call for our

Polk Spkrs.

Tonearms.

MORE!!!( 233

don't look at our watches while demonstrating.

4) We offer a wide range of super quality equipment in all
price categories.

will want to receive our

Exciting new product lines for

Series of Electronics, Source Engineering's New Noise Reduction System. EMT Moving Coil Cartridges, Transcriptors TT,
Sonus Carts., Otan Decks, KEF Spkrs.. Spender Spkrs, For-

2) We try to gently guide you in your selection by offering

NATURAL SOUND
salutes those audio manufacturers who have raised the art of
sound reproduction to new levels of excellence.
NATURAL SOUND cordially invites you to hear the new
line of FULTON speakers which are unparalleled for their
naturalness and quickness of response. BRAVURA and
GREAT AMERICAN SOUND(Thaedra/Thoebe, Ampzilla
II/Son of Ampzilla electronics which set new standards for

If you are interested in audio, you

research and devel-

76-77 including: Audio Pulse Home Digital Delay Line,
Acoustat Direct Tube Drive Electrostatic Spkr., Crown's New
High Definition Series of Amps and Preamps. Fulton Systems,
Infinity's New Quantum Spkr. Series Luxman Ultra -High Fidelity Solid State & Tubes, IMF International Spkrs, RTR
Point Source Direct Drive Electrostatic Spkrs, IM Fried Models H, M, D, R II, L, G. & S Spkrs, Denon 81k. & Wht Carts.
Stax Electrostatic Spkrs, Nakamichi s Recording Director

3) We are NOT SNOBS

over expensive direct drive turntables.

is a

with the most scientifically ad-

Pensacola, Florida 32505

69 Kensington Station Brooklyn. New York 11218

GRAPHIC EQUALIZER PLANS: Novel circuit very effec
rive Inexpensive requires no inductors Ten knobs loctave
bands) compensate your Hi Fi Tape providing better listen
mg Complete plans rushed only 53 49 GREEN BANK SCAN

center combined

opment

215-667-3048.
BUY DIRECT from England's Hi
dan Watts. Lowther

DON'T PAY THE HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES. THIEVES
# 201.
WAREHOUSE OF MIAMI 1756 S W 8th STREET

CYBERACOUSTIC LABORATORY

NON BUSINESS ADS - Situations Wanted, used equipment for sale by private individuals: 35e per word (minimum charge for eight words per line, $2.80 per linel. First
line set in bold face type at no extra charge. Extra lines set
in bold face type: 70a per word (minimum charge for eight
words per line. $5.60 per line). Full payment must accompany order.

ADL

Grace

SME

KMAL
Revox

SAEC

Beyer

FREQUENCY DISCOUNT - 3 times. less 10%, 6 times,
less 15% 12 times. less 20%.

BLIND ADS

- Box numbers may be used et $2.00 extra for
handling and postage.

MAIL ORDER AND DISPLAY CLASSIFIED RATE

2 col x 1"

$85
$125
$175
$125

2"

$225

DBX

1

Ater reading this weird but "Innovative" ad, we seriously
hope you'll come by and "Experience' us

1

129 Degraw Street
Brooklyn, New York 11231

1

col x 1 "
col n 2"

colx 3"

2 col x

(212) 596-0888

Advertiser must supply complete film negative ready for
printing for mad order and display ads.

CAMPUS REPS! CONSUMERS! DEALERS! Most medium

AUDIO Magazine
401 North Broad Street
Philadelphia, Penne 19108

and many high end lines available at lowest wholesale. Make

10%!40% Repping/Demonstrating high quality loudspeaker
line. Prices, info Si (refundable w/order) + SASE (812)
332-4252 AUDIO 1010 S. Dunn, Bloomington, Indiana
47401.

68508, (402) 475-3325.

HOW TO ANSWER BOX NUMBER ADS
When replying to an Audio Box Number Ad, please use this
address Box No
delphia, Pa 19108.

c/e Audio, 401

AUDIO

AmericanRadioHistory.Com

No, Broad Street. Phila-
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FOR SALE

FOR SALE

AUDIO RESEARCH D-150 power amp. $2,300 and SP3A-1
pre -amp $500. Call 1-216-658-4675.

THE SOUND ROOM IS an organization dedicated to provide

THORENS TO 124 turntable with Ortofon and ESL arms and
cartridge. Mint. $190. 213-892-0101.

discerning audiophiles with the finest matched components
to reproduce the most accurate sound available. We currently
recommend the following products:

DEMO SPECIALS: Ohm F $700./pair; Dahlquist DO -10
$650./pair; Transcriptor skeleton $300 w/vestigal arm
Mint used equipment: Thorens TO 125 w/nondetachable
SME $295.; ADS L700 $220../pair

217 College Ave., Blacksburg, Va.
24060, (703) 552-6850
Audio

Reproduction.

REVOX A-700

2 -track

sel -sync, traveling case $1500;

2

SONY C-500 condenser cardoid microphones (state of the
art). SONY power supply $900; 2 AKG C-414 four-way con-

denser microphones $700; DBX 154 four channel noise reduction unit $400. George Swanson, Box 350, Culver. Minnesota 55727. (218) 345-3334.

FUTTERMAN DIRECT -COUPLED output transformerless
vacuum tube amplifiers; we're manufacturers-patentees; esoteric audio dealers sought.

Golden Ears Reference Loudspeaker system using KEF drivers, professionally assembled

BRITISH COLUMBIA. CANADA

Dayton -Wright
Mark Levinson
Dunlap-Clarke

Audio Research
FMI (Fulton)
Magneplanar
Rogers (BBC Monitors)

Bose

BGW

Infinity

Dahlquist
KEF ('Super C' & 'Reference' series)

Stax

*

RAW

DRIVERS

*

Linn Sondek

AR (Advanced Development Division)

HIGH QUALITY RAW DRIVERS

Grace
SME

Soundcraftsmen

Micro -Acoustics

Denon

KMAL (Keith Monks)

FEATURE OF THE MONTH: New Audio Research D-100 solid

state power amplifier now in stock and available for in -home
demonstration.

INCH

LOW

WATT

12

70

10

35
20

8

DISTORTION
OZ.

V.C.

40
20

2"

10

1"

F.A.R.

11/2"

PRE -PAYMENT ONLY

-

FREIGHT PAID

P. 0. Box

22525

SACRAMENTO. CALIFORNIA 95822

MILWAUKEE & WISCONSIN'S ONLY
TRUE AUIDOPHILE DEALER
Specialists in components by Audio Research, Dahlquist,
Transcriptors, SAE, Nakamichi, Bozak, SME, DBX, Revos, Infinity, RTR, Phase -Linear, Tendberg, G-A.S., London -Decca,
Stax, Sonus and over 50 others. Wisconsin's ONLY Audio Research dealer with their new product line on demonstration
Plus one of the truly largest displays of tape decks & accessories in the entire country. Over 130 machines on display.
WACK ELECTRONICS, INC. 5722 W. NORTH AVE. MIL-

low BOTTOM ENDs to be used with speakers having efficiencies up to 15db. or more higher than the
ones named above. It is passive, low-level and allows the full power of your amplifier to be available
to all speakers for the peaks.

(604) 736-7771
just tweaked by factory in factory sealed

-

carton, $675. 218-724-8088 Minn.

The BE -1A retails for $235. (Slightly higher east of California). The double speaker, DBE-1A has 6db. more bass at

KLH MODEL SCX-3A speaker mint condition, $625.00. Call

twice the efficiency for super audiophile installations. ($445
on the west coast). Join the world of the sub -woofer. It will

1

(301) 742-5939

Newsletter 3 describes many
modifications you can make to your arm, color photos and
details. $2. AUIDOETC, Box 55, Lansing, Iowa 52151

LOUDSPEAKER DESIGN COOKBOOK - Specific design information for air suspension reflex, resistive port, passive
radiator, and T. L.'s using available drivers. Includes sections
on passive and active crossovers, low cost test procedures,
cone doping, unbaffled bi-directional speakers, cosmetic technique. Practical application for builders, profusely referenced
for theory freaks. $5.95 to Speaker Research Associates
)SRA), 3959 S.E. Hawthorne Blvd., Portland, Ore. 97214.

AUDIO

-

increase your overall pleasure far more than the same dollars
spent almost any other way on an already good system.
Send for literature and dealer list for

AUDIO-TECH ELECTRONICS
STATE-OF-THE-ART SPEAKER KITS

$65.00 to $700.00. Plans. Raw Drivers. Complete Lab Facility. $50,000 in Test Equipment.
Philips
Pioneer

ADC

Dyna-Mk-8
mhvervic

Sonus

Transcriptor
Marantz
McIntosh
Special: Marantz Receivers 25% off if purchased with any
pair of speaker kits.
3863 Steilacoom Blvd. S.W.
Tacoma, Washington 98499

206-584-0332
DISCOUNTS ON MOST HIGH -END audio lines. Free Shipping.
AUDIOBROKERS

909 W. 77th Street,

S. Drive
Indianapolis, Indiana 48260

SONY RT -2044 open reel, 2 mos. old, excellent, must sell.
First $800 - John (516) 221-0511, or write, 1830 Hannington Ave.. Wantagh, N.Y. 11793

CONNOISSEUR TURNTABLE & Base, Weathers MM -1,
Pick-up. Robert Kurtzberg, 6703 North 12th Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 19126.

VINTAGE MARANTZ MODEL

2 basic amps. Stereo pair.

Very rare & about mint. T.M. West Jr., 405 Meadowbrook

tn., Birmingham, Ala. 35213. (205) 871-5919.

MARANTZ MODEL stereo pre amp, model 86 stereo amp,
all original paperwork $400 plus shipping. C. T. Lewis, Rt
7

2 Box

185-A, Morrisonville, N.Y.

STEREO LP COLLECTION
Peloquin, 505
5741

S.

-

1960 to date. Price List 500.

Birney, Bay City, Mich. 48706, (517) 892-

a

dealer near you.

Miller and Kreisel Sound, Incorporated
8719 Wilshire Boulevard
Beverly Hills, California 90211
(213) - 852-8318

TACOMA, WASHINGTON

WAUKEE, WI. 53208

VIKING TAPE EQUIPMENT =75 Transport w/2 track Sony
P/B head, $15; PB70 mono P/B preamp, $5; pair RP83
REC/PB preamps, $125 pr; =86 type transport with 2 PB10
P/B preamps switchable 2 or 4 track, $150; =86 type transport with 2 track R/P/E heads, no electronics, $125. Also,
Ampex Micro 85 cassette transport, ne electronics, $25; 4
Bozak 2096 midrange speakers, $30 ea; 2 Altec Hi Z/300 it
balanced line transformers, $15 pr; 2 Altec balanced
300 st /Hi Z input transformers. $10 pr; 2 Hitachi 6BM8 output transformers, $5 pr. H. J. Regan, P.O. Box 34045, Washington. D.C. 20034

vide the properties described above.
And now, totally new. The M&K "BASS RAMP" to al-

Canada V6K 2G6

25H3 $28.00
19H3 $20.00
35H3 $ 8.00

S.T.A.R. INDUSTRIES INCORPORATED

Other great products:
A newly improved line of matrixing crossover networks, to avoid the need for bi-amping, developed
after extensive research and listening tests to pro-

2803 West Broadway
Vancouver, British Columbia

RABCO SL -8E OWNERS

PRICE

distinguish between various bass instruments.
Solid feel of floor shock on Flamenco.
Exceptionally smooth transition to your audiophile
quality Mangneplanars, Magnepans. Dahlquists,
mlllacoustats or Quad ESLS (or other fine speakers)
and careful avoidance of coloration to the already
excellent mid-bass of these great performers.

THE SOUND ROOM

FEATURING HI-POWER CAPABILITY
AND

Super detail on drum skin sounds and the ability to

Goldring

MARANTZ 500

DISTRIBUTED SYSTEMS ARE NOW
AVAILABLE DIRECTLY TO YOU!

Thorens
Ariston Audio

Bozak

"Silk Purse" cartridge, exceptional
clarity, $95.00. English TriChannel pair tubed amplifiers, superb $495. Brociner rare mono tubed amplifier, updated
$150.00. Esoteric recordings, request list. GOLDEN EAR, Box
2189, Riverview, Michigan 48192. (313) 479-1234.

M&K ANNOUNCES 2 NEW
ADUIOPHILE BASS EXTENDERS
The famous'M&K BOTTOM END is now available in two improved models: The BE -1A and the OBE -1 A. We believe they
are the finest available sub -woofers, particularly for detailed,
tight bass. A speaker that produces high Sound Power Levels
for long sustained organ notes is easy to manufacture and
the M&K BOTTOM ENDs are excellent in this regard, but for
the discriminating Audiophile, they also have:

Lux (Luxman)
Phase Linear

mqvuad

or kit. Promethean rare

SPEAKERS USED IN MANY NATIONALLY

FOR SALE

ACCURATE SOUND NOW OFFERS seven high accuracy
speaker kits, including an exceptional car or van speaker and
ultimate transmission line with ribbon tweeter top end.
Prices range from $115.00/pair to $785.00/pair. Kits include drivers (KEF, Coles, & Decca), crossovers using film capacitors, air core inductors, and high quality L -pads, back
plate with binding posts and fuse holder, and cabinet plans.
Drivers and crossovers available separately. Domestic and exotic wood veneers available. For more information: Accurate
Sound, 1213 "M" Street, Lincoln, Nebraska 68508 (402)

489-1218.
Paragon the finest sounding preamplifier at any price!
Threshold 1000 watt peak per channel Class A amplifier.
Beveridge full range electrostatic loudspeaker and integral
amplifier -180 degree dispersion, no beaming, no crossovers,
deep bass.

Spender loudspeakers the BBC standard for quality
control and program monitoring.
Audionics loudspeakers - compare the M -32B ($320 pair) to
$3000 electrostatics!
DB Systems preamplifier, cartridge preamp, and electronic
crossovers.
Era turntable and other selected components.
AUDIO EXCELLENCE is dedicated to demonstrating only the
most accurate components available.
Call or write now for your personal appointment to hear
them.
AUDIO EXCELLENCE
Box

10253

Pittsburgh, PA 15232

412-683-9550
LOW MASS NYLON CARTRIDGE mounting hardware. 14
piece set, $2.50 ppd. Component Systems, 5556 Personality
Ct., Indianapolis. Indiana 46227

INFINITY 2000A's: Walnut. Under Warranty. Beautiful. Call

McINTOSH MR -78 tuner ($585) mint (614) 297-1753

February 1977
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Evenings. 512/854-3521.
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N.Y,

Long Island

DESIGnATROn
is your franchised dealer for:

ADC * Advent . Allison * Audio/Pulse
* AKG * Bose * Cizek * Dahlquist *
dbx * Harman/Kardon JBL * Luxman
SME *
* McIntosh * Ortofon * Revox
Soundcraftsmen Tandberg * Technics
and more
Thorens . .

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

STEREO CARTRIDGES AND STYLUS REPLACEMENTS
FOR: ADC, Audio Technica. B&0. Grado, Empire. Mr
cro/Acoustics, Pickering. Ortofon. Shure. Stanton. Supex
Write for free catalog: NEEDLE IN A HAYSTACK, Dept. MA,
P.O.

Box 17436. Washington, D.C. 20041.

PROFESSIONAL HI-FI COURSE - Instructors include Len
Feldman, Julian Hirsch, Larry Klein and Larry Zide. Home
study course available. Send $2 for full color AUDIO PRIMER
and full information on joining SAC. Society Audio consultants, 49 East 34th St., Dept. A, New York, NY 10016.

.

Stereo Components for the
quality -conscious buyer. Talk to our
friendly, knowledgeable staff.
Compare components in our spacious,
professionally designed showrooms.
I-lave your music system pretested and
aligned in our S20,000 Quality Control
and Prericion Ttrnine Laboratory.

DESIGnATROn'S

PROTECT YOUR LPs. Poly sleeves for jackets 8c round bottom inner sleeves 7c Poly lined paper sleeves 15c White
jackets 35c Postage S1 50 House of Records. Hillburn, New
York 10931

ATTENTION CANADIANS
Over 100 top brands, stereo components. Write for quote.
ADCO Sales. Box

13359. Kanata. Ontario K2K 1X5.

DON'T PAY THE HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES
THIEVES WAREHOUSE

SARASOTA

OF

6564 GATEWAY AVENUE SARASOTA, FLORIDA 33581
BUILD YOUR OWN SPEAKERS AND SAVE UP TO 50%.
You can assemble your own high quality, multi -element sterfew hours and save up to half the cost of
comparable speakers Send for our free 32 -page catalog of
speaker kits. raw speakers and accessories SPEAKERLAB.
A2. 5500

-35th

N E.,

Seattle. WA 98105

DON'T PAY THE HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES. THIEVES

96

WAREHOUSE OF FT MEYERS, 3081 CLEVELAND AVENUE.
FT MYERS,

passes any other modification service! Comparisons confidentially invited, particularly with the OKI LAB's product.
Cosmetically improved with new anodized faceplate and

knobs. $200 for use with tube amps. $225 for solid state
compatibility. $25 extra for walnut case. STEREO 70 and Mk

modifications equally unique and spectacular; cathode
coupled. internally fan cooled, and tailored phase margin.
Write for information. AUDIO DIMENSIONS, 8898-K Clairemont Mesa Boulevard, San Diego, California 92123.
III

BAY AREA AUDIOPHILES
Now you can find the fine products and quality service
you've been seeking - in Menlo Park at Weingarten Stereo
where we featureAKAI
GRACE
AUDIOANALYST

SHURE

SME

LUXMAN

FLORIDA 33901

GRADO

SONUS

IN STOCK & ON DEMONSTRATION: Audio Research Tympani 1-C. SP -3a-1. Dual 76a: Dayton -Wright XG-8 Mk III.
SPS. SPL. 535: Dahlquist DQ-10; Gale GS 401 A; Luxman:
Sequerra: Yamaha B-1, CT -7000. NS -1000: Dunlop -Clarke;
SAE; Stax:

I.

M. Fried: Nakamichi:

MAXELL

AKG

PIONEER

BEYER

SHEFFIELD

ELECTRO -VOICE

FRESH AIRE

DISCWASHER
and many more

Reyes: Magnepan; ADS;

WEINGARTEN STEREO
725 SANTA CRUZ AVE
MENLO PARK, CALIF. 94025
(4151 323-5111

RTR: B & 0: Crown; Advent Video -Beam: Tandberg;
Citation; IAD: R.B. Audio; Denon: Supex: Satin: Grace 707:
Decca; Rabco: Connoisseur: Thorens; Transcriptor; others...
THE GRAMOPHONE, LTD.
751 ASP St., Norman, OK 73069
BGW;

405-364-9477
6569

b

East

51st Tulsa,

OK 74145

918-663-1511
POLK AUDIO MONITOR SERIES
AUDIO BREAKTHROUGHS now has on demonstration the
remarkable new Polk loudspeakers. Compare them to the finest loudspeakers in the world. Both the Seven ($199.95
ea) and the Ten ($189 00 ea) utilize high definition polymer

laminate bass -midrange drivers, wide dispersion soh dome
tweeters and fluid coupled sub -bass radiators. They are capable of reproducing a highly defined phase accurate three
dimensional sonic image which rivals the thousand dollar super speakers. They sound great with a small receiver, yet reveal the fine subtleties of state of the art electronics like Levinson and G A.S Shipped free in U.S Send for free brochures on Polk or our other fine lines. AUDIO BREAKTHROUGHS, 1681 Northern Blvd. Manhasset L I_ N.Y

THIEVES WAREHOUSE OF BIRMINGHAM,
123 ROEBUCK PLAZA DR. BIRMINGHAM, ALA 35206

THE HADCOCK ARM
No tone arm is truly universal. but the HADCOCK GH228

elicits better performance from all cartridges save EMT and
Star, and features a unipivot with optional viscous damping,
double decoupling, and the lowest effective mass at the
stylus point (4g) of any pivoted arm. The price of $150 includes the adjustable GH Unilih. Dealer inquiries invited. IMPEX, 34 North Gore. St. Louis, MO 63119. (314) 968-4880.

10% on above for postage. Other tapes also on special, write
for catalog: Sound. PO8 88338, Atlanta, GA 30338.

THOUSANDS OF LIKE NEW LP's and prerecorded tapes.
Catalogue - $1.50. House of Records. Hillburn, New York
10931.

AUDIO'S HI -Fl HANDBOOK
components. in-

Complete reference guide to over 1.000
cluding prices and specs All arranged in
easy comparison. Plus over 30 outstanding
topics, trends and advances. State-of-the-art
ophiles. Only

a

tabular form for
articles on audio
reading for audi

limited quantity available Over 200 pages

ARIZONA AUDIOPHILES

'

' Sennheiser ' J.B.L. ' Sony V-F.E.T. ' Beyer ' Jen' Dahlquist ' Supex
nings Research ' Nakamichi ' Yamaha
' Sansui
TEAC
C. -N. Labs. ' Fidelity Research Gale
' SuTranscriptor ' Harmon Kardon ' Yamaha ' Beveridge
'
Mark Levinson ' ADS ' H.K. Citation.
pex
JERRY'S AUDIO EXCHANGE

Tempe -130

E.
E.

MINT USED COMPONENTS: Audio Research SP3A1 550,
Audio Research 075 500, Epicure 1 475, I.M. Fried R II 550,
Soundcraftsmen RP2212 22S, Quad 303 200. Quad FM 3
200, Radford ZD22 300, Marantz 7T 225, Thorens

T0125ABMKII 250, Audio Research Tympani II Woofer 500,
Koss ESP 9 80; Sherwood SEL -300 325. Sound Advice, 536
State Rd., Emmaus Pa. 18049. Mon. Tues. Thurs. Fri. 129:30, Wed. 6-9:30, Sat. 10-6. (215) 987-4418
THE NEW MODEL 12 PARAGON PREAMPLIFIER. Improvement of the Model 10 highly acclaimed recently in an
audiophile magazine is now available at Paragon of Sound.
You are invited to call 301-229-2676 (Bethesda, Md.) for an

appointment to hear the difference.

HI-FI ENTHUSIASTS WANTED!! Earn more than lust spare
money in your spare time We need campus representatives
to sell name brand stereo components at discount prices in
your area High commission, no investment required Serious
inquiries only, please. Contact: Alan Weisberg, K&L Sound
Services Co. 75 N. Beacon St., Watertown. Mass. 02172.

DON'T PAY THE HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES

'

Linear

Phoenix -334

Brooks. San Jose. Calif. 95125 14081 998-2693.

AMPEX TAPES

Crown ' E.S.S. ' Accuphase ' S.A.E. ' Revox ' S.M.E.
Rabco Sequerra
Burwen
Grace
Stax * Tandberg
Uher
Klipsch Phase
Thorens
Stanton
Bose

'

NAME BRAND RECORDING TAPE, custom loaded Available in cassettes, reels, and cartridges. Huge savings direct
from manufacturer. New catalogue now available, MJS, 516

Ampex Audio Studio Mastering Tapes. 631-641. 406407.
and "GRAND MASTER" in stock for immediate shipment
1'2", 1" & 2" Factor fresh. Best Prices TECHNIARTS. 8555
Fenton St.. Silver Spring, MD 20910 13011 585-1118

Camelback Rd. 85012

University Dr. 85281

Tucson -1037 N. Park Ave. 85719

602-263-9410
602-968-3491
602-622-7407

DON'T PAY THE HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES. THIEVES
# 3, 203 South 18th
WAREHOUSE OF BIRMINGHAM
STREET, BIRMINGHAM, ALABAMA 35233.

THIEVES WAREHOUSE OF PENSACOLA

3731 NAVY BOULEVARD. PENSACOLA, FLORIDA 32507
FREE SAMPLE! World's foremost audio newsletter

CARBON FILM RESISTORS- ' W. 5% from 10-4 7
megohms for 31/2c each Fifty per value S.85 Discounts
available. FREE samples 'specifications Other quality components Components Center. Box 134A. N Y NY 10038
.

DON'T PAY THE HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES.
THIEVES WAREHOUSE OF ORLANDO,

1915 EAST COLONIAL DRIVE. ORLANDO.

To The Reproduction Of The Original

Sound-

Audio Research, Bang & Olufsen. Klipsch, Audionics, Radford.
Revox, Linn Sondek, Crown, dbx, Sequerra and others
THE SOUND ENVIRONMENT
Butler Square, Suite 114, 100 North Sixth Street,
Minneapolis, Minn. 55403, (6121 339-4641

DON'T PAY THE HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES. THIEVES
WAREHOUSE OF BOCA RATON, 499 N E 20th STREET.
BOCA RATON, FLORIDA 33431

FL

32803

96 leading Hi -I-1

Many exclusive factory closeout and special deals
Quotations via return mail. Nationwide mailorder service
FREE catalogs lam packed with bargains in Hrh equipment.

tape and recording accessories. calculators, telephones and
accessories. kits. parts, etc Hundreds of factory and government surplus specials too! American inquiries welcome. Rush
free catalog request to ETCO. Dept. AUA. Box 741. Montreal
H3C 2V2

RADIO & T.V. RECEIVING TUBES. We have all tube types
that are mfg. for $1.50 each. One year fully guaranteed!
Rush $1.00 today for complete information to: R.O. Kreps
Electronics, P.O. Box 41, Augusta, Ohio 44607.

AUDIO

AmericanRadioHistory.Com

on over

brands

MINNEAPOLIS

-Dedicated

AUDI-

OMART! Box 821, Stratford, Connecticut 06497.

CANADIANS: Best Hi-Fi discounts

11030 516-627-7333
DON'T PAY THE HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES.

Reconditioned NAB metal 101/2" reels, $24.00 per dozen.

Audio Hi-Fi Handbook, 401 N. Broad St.. Phila.. Pa. 19108.
THE ULTIMATE PAS newly developed circuitry converts
Dynaco PAS to stunning state-of-the-art contender. Far sur-

eo speakers in a

Dept

101/2' Recorder Specialists: Fresh Scotch L/N 3600 ft. on
new 1/4" NAB metal reels five for $35.00. New low noise,
high output Ampex tape on 10 W. metal reel. six for $35.00.

Send $4.50, (includes shipping and handling) to: Jean Davis,

STEREO STORES

Hicksville:
260 Old Country Rd.
(Zip 11801)
(516)822-5277
Setauket:
748 Route 25A
(Zip 11733)
(516) 751-0253

BACK ISSUE MAGAZINES. Over 200 titles, 1890 to
1976. Send Stamped Envelope. Free List. Everybody's Bookshop Dept AU. 317 West 6th, Los Angeles, Calif. 90014.

February 1977

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

DON'T PAY THE HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES.
THIEVES WAREHOUSE OF PENSACOLA # 2 3820 NORTH

DON'T PAY THE HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES
THIEVES WAREHOUSE

9TH AVENUE, PENSACOLA, FLORIDA 32503

TECHNICS SP -10 with SME, like new. $400. ADC-XLM/II,
never used, $30. Toulme, 2527 Hydraulic
35, Charlottesville, Va. 22901, (804) 977-4618 after midnite.
DON'T PAY THE HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES
THIEVES WAREHOUSE OF ATLANTA, 4162 JONESBORO
RD.. ZAYRE CENTER. FOREST PARK. GA 30050

MARANTZ 33 preamplifier, $200. Ampzilla power amplifier,
4-year warranty, $525. 28641 8th Place South, Federal
Way, WA 98401
FOUR TEAC AN -180 outboard Dolby units Superb conch
tion. $225 each. 816-966-1775, 254-7889

-

-

COLORADO'S AUDIO ALTERNATIVE

Boulder Sound
Purveyors of unusually fine audio systems
and service to meet the needs of all serious music lovers. Our
product selection includes the Acoustat X ESL Allison, B & 0,
Gallery, Ltd.

DahlquisL dbx, Fidelity Research, Fans, Luxman, Magneplanar, Mark Levinson, M & K Sound. Ouad Acoustical,
Ouatre, Sound Concepts, Star., Supex/Sumiko, Yamaha, and
Ultraphase.
B & W.

ST

PETERSBURG.

ESOTERIC

PRODUCTS-ARC, Magnaplanar, Nakamichi,

GAS, IM Fried, Luxman, Quatre, others. STEREO(phile) SHOP.

107 Third Ave. SE. Cedar Rapids, Iowa 52401 /Village Shop.
ping Center, Davenport. Iowa 52806.

WE OFFER ACCURATE ADVICE, PERSONAL SERVICE,

AND SUPERIOR COMPONENTS. Including AKG, Allison,
Armstrong, Audiocraft. Audio General. Audionics, Audire, Beyer, B&W. Cambridge, Celestion, Connoisseur, CM, Dayton
Wright, DB, dbx, DCE. Decca. Denon. EMT, ERA Formula 4,
Fulton, FR. Gale. Grace. Hadcock, Hartley. Innotech, Jecklin,
KEF,

KMAI. Lecson, Mark Levinson, Linn Sondek, Lux. Micro,

M&K. Naim, Neal, Neumann. Onkyo, Quad, Quatre. Quintessence, Radford, Reyes, Rogers, Stain, Schoeps, Sennheiser,
Spender, Stax, Stellavoz, Studer, Sugden, Supex, Win, inter
alla. ALL COMPONENTS INSTALLED PROFESSIONALLY
TO YOUR SATISFACTION. SHIPMENTS PREPAID & INSURED. MUSIC SYSTEMS, 34 NORTH GORE, ST.
LOUIS, MO 63119. (314) 9684880.

ILLINOIS
ILLINOIS
ILLINOIS
CHICAGO
PEORIA
BLOOMINGTON

ST. LOUIS
SPRINGFIELD
DECATUR
QUAD CITIES

ROCKFORD

ALPHA/THETA/EEG
ance.

BIOFEEDBACK Precision Perform-

Year Guarantee. Efficient Design. Detailed information: M.O.E. M #20, P.O. Box 2693, Santa Cruz, CA 95063
5

(408) 423-9271.
DON'T PAY THE HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES. THIEVES
WAREHOUSE OF NORTH TAMPA, 1441 EAST FLETCHER AVENUE. TAMPA FLORIDA 33612

DECOURSEY ACTIVE ELECTRONIC CROSSOVERS
Model 110 dividing network; complete with regulated power
supply, for bi -amp, tri -amp, or quad -amp. Custom assembled
to meet your specifications. Monaural, stereo or with derived
third channel. Plug-in Butterworth (maximally flat) filters; 6.

We are pleased to offer listeners in this area the opporof the fine high fidelity
components.
Audio Research, Fulton J Modular, FMI, Great American
Sound including Ampzilla and Son of Ampzilla, Grace. ERA
Stax. Connoisseur, Bravura, Formula 4, Linn Sondek, modified
Dyna Vaccuum Tube Amplifiers, and others.
We are the EXCLUSIVE FULTON-FMI DEALERS in this area
and extend to you the invitation to hear the celebrated Fulton
J Modular loudspeakers at their best.

tunity to experience the rewards

We
in your

will also

be happy to set up your equipment with you
listening room to assure its best performance.

PRO
HIGH FIDELITY

12, or 18 db. per octave at any desired audio frequency. OPTIONS Summer for single woofer systems. VLF hi -pass fil-

DON'T PAY THE HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES
THIEVES WAREHOUSE

2769

LAKEWOOD AVE.

S

W

.

OF

ATLANTA

ATLANTA GEORGIA 30315

DON'T PAY THE HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES
THIEVES WAREHOUSE OF ATLANTA

3164 PEACHTREE RD,

N. E,

ATLANTA. GEORGIA 30303

DON'T PAY THE HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES
THIEVES WAREHOUSE

4166

BUFORD HIGHWAY.

OF

ATLANTA

NE. ATLANTA, GEORGIA 30345

DON'T PAY THE HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES
THIEVES WAREHOUSE OF ATLANTA

1030-3 CHEROKEE ROAD. SMYRNA, GEORGIA 30080
DIRECT DRIVE ELECTROSTATICS
The Best of both worlds: Tubes and Solid State! RTR's DR -1
Point Source and Acoustat's Full Range System combined

with the individually hand tuned Cyberacoustan Sub -woo-

fer!!! Available exclusively

at: Barclay Recording & Electronics, 233 E. Lancaster Ave., Wynewood, PA 19096. For
Appointment Call: (215) 667-3048.

MARK LEVINSON JC-2 with all the latest improvements
excellent condition $925. or best offer. Mark Levinson JCIAC head amp $200. or best offer 203-929-0647 or write
Kenneth Joseph, 8 Shelview Dr., Shelton, Conn. 08484
DON'T PAY THE HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES THIEVES
WAREHOUSE OF ATLANTA NO 7 215 COPELAND ROAD
ATLANTA. GEORGIA 30342

AUDIO

February 1977

State-of -the -Art
Headquarters

AUDIO RESEARCH
LINN SONDEK
FONS
TASCAM
MAGNEPAN
MAGNEPLANAR
KLIPSCH
GRACE
KIETH MONKS
SUPEX
FIDELITY RESEARCH
STAX
ROGERS
LUXMAN
AUDIO PULSE
GAS
SAE

rSOM 5

1m1:021

EREO

1391 S. Hamilton Rd. Columbus, OH 43227
235-7 57 5
AVAILABLE NOW!!!
Vacuum tube audio equipment modification manual. If you
can build a kit you can improve your vacuum tube equipment.

Text includes over 180 pages of modification philosophy,
schematics, and step-by-step procedures applicable to Dyna,
Heath, Marano, Audio Research, etc., etc. $25 postpaid, includes consultation service. AUDIO DIMENSIONS, 8898-K
Clairemont Mesa Boulevard. San Diego, Calif. 92123.

DON'T PAY THE HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES. THIEVES
OF BETHESDA. P O Boo 34251, WEST BETH

WAREHOUSE
ESDA. MO

20034

AMPEX TAPE-NEW 1800' on 7" reel 12 for $18 POSTPAID: 1200' 12 for $13 POSTPAID-free list -WIDE RESPONSE. 6114A SANTA MONICA BLVD HOLLYWOOD. CA
90038

If you like Satin, Supex, EMT, FR

or Denon, you'll love the Entré -1.
B,E.S. (BERTAGNI GEOSTATIC d -120's. Mint, full warranty, $725. (919) 373-0418; (404) 252-7980.

MUSICA

FOR SERIOUS LISTENERS

DON'T PAY THE HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES.

603A WEST CALIFORNIA

THIEVES WAREHOUSE

URBANA ILLINOIS 61801

ters for' elimination of subsonic noise. derived third channel.
FOR OEM OR HOME ASSEMBLERS: Model 500 or 600 dual

filters. Regulated power supplies. Write for new brochure.
DECOURSEY ENGINEERING LABORATORY. 11828 Jefferson Blvd.. Culver City. CA 90230. Ph (213) 397-9668

CENTRAL OHIO

9151 Park Boulevard. Nurth Largo. Florida

1200 Pearl, Boulder, Colorado 80302: 1-303-444-2626
EVERYTHING ON OPEN REEL! Classical. Popular. Dolby.
Quadraphonic. Latest releases. For "Reel News," send $1.00.
Barclay -Crocker, Room 857 A, 11 Broadway, New York
10004.

OF

FOR SALE

PARKWAY.

(217) 384-5415

PARKWAY

tested, including:
Audio Research

Nakamichi

Bang & Olufsen

Reyes

Shure

B.I.C.

Sony Hi-Fi
Soundcraftsmen
Stax
Technics
Yamaha

ESS

Genesis
Klipsch
Financing available We service what we sell.
Custom Sound

4926

East Lincoln
Wichita, Kansas

67218
(316) 681-3555

DON'T PAY THE HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES. THIEVES
OF DAYTONA, 1769 SOUTH RIDGEWOOD,

SOUTH DAYTONA. FLORIDA

FMI, Bravura, Electro -Research, DB Systems, Paoli, Grace, Linn-Sondek, Shreve
Rabco, more. AUDIO PERFECTION, 822 Regent Drive. Apple
Valley, MN 55124; (612) 432-3222

32019

ENGLISH HI Fl

LS3/5A Mini Monitors for

RADFORD, "AEL

L

110.00 pair."

Export Monitors, B&W, Rola Celestion, Monitor Audio, SME,
Decca, Mk V, Tannoy, Garrard and very famous Transmission
line speakers, other continental products also available.
Please write or telex, your quote

will be by returned Air Mail
Southern Audio Services Ltd. 43 High Street, Kingston, Surrey, UK. Tel 01-549-3194 Telex 929879 AEL G
SUBSTANTIAL SAVINGS

on practically all high -quality
components, e.g. Accuphase. Bozak. Dahlquist. Lux. Nakamichi, Sonus. Tandberg, and many unmentionables. THE
SOUND AFFAIR, 364 Mission Court, St Louis. MO 63130.

5% OVER COST - any stereo components. Free Catalog. Audio Discount World, 1022 Bush Street, Box 213, San Fran-

cisco. California

FACTORY SEALED CARTONS: SC 2012A 2212, 2217.
Sony 788-4, 388-4, TC 177, B&O 5700's. Hegeman 1, la,
2. Sub Woofer. Sansui CA 3000, BA 5000 Dyna 150. 300,
400. 400M, 410 IMF ALS 40a, ALS 50 Studio Ill C. R. H &
O. JansZen 412 A. 412 HP. 600 a. Fairfax WALL OF
SOUND. Other gear. Inquire. Hal Duvall 4715 Wieuca Rd NE
Atlanta Ga 30342 (404) 255-4207 or 325-7352 (Days)

MINNESOTA-Great American Sound,

TALLAHASSE.

WAREHOUSE

Maxell

Menton

Accuphase
Aiwa

Discwasher

TALLAHASSEE. 1119 APALACHEE

SHOPPING CENTER.

FLORIDA 32301

WICHITA KANSAS
Custom Sound presents audio components for the critical
music lover. Every product has been totally reviewed and

Blaupunkt

OF

94109

DON'T PAY THE HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES. THIEVES
WAREHOUSE OF AURORA 10218 EAST COLEFAX, AURORA
COLORADO 80010
DON'T PAY THE HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES. THIEVES
WAREHOUSE

OF

PENSACOLA

#

3,

TOWN & COUNTRY

PLAZA PENSACOLA FLORIDA 32505

DON'T PAY THE HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES. THIEVES
WAREHOUSE OF MOBILE/VILLAGE SQUARE. 301 SOUTH
CRAFT HIGHWAY. MOBILE. ALABAMA

FOR SALE
BUILD YOUR OWN SPEAKERS
AND SAVE UP TO 50%.
fre, leer packed 401pnge catalog manual zcd
relanent e
learn how to assemble your o
speakers horn scratch u, hnm urto Otcaialug mclna.c
chaptersn design, c
mm,aneo, motets. tweeters and00,05 awhile uusmdar
Send for out

SPEAKEBLAB
Dept 00.0, 5500 35th

N

E

Seattle, Washington 5E105

OMAHA

LINCOLN

-Oedicated

To The Reproduction Of The Original Sound

Audio Research. Bang

Audionics. Radford.

& Olufsen. Klipsch,

Resin. Linn Sondek, Crown

dbx Sequerra and others

AUDIO SYSTEMS & DESIGN
5421 South 84th St Lincoln, Nehr 68516 1402) 489-9888
4408 Capitol Avenue, Omaha Nehr 68131 1402) 556 7559
DON'T PAY THE HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES THIEVES
WAREHOUSE OF JACKSONVILLE. 6078 OLD ST AUGUSTINE
ROAD. JACKSONVILLE. FLORIDA

32217

DON'T PAY THE HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES.
THIEVES WAREHOUSE

OF

KNOXVILLE.

5710 KINGSTON PIKE. KNOXVILLE TN 37919
GAINCELL. Head -Amp, $100. SME non -detachable, $75. Julian Vrieslander, CL -11W, Fermilab. Batavia,
QUATRE
III.
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ADVERTISER

Acoustic Research
Loudspeaker Systems
Check No. 51 on Reader Service Card

71

Discount Music
Record Club
Write Direct to Advertiser

Acoustical M,fg.
Amplifiers
Check No. 1 on Reader Service Card

72

Discwasher
Hi-Fi Components

103

2

Write Direct to Advertiser

60510

DYNACO PAS -3X OWNERS REJOICE! Now you can transform your preamp into a state-of-the-art contender for only
$35! New 46 -piece mod kit significantly improves definition,
measured performance, versatility, features. Eliminates principle shortcomings. Detailed instructions. August Systems
Mfg.. Box 94, Seymour, IL 61875
STEREOPUS - Our current issue, o 4, now available. Reviews Koss Model One. IM Fried, R.O; Levinson JC Paragon,
Stax and Audio General preamps, ESS Amts, Pioneer RT
1050. Janis M-1 subwoofer, Sonus pickups, and much more!
For =1 thru =4 spend $10 ($12.50 first class and Canada)

$12.50 foreign
32579.

($16 Air)

P.O.

Box

509. Shalimar. Fla.

NOW!! A Hi-Fi store specializing only in quality sound reproduction equipment. Conveniently located in the heart of the
Midwest. We feel that our contribution to the audio market
lies in our consistent attitude to offer our customers a selection of only the finest in stereo components. Call or write us
today and become one of the many happy and satisfied customers of HOOSIER ELECTRONICS, P.O. Box 2001. Terre
Haute, Indiana 47802. (812)-238-1456.
THE GALE 2101 TURNTABLE and the Gale improved loud-

speaker systems are now featured at GARLAND AUDIO. INC.,
2960 Stevens Crk. Blvd., San Jose, California 95128. (403)
244-6724. Visit our new store at 3101 Telegraph Ave., Berkeley. California 94705. (415) 841-1591.

NEW GENERATION Crown Amplifiers, Cleanest Smoothest
Crown 01200'HP1200. on demo
sound ever produced
only at Barclay Recordings, 233 E. Lancaster Ave.. Wyne-

wood, PA 19096; (215) 667-3048.
DON'T PAY THE HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES.
THIEVES WAREHOUSE OF JACKSONVILLE,
1239 ARLINGTON ROAD & LONE STAR

JACKSONVILLE FLORIDA, 32211

AR-LST1 $725 pair. Soundcrahsmen PE2217 $325. H -K
Citation 12 $200, SME 3009/2 $100, Celestion HF 2000
60 pair, Shure M-64 $20, Stanton 681 EEE $40, ADC XLM

$20. (617) 648-4191.
HEATHKITS, DYNAKIT, assembled, factory -tested, full warranties. Kit price plus shipping. Dynaco Stereo -300, Heathkits
AP -1615 Preamplifier, AD -1305 Equalizer, AA -1506 Power
Amplifier. Request details. Box A71-2 Audio.
G.A.S.-THAEDRA

G.A.S:AMPZILLA

,

$625.00 white front panel;
$575.00 w/new logo & h.p.

jacks. Call Jeff (313) 678-2284

FANTASTIC SOUND IMPROVEMENT on your present system without additional investment. Instructions $5 00. Unconditional guarantee. L. Matan, 815 R Cherry St., Scranton,
Pa. 18505

A.E.C. Corp

105

Amplifiers
Write Direct to Advertiser
AIWA

Dual [United Audio)
Turntables
Check No. 11 on Reader Service Card

27

Dynaco
Hi-Fi Components
Write Direct to Advertiser

92

75

Hi-Fi Components
Check No. 2 on Reader Service Card

Allison Acoustics
Loudspeaker Systems
Check No. 3 on Reader Service Card

18

The Audio Amateur

84

Publication
Check No. 4 on Reader Service Card
The Audio Critic

93

Publication
Write Direct to Advertiser

Audio-technica
Hi-Fi Components
Write Direct to Advertiser

14

Avid
Loudspeaker Systems
Check No. 5 on Reader Service Card

25

Bang & Olufsen

56

Empire
Phono Cartridge
Check No. 12 on Reader Service Card
Fisher
Hi-Fi Components
Write Direct to Advertiser

57

Fuji

55

Magnetic Tape
Check No. 13 on Reader Service Card
Garland Audio
Audio Store
Write Direct to Advertiser

106

56,61

G.C. Electronics

Phono Cartridge
Check No. 6 on Reader Service Card
BGW
Hi-Fi Components
Check No. 7 on Reader Service Card

B.I.0
Turntables
Check No.

8

6

Electroduster
Check No. 14 on Reader Service Card
Record Care Products
Check No. 15 on Reader Service Card
79

31

Hartley
Loudspeaker Systems
Write Direct to Advertiser

107

51

Henry's
Audio Store
Write Direct to Advertiser

on Reader Service Card

Bose

Loudspeaker Systems

63

JBL

Write Direct to Advertiser
Crown International
Amplifiers
Check No. 9 on Reader Service Card

12

Custom Stereo
Audio Store

97

Loudspeaker Systems
Check No. 16 on Reader Service Card
Jensen Sound Labs

Dahlquist
Hi-Fi Components
Check No. 10 on Reader Service Card

33

Designatron

96

34,85

Loudspeaker Systems
Check No. 18 on Reader Service Card
Loudspeaker Systems
Check No. 19 on Reader Service Card

Kenwood
Hi-Fi Components
Check No. 20 on Reader Service Card

AUDIO

AmericanRadioHistory.Com

59

Hi-Fi Components
Check No. 17 on Reader Service Card
KEF

Write Direct to Advertiser

Audio Store
Write Direct to Advertiser

4

53
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FOR SALE

FREE

DIFFERENT
KIND OA
F RECORD CLUB

Discounts up to 73%, no "agree -to -purchase" obligations.
All labels, Schwann catalog of thousands of titles; classical,
pop, jazz, country, etc. Discount dividend certif icates. News.
letter; accessories; quick service. 100% iron -clad
guarantees. Write for free details.
DISCOUNT MUSIC CLUB, INC.
fag 650
Main Street,
Rochelle.
New

DEPT.

14-277

N.Y. 10801

CROWN SX tape recorder electronics, good condition,
works. Make offer. Tom Szerencse, Box 89. Wakarusa, Ind.

46573.

-

Listen to every speaker available
then come to Cyberacoustic Laboratory and hear RTR's New

SHOP AROUND

-

Direct Olive Electrostatic DR -1
delphia's exclusive distributor

speaker system

-

at Phila-

233
Lancaster Ave., Wynewood, PA 19096; (215) 667-3048.

ADVERTISER

PAGE

Koss

47

Hi-Fi Components
Check No. 21 on Reader Service Card
Lux

7

RNS

81

Rocelco
Loudspeaker Systems, Phono Cartridge

McIntosh

83

35

Phase Linear

77

Tuners
Check No. 27 on Reader Service Cad
3

Hi-Fi Components
Check No. 33 on Reader Service Card

83

Loudspeaker Systems

Write Direct to Advertiser

Hi-Fi Components
Check No. 34 on Reader Service Card

OF THE DB

SYSTEMS, AU-

STAX, NAKAMICHI 610 AND ACE AUDIO.

INTERESTED IN OUR COMMENTS ON THE EMT XSD-15, JVC X-1, SUPEX 900 SUPER,
NAKAMICHI MC1000, FIDELITY RESEARCH FR -1, MKIII,

SONUS BLUE AND RED AND GRADO

Saxitone
Tapes

104

G-1+.

FOR THOSE

EVALUATE AND COMPARE 3 OF THE BEST: MEL SCHILL-

ING'S MAS -1, QUATRE GAIN CELL DG -1 AND HUNTINGTON
MICRO, WITH, WITH OUR FAVORITE THE DENON TRANS-

H.H. Scott
Hi-Fi Components
Check No. 35 on Reader Service Card

5

AND A COMPARISON

Sennheiser
Wireless Headphones

90

20

108

86

SOUND

ADVICE -FOUR

ISSUES

FOR

$12 ($15

FIRST CLASS; $18.00 FOREIGN -SENT AIRMAIL) SOUND ADVICE, 225 KEARNY STREET, SUITE 200M, SAN FRANCISCO,

CALIFORNIA 94108.

Shure Brothers
Phono Cartridges
Check No. 36 on Reader Service Card

26

"Two Crown

DC - 300 -A's. Strapped, 600 Watts rms per
channel, 1975 vintage, mounted in single Crown walnut enclosure. $1100 FOB Corpus Christi, Texas. Feferman

512/884-1961,854/3445"
22,23

Loudspeaker Systems
Check No. 37 on Reader Service Card

The objective: THE BEST SOUND FOR YOUR DOLLARS

"State of the Art" systems: $895 to $3449. AUDIO HOUSE,
5232 Sagamore Dr., Swartz Creek, Mich. 48473

110,Cov. Ill

WE HAVE FRAZIER SPEAKERS! Models for every system
in stock. Custom Sound, 1480 Wharton Way, Concord California 94521. 415-687-5680.

88,98

INCREDIBLE FRAZIER 11 LOUDSPEAKER!II! 16Hz 40Khz flat! 103Db SPL for one watt! $2,400 pair. Other Fraziers on display from $99.00. Northern California dealer. RTV,
7512 Elphick Road, Sebastipol California 95472. (7071 823-

Write Direct to Advertiser
Speakerlab
Speaker Kits

Write Direct to Advertiser
Speaker Kits

3701

Write Direct to Advertiser
Tannoy
Loudspeaker Systems
Check No. 46 on Reader Service Card

13

TDK

15

Walco Linck
Phono Cartridge
Check No. 39 on Reader Service Cad

92

Yamaha

21

Loudspeaker Systems
Check No. 40 on Reader Service Card

TEKTRONICS 564 split screen storage scope (without plug
ins) $375. Hewlett Packard 302A Wave Analyzer $525. Stax
SRX Mk -III phones $115, Vestigal tone arm $50. 612-4264457 keep trying.
BRAUN TG -1000/4 -Tape machine. Good condition needs
record head. Best offer. John Evans,

Technics
Coy. IV
Tape Deck
Check No. 38 on Reader Service Cad

AmericanRadioHistory.Com

DAMPED GRACE G-940 WITH

FINALLY, THERE'S A THOROUGH

EVALUATION OF THE MAGNEPLANAR TYMPANI! 1-C LOUD-

Write Direct to Advertiser

February 1977

OF THE

THE UNDAMPED G-707.

Magnetic Tapes
Check No. 43 on Reader Service Card

Microphones
Check No. 31 on Reader Service Card

Teledapter T.V. Sound Tuner
Write Direct to Advertiser

HAVE HEARD. FOR COMPARISON, WE LOOK AT THE PERDIO GENERAL,

Sony Elcaset

on Reader Service Cad

Rhoades

STUNNED BY A NEW MODIFICATION KR FOR THE DY -

FORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS

44,45

Sony/Superscope

49

Quam Nichols
Loudspeaker Systems
Check No. 42 on Reader Service Cad

CHANNEL CLASS A AMPLIFIER. AUDIOPHILES WILL ALSO

19

SAE

Sony Corp

Pioneer
Cov.lI Pg.1,36,37
Loudspeaker Systems
Check No. 29 on Reader Service Card
Hi-Fi Components
Check No. 41 on Reader Service Cad

Primo

IMPROVE THE

AMINE THE HIGHLY TOUTED AUDIO RESEARCH D-150 AMPLIFIER, THE PRESTIGIOUS MCINTOSH MC2205 AND THE
THRESHOLD -A NEW, SUPERB SOUNDING 300 WATT PER

SPEAKER.

84

Polk Audio

NOTICEABLY

TO

FORMER. THERE'S ALSO THE LUXMAN PD -121 TURNTABLE

PAIA
Stereo Chord Egg
Check No. 26 on Reader Service Cad

30

17

Write Direct to Advertiser

Hi-Fi Components
Check No. 24 on Reader Service Card

Plessey

MODIFICATION THAT ANY

MOVING COILS, YOU'LL NEED A STEP-UP DEVICE AND WE

78

Pickering
Hi-Fi Components
Check No. 28 on Reader Service Cad

CAN MAKE

IN ITS THIRD ISSUE OF-

-

CARTRIDGE BUFFS WILL BE

Catalog
Check No. 23 on Reader Service Card

MXR
Hi-Fi Components
Check No. 25 on Reader Service Card

A CLASSICALLY SIMPLE

AUDIOPHILE

BE

Sansui

Miida

FERS

NACO PAS -3X THAT SWAMPS EVERY OTHER PRE AMP WE

11

Labs

SOUND ADVICE MAGAZINE

E.

SOUND QUALITY OF ANY STEREO SYSTEM. WE'LL ALSO EX-

Write Direct to Advertiser

Maxell
Magnetic Tapes
Check No. 22 on Reader Service Card

AUDIO

PAGE

Record Cleaning Device
Check No. 32 on Reader Service Card

Amplifiers
Write Direct to Advertiser

Turntables
Check No.

ADVERTISER

by appointment

214-886-7357

TOP RATED HEATH RECEIVERS AR -15 $275, AR -1500A
$375. Mint Condition.
RS

98 Saddlewood Dr.
Hillsdale, NJ 07642

DISCOUNT. Sound Guard. Memorex. Watts Write: Coastal,
37365, Jax, FL 32205.

Box

If you

like Satin, Supex, EMT, FR

or Denon, you'll love the Entre=1.

FOR SALE

FOR SALE
SEQUERRA tuner, new condition, Walker -323 Grove, Montclair, N. J. 07042. (201) 746-2794

TAPE RECORDERS
40 MODELS
AS LOW

ABOVE

5u 0

AS...

SIEMENS AND TELEFUNKEN vacuum tubes available at
very competitive prices. Contact Jim Wallace at 201
McMasters Drive, Monroeville, Pa. 15146 or phone (412)

COST

-

373-2602

SAXITONE
177E Columbia Rd NW Wash

GALE

MAXIMUM FIDELITY RECORDS. Gale turntable

speakers,

1

(ANGEVIN AM -4
Langevin AM -3

8

w/producer's
$3,000.00

w/some spares.

-

in 2 out audio console w/Parasound re -

$2,000.00

mint con-

AUDIO RESEARCH D76. $500; Phase 4000 with cabinet,
$375; Levinson JC-1. $50. 3609 N.W. 4th Ct. Boca Raton,
FI. 33431. 305-392-0711

ACOUSTAT-X (full -range electrostatic with integral amps),
latest model, beautiful teakwood & off-white linen grill. Mint
as new. Call

919-449-4132 (days only). Also Audio

yard Conn 06339

DON'T PAY THE HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES. THIEVES
OF WESTMINSTER, 2969 WEST 72ND AVE-

WAREHOUSE

NUE, WESTMINSTER. COLORADO

search Dual 76A, Grace 707.

DON'T PAY THE HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES. THIEVES
OF MACON. 1564 EISENHOWER PARKWAY.

WAREHOUSE

MACON, GEORGIA

DON'T PAY THE HIGH MAIL ORDEN PRICES THIEVES
WAREHOUSE CF HOLLYWOOD. 5719 HOLLYWOOD BOULE
VARO HOLLYWOOD FLORIDA 33021

rent supplier cannot deliver fast enough call us. We stock
what we build, sales geared for low or high volumn users.
LTL ELECTRONICS, 525 N. Central St., Kent, WA. 98031

(206) 852-3671

STREET. STA1111FORD, CONN. specializes in equipment for
the connoisseur G A.S. Koss Model One, ADC. Crown. Dahl
quist. Dyna. Epicure, Infinity. Philips, SAE. SME. Stan, TEAC.
Technics. Thorens. Soundcrahsmen. Denon. Sonus and many
more (2031 348-3551 (Closed Mondays)

TOURING SOUND SYSTEMS,

2, 4.

and 8 Track Studios.

Disco Sound. Cerwm Vega BGW. Alter. Shure. AKG. Tapco.
Dyna. Revox. EV, Beyer. Cetec. etc K & L Sound Service. 15

Beacon At. Watertown. Mass
4072-Att Ken Berger
North

02172

Ct

0-150

AMP,

insurance. Now is the time to write, call or visit Audio One.

V-15111

We recommend the following:
Beveridge Cylindrical Electrostatic
SPEAKERS
IMFried "H"/"M"/"R"/"Q"

All mint condition.

CROWN

IC

-150

Speakers:

S -7R

SX-724 Tape
1229 Turntable with

Pre -amp,

Dual

cart: Altec 729A. 24 channel. 1/3 octave equalizer
Staley. 7804 Academy Trl.. N E. Albuquerque. N M 87109. (5051 821-4311

Bowers & Wilkens
Rogers LS3/5A

C/M

WESTERN NEW YORK AUDIOPHILES

Labs

Electro Research
Paoli

PREAMPS

Trevor Lees
DB Systems

C/M Labs

Art-

Promethean
Supex
Sonus

Magneplanar

Fulton/FMI
Quad ESL

Beveridge
Yamaha
Nakamichi
AKG
ERA Mk6

Grace

Shure

111G

DEFINITIVE AUDIO
3414 NE 55th
Seattle, Washington
(206) 524-6633

DUNLAP CLARKE
MAGNEPLANAR

AEC

DAHLQUIST
FIDELITY RESEARCH

QUAD

YAMAHA

EMT
FORMULA FOUR

DENON
GRADO

HADCOCK

SIGNATURE

ARM

WIN LABS

BANG & OLUFSEN

IMF

GRACE

M&K SOUND

ST AX

ONKYO

BOWERS & WILKENS

LINN SONDEK

RTR

KMAL

SONUS

WIN LABS

CONNESSIEUR
TRANSCRIPTORS

TECHNICS

Also Ace, BGW, Decca. Discwasher, Dynaco, Grace, Hitachi,
H-K/Citation. KEF, Philips. Quintessence, RTR Electrostatics,

CALL, WRITE. OR VISIT US TODAY

Sumiko, Transcriptors, Win Labs and more.
AUDIO ONE

THE STEREO EMPORIUM

AUDIO ONE
AUDIO ONE
Michigan's Original State of the Art Dealer

3407 Delaware Ave.
Buffalo, N Y 14217

716-874-3372

Box 1001

Birmingham, Michigan 48012

MAKING HIS MOVE

-

Mel Schilling. formerly of Willow

Grove. Pa, has taken his knowledge of music and sound

(313) 646-6666

California. where he will continue to serve a select
nationwide clientele devoted to ultra state-of-the'art stereo
All shipments prenaid and insured Write or call -- 20929
Ventura Blvd.. Woodland Hills, Calif. (213) 348-4600.
to

Tuesday -Saturday

CROWN ES -224 electrostatic speakers

LEVINSON LNP-2 PRE -AMP Marantz 500 Amp (2) Se querra Tuner. Crown VFX-2 Xover, Crown SX-824-P4C. Akai

MARK LEVINSON

AMPZILLA-G A.S
MAGNEPAN

Formula 4
Stax
Denon 103-C

CARTRIDGES

AUDIO RESEARCH

Paragon

Technics SP -10 Mk 11
Connoisseur

TONEARMS

we have always maintained

QUATRE

Quatre

TURNTABLES

Visit our new, expanded facilities and experience the finest in
audio components with the same personalized, honest service

Schilling

Era

SEATTLE, WASHINGTON

THE STEREO EMPORIUM

912a/914

Quatre "Gain Cell"

Rabco

Denon

06870. 12031 631.3621

Recorder: JBL

3517.

Formula 4

95425

lover, the most sonically accurate components in every price
range. All products are tested and include free shipping and

AMPLIFIERS

DL103S straight in, these Super Dynakids show you lust how
great our Fulton Js and Magneplanars will play. JENSENS
STEREO SHOP, where State of the Art is affordable. 2202
River Hills Drive. Burnsville. Minnesota. 55337. 612-890-

Dynaco (MODIFIED)
Connoisseur
Linn Sondek

low effective mass (<2.5 grams with most cartridges) and
pivot friction (all pivots jeweled). optimum silicone damping.
vertical pivots at record level, anti -skate bias. damped cueing.
and low capacitance cables Money -back guarantee 5149 00
postpaid JML Company. 39.000 Highway 128, Cloverdale.

Audionics

ATTENTION DYNA OWNERS: Our Dyna Double 400 modification with 16 output transistors. front end bypass, and
80.000 mfd power supply is twice as fast and twice as
strong as a stock ST -400. Our Super PAT -5 has lightning
fast ICs and improved high gain phono section. With a Denon

Bravura

OUR TA -1 TOMEARM IMPROVES RECORD SOUND with

We are dedicated to offering you. the audiophile and music

Audionics

G.A.S./Ampailla
Quatre
Mark Levinson

components.
CFR Associ-

closer to the live experience

16111 187

PERFECTIONISTS PREFER DYNAKITS

Audio Research

kits,

AUDIO PULSE DIGITAL DELAY SYSTEM: quantum step
AUDIOCOM, Old Grennwich,

AUDIOPHILES
AUDIOPHILES
AUDIOPHILES

Before Purchase You Owe Yourself Our Quote Mainline 11a
971 Fronheiser Johnstown. PA 15902

Pursuing The State of the

E.M. SYNTHESIS

SASE for free info. write now

ates P 0.8 F Newton N.H 03858 "The oldest name is Sysntesis for the Serious Experimenter"

CA

FAIRFIELD AND WESTCHESTER COUNTY AUDIOPHILES TAKE NOTE: THE AUDIOPHILE, 231 BEDFORD

31206

PRON. QUALITY

"RAW LOUDSPEAKERS" - We specialize in supplying the
industry with quality high wattage loudspeakers. If your cur-

(216) 775-8272

80030

Re-

DAMPING DEVICE for turntable arms including auto. send
check or M.O. $19.95 to Dex. Zippay, 311 Canterbury Ct.,
Sharpsville. Pa. 16150. Allow 4 wks. for delivery.

Oberlin College
Oberlin, Ohio 44074

-Seriously

DYNA STEREO 70 MOD KIT. Tighter bass. improved Iran
sient response, higher definition Complete instructions. schematics, parts list. 5500 With parts kit. including all new

plans, etc Send

Contact: Thomas W. Bethel
Director of Audio Services

or call

916-482-8346

8 in 4 out audio console

verb, patch bays, and cabinets, w/some spares

dition

and

-

desk in good condition,

33306

now available at the Audio Cage, 3329 Balmoral

Drive. Sacramento, Calif. 95821.

Any new AKAI; DYNACO; MARANTZ;
SANSUI stereo components. Free Catalogs: Audio Discount
World, P.O. Box 99147, San Francisco, California 94109
1

LAUDEROALE. FLORIDA

tubes. S58 00 all postpaid Audio Designers. Box 122. Led

DC 20009

SME 3009 II non -detachable arm $75 Mint 919-467-4425
COST

DON'T PAY THE HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES.
OF FT LAUOERDALE, 3347 NORTH

THIEVES WAREHOUSE

FEDERAL HIGHWAY. FT

DEALER

also
Send tot discount sheets
ske our giant ad in next week s New Yet,
Times NOK OMES SECTICI.

5% OVER

FOR SALE

-

like new S1600

Owner 19161 332 2100

DON'T PAY THE HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES.
OF HIALEAH 6741 WEST 4TH AVE

GX400DSS, JBL S-8 Custom Mod. Systems.

THIEVES WAREHOUSE

3101 Telegraph Ave.. Berkeley, CA 94705: 415/841-6668.

NUE HIALEAH

FLORIDA 33012

ARC SP3A-1 mint $425. Dean Slindee, 613 So. 6th. La

Crosse, WI 54601.

AUDIO

February 1977

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

DON'T PAY THE HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES

WAREHOUSE OF RIDGEWOOD 25 GODWIN AVENUE RIDGE
WOOD. NEW JERSEY

THIEVES WAREHOUSE

OF PLANTATION 231 SOUTH STATE
PLANTATION. FLORIDA 33317

BIGGEST DISCOUNTS on audio
high -end components
Over 125 brands Audio Unlimited. 466 Hawthorn. Sunnyvale, CA 94086 408/737-0828 evenings
DON'T PAY THE HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES
WAREHOUSE

OF FAIR LAWN
LAWN NEW JERSEY 07410

34 09

THIEVES

BROADWAY

Audiophiles

FAIR

&

Dealers, write for derails.

A.E.C. CORP.
P.O. Box 1092
Corona -Elmhurst Station
Flushing, N.Y. 11373

i

Amplifier

DON'T PAY THE HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES.
7

180 watts per channel. Lifetime warranty anywhere in the
world, to the original purchaser.

Stereo
Power

07450

DON'T PAY THE HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES
THIEVES WAREHOUSE OF TAMPA
1531 SOUTH DALE MABR1', TAMPA. FLORIDA 33609

ROAD

FOR SALE

THIEVES

HONG KONG, TAIWAN, JAPAN, Asia Directory World
products information Mail -orders, hulk -orders Listings Directory and Information $1 00 today World Trade Inquiries
Box 6224. Spokane. Wash 99207

MARK LEVINSON

DAYTON WRIGHT

KEITH MONKS

LINN SONDEK

DAHLOUIST

MAGNEPAN

AMPZILLA

THAEORA

POLK

THE TREVOR LEES tube preamp kit for the Dynaco PAS reviewed in Sound Advice has dynamic range surpassing solid
state units and openness heard only from tubes. A completely new circuit requiring one hour for construction, kit

STAR

MK

FR

ABSOLUTE SOUND
ABSOLUTE SOUND
ABSOLUTE SOUND

$175, faceplate $25. Foreign $185 and $30. CA. residents
add sales tax. MR AUDIO, P.O. Box 4489, Berkeley. CA

94704

If you like Satin, Supex, EMT, FR

SAE

or Denon, you'll love the Entré -1.
DISAPPOINTED WITH THE
MEDIOCRITY AND LIMITED WISDOM
OF YOUR NEIGHBORHOOD STEREO STORE?

Danbury, Conn., 06810. (203) 748-3889
only.

-

ESS

AVID

CONNECTICUT: ADC-Accutrac, Advent, Audio Pulse. B&O,
B.I.C., Citation, Epicure, Harman/Kardon. J.B.L., McIntosh,
Nakamichi, Ortofon, Phase Linear, Sony, Stax, Tandberg,
Yamaha. Will ship prepaid. Sounds Incredible, 226 White St.,

GALE

RABCO

GRACE

DENON

REVOX

LUXMAN

LESCON

TANDBERG

phone quotes

KOSS ESL

DUNLAP CLARK

SONY V-FET

HARMAN KARDON

SOUNOCRAFTSMAN

ABSOLUTE SOUND
Some of our most satisfied customers have travelled an EXTRA DISTANCE to buy the BEST SOUNDING AUDIO EQUIP-

HIGH ACCURACY AUDIO COM
PONENTS
(3131 527 2244 12400 Mmang Detroit Mich 48224
(313) 549-7550 4354 N Woodward Rd Mich 48072
(313 662-2026 312 S State St Ann Arbor 48104

IF YOU ANSWER YES
T3 ANY OF THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS
YOU MAY NEED

MENT in the world!

WITH PRODUCTS SUCH AS: AUDIO RESEARCH, MAGNEPLANAR, JANIS, LUXMAN, FORMULA FOUR, DECCA. just
to name a few, you can finally begin to hear what REAL
MUSIC sounds like. The reproduction of REAL MUSIC is our

exotic fruit?

goal at:

2.

OUR HELP:
1.

Does your local dealer think that
Ones he believe that

a

a

DECCA PLUM is an

FORUMLA FOUR is some kind of

new men's hair tonic?
3. If you ask about the JANIS SUB -WOOFER does he refer
you to the U.S. Navy Department?

DKL SOUND LAB

804 BURLINGTON AVE.
SILVER SPRING, MD. 20910
(3011 588-6257
The ONLY AUDIO SPECIALTY SHOP for the NORTHERN

4. Do you get the feeling that to him low mass is something
done on Sundays?

VIRGINIA, MARYLAND and WASHINGTON, D.C. areas.

5.

Does he advise against "CURRENT

DUMPING" unless

I

electrostatic speakers
K.

3 mos. old.

J. Ludwig, 6

51700

or

Shelview Dr..

Shelton, Conn. 06484

AMPZILLA-THAEORA
SON OF AMPZILLA
Sound Advice 536 State Road, Emmaus,

Mon. Tues. Thur, Fri, 12-9 30. Wed

Pa 18049 Hours
6-9:30 Sat 10-6

(2151 967-4418

you get

-NORTHERN OHIO AUDIOPHILESAkron's

GRAMOPHONE

(owned by audio systems)-Audio Research, Nakamichi, Magnepan, Great American Sound, Linn Sondek, ADS, Advent, SAE, Grace. Denon,
Stax. Sonus, Grado Signature I. Vestigal, and many other fine
audio components. 2858 W. Market St., Akron, Ohio 44313,
GOLDEN

216-864-4411.

a license?
Seriously folks, there are audio stores and then again there
are AUDIO SPECIALTY stores. We at the THE DKL
SOUND LAB can offer the finest in audio components

KOSS MODEL

hest offer. 203-929-0647:

shipped quickly and efficiently to wherever you live.
For years we have solved the problems of LONG DISTANCE
and SAFE DELIVERY of valuable equipment.

DON'T PAY THE HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES. THIEVES
WAREHOUSE OF DUMONT 78 WASHINGTON AVENUE DU

Our TELEPHONE NUMBER

MONT NEW JERSEY 07620

in Silver Spring. Maryland

is

(301) 588-6257 and our HOURS OF OPERATION are 12
until 8 PM weekdays and 10 AM until 6 PM on Saturday.
Our MAILING ADDRESS is:

STAN SRA-125 pre -amp and SR-X-Mk3 headphones S450
Mint cond Marantz 500 $750 Kent 505-268-0333

DKL SOUND LAB

804 BURLINGTON AVE.
SILVER SPRING, MD. 20910

EQUIPPED LISTENING ROOMS, AND A TECHNICALLY COMPETENT STAFF WHO ARE WILLING TO APPRAISE HON-

ESTLY ANY AND ALL EQUIPMENT. ALL OUR PRODUCTS ARE
OUR

SUPERB.

PROFESSIONALLY

EQUIPPED.

AND STAFFED, SERVICE DEPARTMENT.

We are exclusive Wisconsin
Great

American

'

Wright

Sound Co.

Dealers for: Mark Levinson

' Bower

& Wilkins

'

Dayton

Quad.

Our carefully selected product lines also include. Denon
' Lux Audio ' B&O ' Dahlquist ' Magne
M Fried ' Fulton
I

pan

'

'

DAHLQUIST

REVOX

AUOIONICS

"B&0

AKG. ALTEC, BEYER, CROWN, DAHLQUIST, DBX. DECCA.
INFINITY KLH 9s Koss. Nakamichi Ortofon, PHASE LINEAR.
PMI. REVOX. SAE. Sennheiner. Sequerra, Sony. Stanton. Stan,
Supex, TASCAM Technics. Thorens. etc

CROWN

HI-FI HAVEN

PHASE LINEAR

TEAC

dB SYSTEMS

TRANSCR(PTORS

QUATRE

DBX
BEYER

STAX

SAE

28 Easton Ave
New Brunswick. NJ 08901

AKG

CITATION
MARK LEVINSON

NAKAMICHI

SOUNOCRAFTSMAN

SPECIFICATIONS. WE ALSO SHIP PREPAID AND IN-

SURED WITHIN THE CONTINENTAL U.S.
AUDIOPHILE'S SOUND STUDIO

7459 Elmwood Avenue
Middleton, Wisconsin 53562
Phone 608-836-3807

VII Stereo octave equalizer with wood cabinet.
eleven stereo ganged controls. $300. Wood cabinet: size
SAE MN

depth behind panel, panel opening, 153/4"x53/4". Excellent condition S20. Shipping for both at buyer's expense
from NYC. Audio Box A612-1

AUDIO

FIDELITY RESEARCH

EPICURE

-

and many more outstanding products.

9-7/16"

ORTOFON

AUDIO TECHNICA

201-249-5130

ALL OUR EQUIPMENT IS PRETESTED AND GUARANTEED TO
MEET

SUPEX

ACCUPHASE

SIC LISTENER. WE OFFER FIVE INDEPENDENT AND FULLY -

BY

CONN AND WESTERN MASS'S
LARGEST STEREO DEALER
SME

WISCONSIN AND THE MIDWEST
AUDIOPHILE'S SOUND STUDIO IS AN ESTABLISHED DEALER
IN SOPHISTICATED COMPONENTS FOR THE SERIOUS MU-

BACKED

DON'T PAY THE HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES THIEVES
OF GAINESVILLE. 434 N W
13th STREET
GAINESVILLE FLORIDA 32601
WAREHOUSE

McINTOSH ML IC SPEAKERS, four, excellent condition.
Original cartons. S250 each. Consider selling
Charles 904-362-2400 after 9 PM (Florida).

pairs. Call

SAVE UP TO 69'%. ON OVER 100 TOP BRAND AUDIO CON
PONENTS FROM CARSTON STUDIOS. NEW ENGLAND'S
DIO

SUPERMARKET.

ONE OF

THE

OLD

BROOKFIELD

ROAD.

DANBURY,

THORENS

"LUX

TECHNICS

& MORE

Newington

203-667-2277
New Haven'

203-787-0183
Waterbury

06810

203-757-9296

206 -778-1904.
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''QUAD

MAGNEPAN

FRED LOCKE STEREO

CONN

QUAD 405. Current dumping amplifier $320 or best offer

BURWEN

"HARTLEY WOOFERS

MAGNEPLANAR

AU

OLDEST MAIL ORDER

FIRMS (EST 19521 AND CERTAINLY ONE OF THE MOST RE
LIABLE ALL ORDERS SHIPPED FROM STOCKED WAREHOUSE SONO FOR PRICE QUOTE AND PRICE LIST CARSTON

STUDIOS.

SEQUERRA

ESS

-

Stratford
203-371-1771

Professional Products
Division

203-828-1124
Orange

"Greenwich
203.631.5439
'Avon
203-618-1797

203-795-0101
Springfield. Mass.
413-782-7111
East Hartford

' 'Fairfield
203-366-5246

203528-9419

203-443-1835

New London

DYNASPEAKERS, SHURE,

DYNAKITS.

DON'T BE PUZZLED
QUATRE
M
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GARLAND
D

PAUL HEATH AUDIO, LTD.

R

U

B

S

A

One of the most complete audio salons in the country. Acous-

R

GRACE
D

facilities, instant A -B comparisons, experienced personnel, and honest money back policies all combine to make this THE place to audition the fi-

tically designed demonstration

V

U

CONNOISSEUR

NC

A

O

Shure

dbx

SME
Santis

Epicure

Kenwood

841-1591
FRI 11-6. SAT

14151
r

UES

-

SAN JOSE
2960 STEVENS CRK
14081244-6724

10-5.

CLOSED -SUN. MON

DYNAMIC SPECIALTIES IS A WEST COAST STORE
DEALING PRIMARILY IN USED AUDIO EQUIPMENT
We sell and offer service for vintage tube equipment
Marantz. McIntosh, Citation. Quad. Scott, Fisher, Revox. Ampex. etc Also Audio Research. Futterman
2 We carry a wide range of used components. vintage and
1

Koss Model

Spendor BCI

noisseur. PARAGON AUDIO. ERA
4 We stock Telefunken. Mullard Amperes. Genelve. GE.
Sylvania vacuum tubes
5 We are the exclusive dealer for PARAGON AUDIO vacuum
tube electronics Audition the new Model 10 High -Gain Wide
Band tube preamplifier at out store Phone for appointment

We Buy Sell Trade

DYNAMIC SPECIALTN:S

LEVINSON JC-1 cartridge preamp, $135.00. Marantz 15
power amp, $195.00. Supex SD -900-E cartridge, $90.00.
Ortofon SL -15, $75.00. Shure V-15 type 2, $45.00. B&0
SP -12, $60.00. All perfect. Phone 203-929-5255 or write
Box 2009, Huntington, Conn. 08484.

Quad ESL

M&K subwoofer-single and double -(set up to be bi-amped
with Magnepans, (1 or 2 pair); Dahlquists, Dayton Wrights,
Quads. or Magneplanar T-IIIA-TM)

AMPLIFIERS

PRE -AMPS

Dayton Wright
Quatre

DB Systems

Quatre

DON'T PAY THE HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES.
THIEVES WAREHOUSE OF MOBILE # 2. 301 SOUTH CRAFT
HIGHWAY. CHICKASAW. ALABAMA 36105

Quad

Quad

Stas

Yamaha

TURNTABLES

CARTRIDGES

DON'T PAY THE HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES. THIEVES
BILOXI.

Technics

Grado Signature

Denon

Stax
SME

Sonus

Connessieur

DON'T PAY THE HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES. THIEVES
1502A GULF TO BAY
WAREHOUSE OF CLEARWATER,

35233

TAPE DECKS

RECEIVERS

Revox
Bang & Olu!sen

Onkyo
Yamaha

CONTROL 1 Signal Activated automatic power shut-off for
Component Systems. $49.95. Electromedia Design, Inc.. Bon
26, Livingston, N.J 07039
DON'T PAY THE HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES
WAREHOUSE OF JACKSONVILLE
PING

CENTER.

3716

NO

THIEVES

3. CEDAR HILLS

BLANDING BLVD

SHOP

JACKSONVILLE.

FLORIDA 32210

AREA AUDIOPHILES: Perfectionist Stereo
now on display at the EQUINOX STUDIO. Fulton FMI, Magneplanar Magnepan, Rogers Monitors, Great American Sound
GAS, Ampzilla, Paoli, DB Systems, Linn Sondek, KMAL, Grace,
Win Labd Denon. Fidelity Research, Promethean and more.
27638, 44th St. S.E., Wyoming, Mi. 49508; 616-531-4530,

MICHIGAN

313-482-4801.

Bang & Olufsen

Mark

Mark
Batas

608-

AUDIO RESEARCH SP3A-1.

3 yr. transferable warranty,
latest update by ARC. Absolutely Mint. $485. 704-847-

4705
J. E. SUGDEN A48 integrated stereo amplifier $360. P51
mono/stereo power amplifier $300. C51 control unit $225.
In factory sealed cartons, complete array of printed boards
and spares for Quad 33 & 303. R. Benavides, 630 Sun Valley
Ct., Indianapolis, Indiana 46217.

AMT -3 Rock Monitor Speakers, Nakamichi 700, Phase
4000 w/cabinet. All in cartons with full warranties.
Best offers, will ship (201) 382-7020 or write - P. Norden,
2207 Village Dr., Avenel, N.J. 07001
ESS

Linear

IN PURSUIT OF EXCELLENCE WE OFFER: Luxman, Dayton -Wright, Nakamichi, I. M. Fried, ADS, Stax, BGW, Revox,
Philips, Ortofon, SAE Beyer, DBX, McIntosh, JBL, Klipsch,
Harman Kardon, Decca, SME, Dahlquist. Yamaha, Sound Also custom room equalcraftsmen, Teac and more

TUNERS
Sequerra

ization, individually damped Altec and JBL Monitors and an
ongoing equipment evaluation program. THE HOUSE OF
SOUND. 821 Kent Avenue, Baltimore, Maryland, 21228, Tel;

ADC

B&0

DON'T PAY THE HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES,
THIEVES WAREHOUSE OF BIRMINGHAM # 2. 203 SOUTH

MARANTZ 150 TUNER with oscilloscope $450, SAE
30 preamp $150, SAE Mark 31B amplifier $200, SAE
equalizer $150, Quintessence preamp $250. Harry J.
III, 2104 Lakeside Dr.; Lexington, Kentucky 40502.
266-5581

KMAL

Satin

Fons

33515

18TH STREET BIRMINGHAM ALABAMA

Grace

Fidelity Research

Lux

Bank & Olufsen

MISSISSIPPI 39530

ARMS
Formula Four

EMT

Linn Sondes

BOULEVARD. CLEARWATER. FLORIDA

Audio Research
Ampzilla
Son of Ampzilla
Dunlap Clarke
Mark Levinson

Mark Levinson LNP-2, JC-2
Audio Research

Dayton Wright

94063
415-364-6634

+GREAT WARRANTY
+GREAT PEOPLE

(913) 267-1933

2

Theebe

AVENUE,

AMPZILLA COMBINATIONS WE NOW

SOUNDS GREAT STEREO, INC.,
White Lakes Plaza
911A W. 37th ST. TOPEKA, KS. 66609

B&O

Thaedra

2261 Spring Street
Redwood City, CA

PORTER

OF

+GREAT PRODUCTS
+GREAT SERVICE

Rogers BBC

We also sell and demonstrate certain new equipment Fulton. Grace. Supex. FR. Dahlquist. M&K Subwoofers. Con3

BILOXI. 441

THAEDRA/ SON

Magneplanar T IIIA, tri amped
Magneplanar T -IC (BI or single amped)
Dahlquist DQ-10
Magnepans-single and double
Acoustat X
Dayton Wright X68111 series II
Beveridge cylindrical
IMF Monitor IV, TLS80, TLS50
Fried Model "H", R"

current

OF

Thorens
Yamaha

HEAR OUR INCOMPARABLE AMPZILLA/

SPEAKERS

M-70
Gale 401A

WAREHOUSE

Technics

McIntosh
Nakamichi
Ortofon

FEATURE IN OUR LISTENING ROOMS.

GARLAND AUDIO, INC.

3101 TELEGRAPH

TEAC

Koss Model One

WE HAVE, ON DEMONSTRATION:

BERKELEY

Stanton
Stax
Tandberg

nest in audio.

WELL FIT THE PIECES
U."71/4:
`

Sony

ESS

JBL

C

45000

Dahlquist

Great American Sound

A

GALE

Pickering

Braun

5

SONEX

MAGNE PAN
O
N
N
D
ROGERS
O
X

I

Otarl

ADS

State -Of-The -Art has finally come to the windy city. Stereo
Emporium of Buffalo. N.Y. and Paul Heath Audio of Rochester, N.Y., have joined together to form

AUDIO RESEARCH
A

647-0919

CHICAGO
CHICAGO
CHICAGO

N

LUXMAN

X
L
E

Road. Arnold, Md 21012. (301)

T

A

!!HEART OF AMERICA AUDIOPHILES!!
SOUNDS GREAT STEREO, INC.
OFFERS MIDWESTERNERS SOME OF THE
BEST AUDIO EQUIPMENT
IN THE WORLD.

SME-lowest

prices. FRIED LOUDSPEAKERS (not discounted). Perfectionist
modifications. Underground HiFi Sales, 324c Beoadwater

E

S

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

Yamaha
Onkyo
Quad
Dynaco

301-747-5260
USED EQUIPMENT: Sony 8550
$625; Marantz 208 tuner, $400; Bozak
3028 spkr, $190 ea; Bang & Olufsen 4002 turntable, $525;
IMF TLS -80 spkr, $640 ea; IMF Studio 38 spkr, $300 ea; AR
LST2 spkr (New), $250 ea; McIntosh MC2100 amp, $475;
McIntosh MC2105 amp, $600; McIntosh MX110 preamp/tuner, $250; McIntosh ML1C spkr, $500 pr; McIntosh
ML2M spkr, $425 ea; McIntosh MR55 mono tuner, $150;
McIntosh C28 pre -amp, $425; McIntosh MAB100 amp,
$550; Audio Research SP3A-1 pre -amp, $650; Audio Research SP3 pre -amp, $450; Thorens TD125 w/SME, $300;
AR 11 spkr. $195 ea; Marantz 18 rear, $425; JBL SE401
amp, $150; Crown DC300A amp, $600; Citation "A" pre amp, $225; Four (4) Dayton -Wright XG8 MkIl spkr w/power
supply, $2000 complete. All used items guaranteed 90 days
parts & labor. Audio Consultants, Inc., 517 Davis St., Evanston, IL. 80201. (312) 864-9565.

HIGHEST QUALITY
V-FET power amp,

WE OFFER A FULL 5 YEARS PARTS AND LABOR WAR-

RANTY ON EVERYTHING WE SELL A 30 DAY REFUND
POLICY, AND PRE -PAID FREIGHT IN THE CONTINENTAL U.S. PLEASE CALL OR WRITE FOR MORE INFOR-

MATION.

PAUL HEATH AUDIO, LTD.

2036

N. Clark

Chicago, III.

60614

SAVE ON SACRED COWS -Bose, SAE, JBL, Thorens, Philips.
Over 50 top brands. Write for quotes. SOUTHBOUND SOUND,
P.O. Box 52508. Atlanta, Georgia 30355.

25 OLD EDISON DISCS. SEND INQUIRIES TO AUDIO

DAYTON WRIGHT XG8-MkIlrs, Yamaha NS 1000 M's,

BOX A72-1.

ST -7, Denon 103C. Gary

313-283-2976

H-K

AUDIO
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FOR SALE

FOR SALE
PALO ALTO, CALIFORNIA
An important new store for Bay Area audiophiles -THE AUDIBLE DIFFERENCE
currently recommending:
KOSS MODEL ONE and MODEL TWO electrostatic loudspeakers. Excellent bass. High power handling. Model One.
$1075 ea. Model Two, $650 ea.

-is

DUNLAP CLARKE Dreadnaught power amplifiers. Stable,
conservatively designed amps of extraordinary performance.
Dreadnaught 500, $980. Dreadnaught 1000. $1500.
SONEX TWO. Patented time -aligned design by Ed Long. Ex-

ceptional midrange clarity and high-frequency definition. A
perfectionist loudspeaker. $550.
ARISTON and LINN SONDEK turntables. Belt drive. Superior suspension systems. $250 and $360.
FR MK III. Fidelity Research's deluxe moving coil cartridge,
now available. $200. FRT-4 transformer, $250.
ROGERS LS3/5A. Legendary BBC mini -monitor. As good as
its reputation. $215 ea.
DECCA GOLD. The Decca has been tamed. Life -like sound,
reasonable tracking. $150.
DECCA TONEARM. New version of this classic damped
arm. Now mounts easily on more turntables. $139.
GRACE 9 series cartridges, from $80. Grace 707 low mass
tonearm, $129. Grace 940 oil -damped, uni-pivot arm, $149.
DECCA BRUSH. One million conductive bristles eliminate
need for liquids and reduce static, $15.
We also feature selected products from Celestion, Audionics,
Supex. Lux, Sony, Yamaha and others. Coming soon: Dunlap
Clarke preamp with built-in moving coil amp.

Prepaid/insured shipment in U.S. and Canada.
THE AUDIBLE DIFFERENCE
435 Tasso, Palo Alto, California 94301 (415) 328-1081

AUDIO BREAKTHROUGHS
Long Island's finest audio dea er offers you the world's most
advanced and audio components.

ELECTRONICS, Levinson .,C-2 Preamp & LNC-2 Electronic Crossover G.A.S. (Ampzilla, son of Ampzilla, Thaedra &
Thoebe) Paragon model 12 Preamp, Yamaha, AGI, D-8 systems. preamp, sound concepts time delay, Luxman Marantz
prof
SPEAKERS. Koss model one. Magneplanar. Dahlquist.
Fulton Model J, Spendor. 8&W 10M-61 Polk. Janis woofer
M&K woofer. Kef speakers and drivers. AR pi series. B&O.
Epicure. Yamaha

TURNTABLES & CARTRIDGES. Linn Sondek. Lux, Formula 4 am, Technics, B&O. Transcriptors, Satin, A.O.0 Decca.
Grado J G signature series. Denon. Supex, stax, Grace. SME.
Rabco

AUDIOPHILE RECORDS. Sheffield. M&K, Fulton. Audio
8&0
Free delivery and installation in Long Island and New York

Lab. Levinson. AR,

City

AUDIO BREAKTHROUGHS
1681 Northern Blvd.
Manhasset, New York 11030

(516) 627-7333

FOR SALE

DON'T PAY THE HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES.
THIEVES WAREHOUSE OF NORTH MIAMI BEACH. 1807
164TH STREET MIAMI BEACH FLORIDA 33162

N

E

CALL

DON'T PAY THE HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES
THIEVES WAREHOUSE OF PANAMA CITY, 5220 W HWY 98.
SUITE D. PANAMA CITY, FLA 32401.
DON'T PAY THE HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES
THIEVES WAREHOUSE OF MONTGOMERY

PHASE LINEAR
DENON

ADS BRAUN

TANDBERG

NAKAMICHI

DUNLAP CLARK
QUAD

E

DAYTON WRIGHT

JANIS

S.

BOZAK

GRACE
AUDIO PULSE DIGITAL DELAY SYSTEM

AUDITION FOR THE FIRST TIME
LUX TUBE -TYPE MONAURAL POWER AMP & PRE AMP

AUDIO

ora 00

20760 1301) 948-2999 Ask for

THE ABSOLUTE

SOUND"",

a

sound and music, is preparing

a

1/908
le 00
99 00

Each

09910

Ile 00

-7

05 00 Each

BIC 980 W/8. C 6 V15111 Shure
Dual 1225 WIB, C 8 M9,E Shure

19900

8800

Fisher CR50,0 Dolby Cassell,
Nose Pro -Wok Headphones
Olympus Pearlcorder Mini Cassette
Sherwood S -7110A Receiver

excellent). Win Labs, KMAL. Rem, ADS, and
the Feature of the Month
the Promethean cartridge, obscure but offering exceptional
clarity at only S95 Sales and service 582 N Frederick Ave,

Gaithersburg. Md
Bob, or Albert

QUANTITY.
813700
16200

Sony 560 Belo/nay Tape
AR -2A% Speakers
Do9Order 7180 a Channel 7" Reel
Pioneer Sx606 Receiver
AR
Speakers

11500

3500
36 00

3900

PAS

Gene.

CAMERA . HI=FIVIDEO

quarterly magazine about
blockbuster issue ( = 9),
that will feature in-depth reviews of a new generation of
components. We shall be reporting on Audio Research's solid-state pre -amplifier and amplifier, as well as the new Tympani I-0. From Infinity, there will be the Quantum Line Source
system, the Class D switching amp, the FET preamplifier, and
the Black Widow Tone Arm. The Fulton J Modular; the Dahlquist electronic cross -over and sub -woofer; the Grado Signature cartridge, and Stewart Hegeman's Input Probe will be reviewed, along with the Double Dyne 400; the AGI preamp;
the Stax tone arm; and the new Decca International tone arm.
But that is far from the end of it. There's the Paragon Model
12 preamplifier (tube -type) and Dyná s Mark VI tube amp.
And then, from the G,AS. folks, Ampzilla II, Thoebe
(Thaedra 's daughter), not to mention Goliath. From England,
the Goldring 900 SE. From Japan, we'll have the $300 low -

output Satin, as well as the three high -output models of the
Satin. From Australia, the original J.H. Formula 4 arm. From
Germany, the Elac cartridge. There will also be, from the
good old U.S.A., two new speakers from new names in the
business: the Epitome and the Power Research. You'll get the
usual behind -the -scenes information about the audio business you don't get anywhere else. You'll also get a vastly expanded section of record reviews, plus the beginning of a
special section on the audio quality of movie soundtracks (including the hard -to -find classics). All of this (plus our assurance. at last of four issues a year) is yours for $12 (third
class mail), $13 (Canada, third class), and $16 (Foreign, air
mail); and, an extra two bucks in the U.S. and Canada will

516 W.

recorded classical music tapes. New cond. $150. George
Stevens, 7506 Ambergate Pl., McClean, Va. 22101

STEREO SAVINGS!! Advent, Design Acoustic, Lux, Infinity,
Crown, Accuphase, ESS, Ortofon and most others. Willner,
223-B =4 Theyer, Providence, R.I. 02906

"ATTENTION NEW YORK, NEW JERSEY, AND NEW ENGLAND DEALERS!!! We are now AUTHORIZED DECCA
SPECIAL PRODUCTS Distributors. Mark VI Plum and Gold
Cartridges, Decca New London Intl Arm, Record Brush and
Cleaner, Ribbon Tweeters, AVAILABLE NOW! Call or write for
information and prices. F & R AUDIO IMPORTS, P.O. Box
212, Somerset, New Jersey 08873. 201-828-8075"

McINTOSH 2300 amplifier. 1 year old. Perfect condition
$1050.00. Quintessence preamp 6 months old, $375.00.
Call Lou Miller. 415-431-3846. S.F. Calif.
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St. Downtown

L.A.,Ca.90014

TECHNIARTS
Professional Audio Equipment, Ampex, AKG. OBX, Crown International, Malatchi, Orban Parasound, Sescom, in stock for
immediate delivery. 8555 Fenton Street, Silver Spring MG

20910.301-585-1118.
CLASSICAL recordings old/current list, ARS Musica. 13
Dante St., Larchmont, N.Y. 10538.
MARANTZ 7T w case $250. WANTED: Ampzilla, Thaedra.
Marantz 7C. S. Shimizu, 1629 W. 158th St.. Gardena, Calif.,

90247.
AFTER MORE THAN A YEAR, the Grace G-707 Tonearm
continues to outperform all competition. This unique tonearm
combines extremely low mass construction with precision
low -friction, vibration -free bearings to provide a tonearm that
allows every cartridge to perform at it maximum. The improvement in clarity and definition is immediately apparent.
For the name of your dealer. write: Sumiko. Box 5046, Berkeley, Ca.

94705.

ATTENTION!
AUDIOPHILE ITEMS DIV. (Division of Dynamic Specialties) Announces its new exclusive sound room specializing in
vacuum tube and current solid state equipment.

We are dealers for
PARAGON AUDIO ELECTRONICS, Futterman, Dahlquist,
Fulton (FMI(, RTR, M&K subwoofers and Rabco mod., ERA,
Connoisseur, Grace 707. 940, 8L, 8C, etc.. Fidelity Research.
Supex, Dynaco, Soundcrahsman, Stan. Telefunken. Amperex,
Valve, Genelex, GE. Sylvania vacuum tubes.
Also quality used gear sales and service: Maranta. McIntosh.
Audio Research, Quad, Magneplanar, Dynaco, Citation, etc.
We Buy -Sell -Trade
AUDIOPHILE ITEMS DIV.
(Division of Dynamic Specialties)

2269 Spring Street
Redwood City, Calif. 94063

TAPE RECORDER, Sony 660, 4 channels, 4 speakers, auto
reverse solonode controls; mint cond. $285. Maranta straight
line turntable SIT 12, mint cond. $185. Fifty 4 channel pre-

1914)472-4558

IN LIMITED

Toile-A/300S,- Reel
Tho,ens To-1asC Turntable

I

$2,600. 1-217-523-0769.

Cordially invites you to audition our fine line of equipment.
OAHLDUIST
YAMAHA
AMPZILLA
LUX
SON OF AMPZILLA
BáO
THAEDRA
KEF
SOUNOCRAFTSMAN
ESS

800421 8537
-SOME

Sony sTR-1015 Receiver
Sony STR-7025 Receiver

-

SONY TAN -8550, TAE -8450, PS -8750 w/Shure V15-III,
and pr. Infinity Monitor II's. All mint. $4,200 value for

STAX

SUPER SPECIALS

offering products which, even if not the most
widely known, provide musical honesty Dayton -Wright loudspeaker. CM Labs amplifier, Dunlop -Clark. Fulton J ERA, M
Fried, Power Research loudspeaker, Paoli, Quad
including
the exciting new 405 amplifier. AID. Denon lexpensive but
cellence

Huntington
129 Route 110
Huntington Station, N.Y.

THORENS

TOLL FREE
ORDER LINE

THE AUDIOPHILE, home of the renowned DB preamp, the
little black boxes everyone has heard about and nobody's
seen, is happy to help with your search for musical ex-

get it there first class. The Absolute Sound, Box 5, Northport,
New York, 11768.

M&K

US TO GET ALMOST
EVERY HI-FI BRAND YOU SEE
FOR LESS MONEY

3386 NORMAN BRIDGE RO, MONTGOMERY ALA 36105

AUDIO BREAKTHROUGHS

WESTCHESTER. FAIRFIELD COUNTY
THE LISTENING ROOM INC.
590 Central Park Avenue
Scarsdale, N.Y. 10583

90% FOR LESS

U.S.A.

415-364-2494
415-364-6634
MARANTZ 32 power amp $100. Panasonic 405 CD4 dem od. $75. Sony SO2020 decoder $115. Altec 604E speaker
$100. Altec 604c speaker $35. Mac 75 amp $150. Electrovoice 30W woofer $150 or best offer. Wm. Riese, 3429
S. Nucla Way, Aurora Colo. 80013
SERVO STATIK I: Rosewood, Beautiful Condition. Call Evenings. 512/854-3521.
BEFORE YOU SPEND YOUR MONEY for that piece of audio equipment send for unbiased test report.

Not just a
bunch of technical specs, but how good does it sound, and is
it built to last. We do not sell or manufacture any audio

equipment, so we are obligated to no one but you. We can
save you time and money. 15 years experience. Reports sent
1st class same day. Send $2. RK Ltd., Audio Testing Division,
P.O. Box

30375, St. Paul, Minnesota 55165.

107

WANTED TO
BUY OR TRADE

DISCO EQUIP

FOR SALE

DON'T MISS THE 'DISCO WAGON'! Excellent complete
line of discotheque equipment is available to fulfill your
needs. Request your information package today. Write to
. TE 200 TE LEUAPTER EASILY CONNECTS TO ANY TV &
STEREO SYSTEM Uung our coupling and matuv eucu,, teledapter take,
a
low impedance output from the televinpn and delivers two HIGH
IMPEDANCE CHANNELS OF SIMULATED STEREO. to drive ens
n hear th e ankle of
amplifier Frequency response is maintained to
happens on TV won service w
bells or booming bass Wand, a
and hookup instruction, $1995 ppd Guaranteed to make your TV 100¡
more enloyable
OUR NEW TE 300 VHF UHF TELEVISION High F,delity AUDIO
TUNER is now wadable Completely solid state Recording and a
Aluminu m front panel and simulated WalrV
h
output Iacks Anodized
Cabinet 110 volt operation 5169 95 ppd
SEND CHECK MO MASTERCHARGE. o, HANKAMERICARD NO
and Eapuahon date TO RHOADES NATIONAL CORP DEPT NO Sr
80%817. HENDERSONVILLE. TENNESSEE 37075

D.T.S., Dept. DISCO. P.O. Box 16049. SEATTLE, WA. 98116.
Reserve your dealer territory in time!

MUSICAL
INSTRUMENTS

STEREO ONE
FAIRFIELD, CONN.

purity and fidelity

For the exceptional listener who demands

of sound, we have carefully evaluated and offer:
STEREOTECH

MARK LEVINSON

ROTEL

MCINTOSH

DAHLQUIST

BOZAK

LINN SONDEK

NAKAMICHI

AKG

ADS/BRAUN

STAX

YAMAHA

TDK

BANG & OLUFSEN

MAXELL

DENON

PHASE LINEAR

SUPEX-GRACE

M -K BOTTOM END

ORTOFON

AUDIO PULSE

AGI

FAIRFIELD, CONN.
PHONE

Fischer, 22 Joycroft Rd.,

STEREO SOUND.LABS
Factory specs or better by 10% on all repairs on major
brands. Warranty 90 days parts and labor. Ship us your gear
properly packed and insured. 4419 John Marr Drive, An-

STC (COLES) TWEETERS repaired for modest charge. New
Tweeters 4001K (8 ohms) or G (15 ohms) available. Linear
Research, 4500 South 56th Street, Lincoln, Nebr. 68516

nandale, Virginia 22003 (703) 941-5707.

(402) 488-4569

CROWN INTERNATIONAL
Complete repair. overhaul, add rebuilding service for current
and early model Crown tape recorders and amplifiers. New
Crown recorders in stock for immediate delivery. Excellent
selection of reconditioned Crown recorders for sale. Used
Crown recorders purchased and accepted for trade in. TECHNIARTS 8555 Fenton Street, Silver Spring, MD 20910 301-

585-1118
AUDIOPHILE EQUIPMENT Sales and expert service - THE
STEREO SHOP, 3907 Washington Rd.. Martinez, GA 30907

(404) 863-9143

CASH FOR your unwanted LPs & reel to reel tapes Records.
Box 323. Hillburn, New York 10931

WANTED: ALTEC 729A stereo equalizer. Ph. 204-9438820, Write 1814 - 411 Cumberland, Winnipeg, Manitoba,
Canada.

QUAD electrostatic speakers (any condition), electronics (including Model II). Mention I)west price. OMS, 1360 Lake
Shore, No. 2202, Chicago, IL 60610.

MARANTZ 7C and

2. J. Fong,

1238 Green St., San Fran-

cisco, CA 94109.

STEREO ONE INC.
RO.

B.

- KENWOOD Model -550 tube type F.M. stereo.
Tuner, ho scratches, will repair electronics. Samuel Clark, R
=1. Box 16, Cornersville, Tenn. 37047

We pay freight

1229 POST

ALTEC 6048 Co -ax, 16 ohm.
Waterbury, CT 06708

WANTED

SERVICES

ADDRESS

ul

WANTED TO BUY, AHec Lansing 415-A biflex speaker.
Write, Chappie Anderson, Box 546, Hollandale, Miss. 38748.
MC INTOSH MC -3500 power amplifiers. Charles Kappesser,
101 Earl Avenue, Syracuse, NY. 13211, 315-455-1563.

UP TO 60% DISCOUNT. Name brand Instruments Catalog
Freeport Music 114R Mahan St W Babylon. N Y 11704

NAME

WANTED: SG full logic decoder and Technics SH -405 demodulator at reasonable price. Robert Guerin, 7125 Gail Way,
Fair Oaks, Ca. 95628.

06430

203-255-5939

STEREO REPRESENTATIVES NEEDED!!! Sell 100
623 Campbell
brands!' Lowest Possible Paces!' Krasco
Ave West Haven. Connecticut 06516
DEMON DLIU3C and AU320. New $195. PPD. J. Fong,
1238 Green St.. San Francisco, CA 94109.

HIGH QUALITY USED EQUIPMENT
Audio Research SP -3A1, $580: Radford 2022 preamp,
$249: Mark Levinson JC-2 preamp. $795: Yamaha B1 amp,
S895: Dayton Wright SPS preamp. $249: Dayton Wright
535 prepreamp, $249: Tandberg 3541X. $399: Tandberg
10X0, $1015: Fidelity Research Mkll, $64.

SOUND SENSATION. The Traveling Multimedia & Disco
Light Show We have the baddest-loudest-bassfest quadraphonic sound system anywhere ---12.000 watt light show
IT
Sony -Pioneer -Technics 4 channel sound system
COOKS. Terry Parker. Box 43, Holland Patent, N.Y 13354

-

DYNACO, A -R, TRANSISTORS. REPAIRS BOARDS & units,
speaker service Send for prices & details BEAR ELECTRONICS, 177-A Hillcrest Road, Mt. Vernon, N.Y 10552
ALL HI-FI SPEAKERS REPAIRED. Technical expertise has
been acquired by servicing our customers four decades. AUDIO SPEAKER TECHNICS, 281 CHURCH ST_ NEW YORK, N.Y

10013 12121 226-7781

704 Symons
Richland, Wa. 99352

or

similar laser light show. Call (213)

WANTED: WHARFEDALE 70 speaker, state condition and
price. E. Galloway, 714 Stadium Place, Logansport, Ind.

46947
WANTED: McINtOSH 50W2, 20W2, MC -40. MC -3500,
C-11, MI -2, 0-101, Marantz IC, 6, 3, 4, JBL SE 400S,
SA660. Les Gueydan Jr; P.O. Box 455 Metaireie, LA. 70004
1-504-831-3190 from 6 to 10 P.M. CST.
WANTED: TASCAM 4 OR 8 -TRACK

1/2"

recorder with 501

electronics (and model 10 consoles & modules.)
Wanted: Revox 112 track 1/4" recorder, 15 IPS, SEL sync. V.
Bond, Box 2159.,Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada R3C 3R2
or 701

TAPE RECORDER HEADS re lapped S15 00 ea Removed
from machine or stack One day service E Maher 5 Evans
Place. Onnda Calif 94563

THE TIN EAR STEREO CENTER

INFINITY Monolumina
376-8451 collect.

(509) 946-4459

(204) 888-6099
WANTED: CASSETTE & cartridge tape decks manufactured
by Akai, model GXC-39D. Audio Box A72-2

CUSTOM RECORDING SERVICE, Tapes, discs, and cas-

INSTRUCTION &
EDUCATION
GET INTO BROADCASTING! Become

a

settes Stereo and mono. Live and copies Editing Masters and pressings High quality at reasonable rates.

Joseph

5516-N2, Walnut Creek, CA 94596
experience/credits:
glewood, CA. 90309

EMI,

Inc.

Box

4277, In-

EQUIPMENT WANTED

Newkirk Ave, Brooklyn, N.Y IN9-7134

HAVE PERSONAL 45 RPM oldies collection for sale. Most-

STEREO MASTERS, RECORDS AND ALBUMS. Check our

ly original labels. From 1950 to 1974, not listed. Send want
list. Alan Chipuroni, 47 Raspberry Lane, Levittown, N.Y.

prices. Newest type high level cutting equipment featuring:
Neumann VMS 70 Computer control lathe, Parametric Equal-

ization, Dolby. DBX. and the new SX74 Cutting System by
Neumann Special package prices on pure vinyl album and
single record production 1000 45 RPM stereo singles

$199 00 including mastering 100

LP albums $325 00 including printed jackets. Write or call for brochure A & R
Record Manufacturing Corp 902 N Industrial Blvd_ Dallas,
Texas 75207 Toll Free 1-800-5273260.
,

TANNOY AUTOGRAPHS or G.R.F (corner box type) Marano
7C 9S. JBL SG -520, SA -660. Takishima, 33-7-1421, Takeshimadaira

2

Chorre. Itabashi-ku. Tokyo, 175 Japan.

HIGH FIDELITY

RECORDS

2819

DJ, earn big mon-

ey! Start your own station! Free details, Broadcasting, Box

DEGREES,

Giovanelli, Audio -Tech Laboratories.

11756
SOUNDTRACKS, CASTS, personalities! Free newsletter!
RTSA. 3700 Plaza, F211, Santa Ana, Calif. 92704
COLLECTORS RECORDS - 50,000 LPs - Sold ® Auction International Service Since 1971 - Specify category or artists
- Lists From: Ray Macknic (or) Theó s. P.O. Box 7511, Van
Nuys, Calif.

91406, U.S.A.

Free
Mail Auction
SOUNDTRACK RECORD ALBUMS
List Whalon. 2321A Hill. Redondo Beach, Calif 90278

NASHVILLE RECORD PRODUCTIONS WILL PRESS HIGH
QUALITY PURE VINYL RECORDS FROM YOUR TAPES. SEND
FOR SAMPLE RECORD AND PRICE LIST ALSO FINEST DISC
MASTERING

469 Chestnut St., NASHVILLE TENNESSEE

HISS -S THE VILLIAN, & "LOST HIGHS" result from running
tape on magnetized equipment. Now you can actually measure and eliminate damaging magnetic build-up. Standard
Audiophile Han -D -Kit $34.25, Deluxe Professional Han -D -Kit
$58.50. delivered in USA on prepaid orders. Ask for literature and "Notes on Demagnetizing" ANNISCO 1103 N. Dela-

TAPE DUPLICATING. Professional standards. Half Track,
Quarter Track Reel: Cassettes. Low Prices. Write for rates.
Moonlight Recording, P.O. Box 22635, San Francisco, Ca.

ware. Indianapolis, Ind. 46202. Phone: 317-637-9282.

94122.

37203.

OLDIES

-

45 RPM Original hits Catalog 50c C&S Record
N Y 13163

Sales Box 197 Wampsvdle.

SHOW ALBUMS-Rare. Out of Print LP's 52 page list
50c Broadway/Hollywood Recordings Georgetown, Conn.
06829.

IMPORTED, DOMESTIC HARD -TO -FIND Soundtracks,
Shows, Nostalgic Personalities. Catalog $1.00 (Refundable).
LIST COMMUNICATIONS, P.O. BOX 916-h, NYC 10023

AUDIO

February 1977

BOOKS

RECORDS
JAZZ, BLUES, ROCK. Out of ?rent LP's, 45's Free Lists. Crazy

Rhythms. 4 Newman Ave., Verona, N.J. 07044

CATALOGS.

Broadcasts, soundtracks Personalities of
Thirties, Forties Box 225, New York, N Y 10028

WHILE YOU WERE LOOKING for out of print records, you
should've been looking for us DISContinued 216 N Rose.
Burbank, California 91505

Send $2.50 for booklet

OLDIES TAPES ON OPEN REEL TAPE, Rock n' Roll songs
by their year of release. Over 100 songs per year. Free bro-

STEREO SOUND,

chure. Rock N' Reel Rental, Dept.

4419 John Marr Drive,
Annandale, Virginia 22003 (703) 941-5707.

Pioneer auto stereo

- Jensen car speakers - Royce
Reasonable, Swift, Reliable. Free catalog.
QUASI -RATIONAL PRODUCTS, P.O. Box 171, Prospect
Heights, III. 60070.
-

CB's, etcetera.

QUADRAPHONIC RECORDS AND TAPES World's largest selection
all labels, over 1000 titles
at discount
prices! For your free illustrated quad catalog, write: SOUND
CONCEPTS, Box 654-C, Peoria, Illinois 61601

NY

YELLOW PAGES OF AUDIO -$3.95. Reference to over
5,000 audio products and 1,000 publications. Box 94-A, Col-

C,

4 Prescott Ave., Dix Hills,

11746.

OLD RADIO SHOWS. Most have original commercials. Low
as

$1.87 per hour. Catalog $1.00. Phantom Empire, 2500

Pennington, Houston, Texas 77093.

mar, PA 18915.

WE WILL BEAT any price sheet in America. Featuring TDK,
Maxell, BASF, and Ampex. Tape World International, 220
Spring Street, Butler, PA. 16001

PHOTOGRAPHY

QUASI -RATIONAL PRODUCTS has everything in record
protection. Liners- covers- Discwasher- Watts. Also Maxell,
TDK tape

TAPE RECORDINGS

HOW TO INSTALL CAR STEREOS

TAPE -SLIDE SYNCHRONIZER, lap -dissolve plans, $5.50.
With mixer, compressor, preamp schematics, $8.50. The Millers, 1896 Maywood, S. Euclid, OH 44121.

AUTO ACCESSORIES

RADIO PROGRAMS
ON TAPE AND CASSETTES. THOUSANDS
AVAILABLE. 6 HOURS $8 00 Immediate Service Catalogue
OLD RADIO

50c Nostalgic Radio. Box 29K Peoria.

IL

61601

-

-

-

FUZZBUSTER POLICE RADAR DETECTORS. Latest Model, big discount. Hughes Electronics, 45 Dunn Street, Asheville, N.C. 28806

DISCOUNTS ON LP's, Tapes Cutouts, Imports. Huge Cata
logs. One Dollar. Record Finder Services NERI. Box 268,

catalog. Virgo House, Box 1060-A, Oes Moines, Iowa 50311.

1930-1962 RADIO PROGRAMS, Reels,

$1

00 hour! Cas-

settes. S1 00 show, Mammoth catalog S1 25
SURES Box 192 AU Babylon. New York 11 702

MISCELLANEOUS

Lawrence, Mass. 01842

OLD RADIO SHOWS! Top sound quality. Cassette or reel

AM TREA-

GOLDEN AGE RADIO
your best source for radio tapes
Box 25215 D Portland Oregon 97225
-

TAPE &
TAPE RECORDERS
MAXELL RECORDING TAPE. All widths. Lowest prices
N.A.B Audio, Box 7. Ottawa, Illinois 61350

THE SUCCESSFUL DISCO -SHOW. Complete descriptions,
$1.00. "Ono' 24 Church, Lubec, Maine 04652.

MEET YOUR IDEAL MATE. Computer matching nationwide.
Only $18 FREE Questionnaire. 'TEAM", 1270 Broadway,
NYC 10001.
EARN HUGE PROFITS!

Help pay for that stereo you've

TOP LINE CASSETTES at an unbeatable price. C-90 $1.50.
Includes box and postage. Quality guaranteed. Other sizes
available. FOFA. P.O. Box 7316, Stanford, CA 94305

been dreaming of! We need distributors for our gift items,

RECORDING TAPE -OUTSTANDING VALUES
Write to: MAGNE HOUSE, 2271 Union # 4. San Francisco.

SELF-HYPNOSIS cassette by Counseling Psychologist.
2828 Chestnut Street, Montgomery, Alabama 36107. $5.95

CA.

novelties. $2.00 brings catalog. Wholesale Specialties, 4226
Robert, Red Wing, MN 55066

YESTERDAY'S RADIO PROGRAMS ON TAPE. Reels, Cassettes. Fast -Reliable Service Catalog Si 00 refundable with
first order ADVENTURES, Box 4822 A, Inglewood, California

90302
RENT RADIO SHOWS Make your own copies or lust listen
Great way to build your collection reasonably Catalog Si re
fundable OTR Rental. Box 1146. Livermore, Ca 94550
OLD RADIO

PROGRAMS,

hour, Reels 4 Hours

S5 00.

2

Catalogs.

Cassettes

S159

Nostalgia Sounds. Box 3564,

Santa Susana, Ca 93063

check or money order.

94123

RADIO CLASSICS
TDK,

MAXELL,

MEMOREX.

BASF, cassettes, reels
8 -tracks Lowest prices. New, Guaranteed FREE CATALOG
S & S Audio. P 0 Box 56039, Harwood Hts_ IL 60656

- Catalog preselected reels, cassettes: adventure, comedy, terror, more, 25c master catalog, reels, cus-

BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITIES

cassettes: thousands of shows
equalized $1.00. Competitive prices.

tom

ton, III.

-

frequency
1649. Evans-

Dolbyed,

P.O. Box

60204

CUSTOMIZED
tracks

or

TAPES. Jazz Big Banc Select standard
available artists Free catalog 80 minute reel cas
8 track 5800 Tape.. Unlimited
Box 163 Ports

sette or
mouth R 102871

NEW LUXURY CAR Without Cost! Free Details! Codes -C,
Box 6073, Toledo, Ohio 43614.
OUR PORTABLE DISCO SYSTEMS could make you rich

SCOTCH RECORDING TAPE, lowest prices TAPE CENTER
Box 4305B Washington. OC 20012

Earn

EVERYTHING ON OPEN REEL! Classical. Popular. Dolby.
Quadraphonic. Latest releases. For "Reel News," send $1,00.
Barclay -Crocker, Room 857 A 11 Broadway, New York
10004.

American Audio
103 Ohio Ave

SPEAKERS

-

LOUDSPEAKER DESIGN COOKBOOK
Specific design
information for air suspension, reflex, resistive and distributed port, passive radiator, and TL's using available drivers. Includes sections on passive and electronic xovers, test procedures, acoustic xover, cone dopeing, and cosmetic technique.
Practical application for builders, plus many references. Best
source book of its kind. $5.95 to: Speaker Research Associates (SRA), 3959 S.E. Hawthorne, Portland, Ore., 97214
HIGH FIDELITY SPEAKERS REPAIRED
AMPRITE SPEAKERS SERVICE
655 Sixth Avenue. New York, N Y 10010

5150 night and more, playing records for parties, bars.
weddings Get in on one of the fastest growing best paying
lobs Free information

diate air freight shipment to any N. American destination.
National Sound Company, Ft. Lauderdale, Florida. (305) 462-

-

Lowest prices, large selection. Free cata-

supplement... Write: Golden Years of Radio,
1428, Staten Island, N.Y. 10314.

log

P.O.

Box

OLDTIME RADIO: Lowest prices, large selection: sales,
trades; free catalog supplement, Write: Golden Years of Radio, P.O. Box 1428, Staten Island, New York 10314

Fremont, Ohio 43420

OLDTIME RADIO

419 334-3326

GOLDEN YEARS OF RADIO, P. O. Box 1428, Staten Island, N.

$500 WEEKLY Mailing Circulars - Foolproof Program - Start
Immediately! Write: FORTUNITY (1P4), 46 Cardwell, Orange-

Y.

SELL YOUR PHOTOS. Report tells how and where. Color
slide markets. Only $1.50. D. Hammaker, 701 Walnut Street
Roaring Spring, Pa. 16673

on tape;

lowest prices; tree supplement,

10314

PLANS & KITS

ville, Ontario L9W 2V6

BUILD YOUR OWN klipschorns. Complete plans
Pr/2 Galveston, Texas 77550.

$5.00 to JJB 4907

Send

-

"EARN $30.00 per hundred, stuffing envelopes. Immediate
earnings. Send $2.50 for beginners kit. Don, P.O. Box 10033,
Houston, Texas 77206."

LINEAR AMPLIFIER, 2
30 MHz, 140 watt mobile. Construction plans, $3.00. IGOR, Box 5516-N2, Walnut Creek,

CAMPUS REPRESENTATIVES - Double your profits! Contact TOKYO AUDIO LTD., Box 3241, Los Angeles, Ca. 90028

ACCURATE SOUND now offers seven high accuracy speaker kits, including an exceptional car or van speaker and ultimate transmission line with ribbon tweeter top end. Prices
range from $115./pair to $785./pair. Kits include drivers
(KEF, Coles, & Decca), crossovers using film capacitors, air
core inductors, and high quality L-pads, back plate with binding posts and fuse holder, and cabinet plans. Drivers and
crossovers available separately. Domestic and exotic wood
veneers available. For more information: Accurate Sound,
1213 "M" Street, Lincoln, Nebraska 68508. (402) 4891218.

TAPE RECORDINGS

212-CH3-4812
ELECTRO -VOICE SENTRY PRODUCTS. In stock: Sentry
IV -B, Sentry III, and Sentry V monitor loudspeaker systems
for professional monitoring and sound reinforcement. Imme-

OLDTIME RADIO

OLD RADIO

$1.10

PROGRAMS

ON

CASSETTE.

1

-HOUR

ONLY

EACH. BIG LIST FREE.

NOSTALGIA SOUNDS
BOX

3584

SIMI VALLEY, CALIF. 93063

6862.

94596

CASSETTES,
YOUR

SOURCE for custom speaker systems, kits, enclosures, foam grills, crossovers, raw speakers, veneers, vinyl. Warehouse prices. Surprising info - 13c. CSS. Algonac,
Mich. 48001
=

1

AUDIO

REEL TAPES, bottom prices, name brands
and custom loaded with BASF or SCOTCH. Super mastering
computer cassettes loaded with ALFA-GAVAERT. Prepaid

CA

shipments,

Free catalog. STANFORD INTERNATIONAL, Box

609A, San Carlos, CA 94070

February 1977

AmericanRadioHistory.Com

BUILD YOUR OWN state of the art systems, enclosures. &
devices. Complete plans- Send one dollar (redemmable) for
complete information. SLATER DESIGNS, P.O. Box 14466,
Long Beach, CA 90814

Wag

flutter. AC/: SignaVnoise ratio: ó2

Introducing the incredible Elcaset
system. Developed by Sony to bring
you unsurpassed cassette sound.
RThe Elcaset

tape is as wide as

reel-to-reel tape:''/a:'
Tape moves twice as fast: 3% ips.
Result: the widest dynamic range,
the widest frequency response, the
cleanest sound ever offered in a cassette format. Unlike the standard
cassette, the Sony Elcaset sound is not
compressed, constrained. It's expansive and full. It "breathes" It's true
high fidelity.
The tape is lifted out from the
cassette and guided across the
heads by a stabilizing pin in the deck

3

itself-just

dß:

as in reel-to-reel.

wow and flutter,
superior tape/head alignment, even
Result: lowest

better frequency response. (See diagram).
All -new tape formulation with
4thicker oxide coating and thicker
polyester for highest quality sound.

Automatic tape formulation
adjustment. Small holes encoded
on the cassette case "tell" the Elcaset
deck what type of tape is being used
(SLH, FeCr). The Elcaset then automatically adjusts both bias and EQ for
optimum performance.
CLOSED LOOP DUAL CAPSTAN SYSTEM
CAPSTAN

REC. HEAD

1

PB

PINCH ROLLER
E

Q

HEAD

/

CAPSTAN

2

PINCH ROLLER

2

HEAD

-

ELCASET

Sony Elcaset

Frequency response: 25 Hz-22 kHz,` 3 dD:..
An engineering triumph, the Sony EL -7
Stereo Elcaset Deck was designed
exclusively for the new Elcaset tape.
Closed -loop dual capstan tape
le drive. One of the most advanced
tape drive systems now available, it
assures constant tape -to -head contact
pressure, low wow and flutter and
virtually nonexistent modulation noise.
The 3 -motor system starts with a
DC servo motor for utmost
reliability. A sophisticated feedback circuit corrects for line voltage fluctuations, and other speed -altering
factors. This is the finest tape recorder
motor system money can buy. Proof?
Wow and flutter of only .04%.

2

Sony's 3 -head system offers the

most precise tape/head align

-

ment possible. All three heads are
made of ferrite and ferrite-a super strong formulation that lasts up to
200 times longer than standard perm alloy. Head surfaces are mirror smooth for friction -free tape travel and
optimum tape/head contact. Incredibly
close tolerances in the head gap
assure widest frequency response.
Direct coupling of playback head
with the FET first -stage reproduction amplifier significantly reduces
distortion, improves signal/noise ratio
and frequency response linearity.

4

Also available: The Sony EL-5 Stereo Elcaset Deck.
Includes many of the some high performance features
of the Sony EL-7, at o lower price.

Brought to you by

SUPERSCOPE
SONY

STEFEO ELCASET DECK

I

EL -7

iIELE,,
REC MASTER
PRESET

POWER

VOLU--ME
!

THREE MOTOR /CLOSED LOOP DUAL CAPSTAN

Me. Ng

MPxfILTER

TAPE

eiAs

sEtEC T

N1

E4

M. -

AEC LEVEL -LINE
L

-e-R

PEONES LEVEL

Memory tope counter
provides automatic
sequential rewind one
playback immediately
offer recording from o
specific spot on the tape.

Timer activating capability, in conjunction with
on external timer, turns

on/off playback or record mode unattended.

Illuminated "feather touch" solenoid operation. Logic -controlled
system allows instantaneous mode change,
bypassing stop.

Air -cushion eject slowly,
softly opens tope compartment door, thus
minimizing weor on eject
system.

'WRMS..'FeCr tape, Dolby""out. "'FeCr tope. ***I'M Dolby Lobs, Inc. (Source: Sony Corp.)
© 1977 Superscope, Inc., 20525 Nordhoff St.. Chatsworth, CA 91311. Prices and models subject to change without notice. Consult the Yellow

Dolby Noise Reduction
System includes 25 µS
de-emphosis circuit
for Dolby FM, os well os
controls for standard
Dolby applications.

Pages for your nearest Superscope dealer.

-

\

Both of these decks will improve
the sound of your cassettes.
One even improves your tuner.
Introducing the RS-671AUS and the RS-677US
with Dolby' FM. Both decks will dramatically
improve the sound of your cassettes. But with
the RS-677US you'll also get a dramatic
improvement In the sound of your tuner. Like
a quieterFM S/N ratio. Increased dynamic
range. Even better FM reception.
And to improve the sound of your
cassettes both units employ a two motor drive system. Including an
Solenoid
electronically controlled DC motor
Remote Control.
used exclusively for capstan drive.
The results: 0.075°/0 (WRMS) wow and flutter
for the RS-671AUS. And 0.07°/o (WRMS) for
the RS-677US.
You also get a quiet S/N ratio of - 65dB
(CrO2 tape, above 5kHz). As well as lower
distortion and excellent transient response.
The reasons: ATechnics low -noise preamplifier. Selected low -noise transistors.
And Dolby.
And bedth decks also give you an extremely
wide frequency response of 30 Hz-17kHz

(CrO2 tape). Thanks to the exceptionally narrow gap of our patented HPF heads.
You'll also get quiet, highly accurate

recordings, with plenty of dynamic range,
because both decks have peak
check VU meters. So you can precisely set recording levels for the
barest minimum of overload
distortion, especially when
recording from live sources.
Both decks have memory rewind. Fast acting silent electronic switching. A lockable
pause control. Mike/line mixing. A CrO2
tape selector. And with the RS-671AUS,
you'll get selectors for high and low bias.
And with the RS-677US, memory play and
solenoid activated remote control.
So when you're ready to improve your
system, the RS -671 AUS and the RS-677US are
ready for you.
*Dolby

is a

trademark of Dolby Laboratories,

Inv

Cabinetry k simulated wood.

Technics
by Panasonic

Check No. 38 on Reader Service Card
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